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'Forewor'd
4

THE PURPOSE of this bulletin is tit; help teachers, supervisors.I administrators, and dther.educators improve the quality of read-
ing done by pnior high school pupils. Interest in ways to teach de-
velopmental and remedial reading in, the junior high'school is nation-
wid'e. Junior high school principals and teachers of yarious subjects
are particularly interested in developing schoolwide reading progrims.

In an effort to assist these professional personnel. the Seconctary
Schools Section in the fall of 1956 invited some of the reading authori-
ties, consultants, and directors of clinics to part icipite in a 2-day read-
ing conference, December 13 and 14, 1956, at Washington, D. C. The
purposes of the conference were, as follows:

1. To consider wikys in which sound research findings may be used
to improve instruction in reading.

2. To offer suggestions for initiating a developmental reading
program; to suggest 'guiding princii;les, learning experiences,
and types of materials for conducting a developmental reading
proFram in high school.

:3. To define the responsibilities of various subject ma'tter teach-
ers for instruction in reading.

4. To outline means for startiog a remedial program; to offer
guide lines for organizing and operating a remedial program
in the junior high school.

5. To consider the relationshikof evaluation to reading improve-
ment.

6. To review two statewide programs ior improvingjeading:
How well these purposes have been accomplished is evident by the

formal talks as published in thks bulletin. The emphasis' throughbut
the*bulletin is oh research, particularly the implications of significant
research for the improvement of reading in§truction and for the con-
duct of sound developmental and remedial reading programs.

E. GLENN FEATHERSTON
A (ling A ssi4dant Commisgioner for

Educational Seri,ireA
J. DAN HULL%

Dtrectoie,
nertietion, Organization, and Serrke8 Branch.

JOHN R. LumNorroN,
Chief,

eSecondary Schooley Section.
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.Remarks Welcoming Members of Conference on Improving
.Reading in the Junior High School

By

Wayne 0. Reed
Deputy Coatastssiower, Oleo ot Education)

Department of Hod* Umessioss, and W. liar

EMBERS of the reading conference : We are delighted that
you can participate in the Conference on Improving Reading in

the Junior High School, sponsored by the Secondary Schools Section
of the Office of Education.

As you can see from our list of participants, this is a select group
of authorities in the field of reading. It incluCles research workers,
^authors of reading books, reading consultants, and, professors of read-
ing. And, just as important, it includes outstanding specialists who
spend most of their time in the high school classroom as successful
teachdrs of reading, supervisors of reading, and directors of dynamic
reading programs. In 'fact, we feel sure that every participant in this
conference is well acquainted with reading problems in the classroom
and in ways in which these problems are being attacked.

This is a working conference. Its purpose is to discuss ways to im-
prove readi.ng in the junior high school. Specialists representing vari-
ous subject areas and core will define the responsibilities for teaching
reading in language arts, mathematics, science, social studies, and core
programs. Junior high school teachers today need and want help in
getting started dn a school-wide reading program. Also they want to
know how to carry on and eValuate a good program. They want prac-
tical suggestions for teaching all studentsbright, average, and slow
--to read up to their maximum capacity. They want to know the best
wilys of helping retarded readers in junior high. 'They want to know

, how to use valid and consistent reseirch findings in the area of read-
ing. And they are interested in knowing how they can continue to de-
velop the reading skills and interests which the sixth-grader brings to
the seventh grade.



2 IMPROVING READING IN THE JTINIOR HIGH SCHOOL

In general,' junior high school teachers,supervisors, and principals
are convinced of the need for improved reading instruction in the
junior high. school. I know you are too. Without carrying coals to
Newcastle, may I suggest that learning to read is a lifelong process.
Your experience with our Office form 'Travel Instruction forTon-
ferees" may have reinforced your belief in the need for instruction in
reading throughout life. There is no doubt in 'my mind that the re-
sponsibilities of all high school teachers for improvipg reading are be-
coming greater each yeai instead of less. New knowVge means new
idea's in new books. New printing processes and outlets Tor magazines
and books have resulte,d in a aeluge of printed matter of diverse qual-
ity and value. Appeals to the minds and emotions of adolesceno

rough printed words are increasing. Jahn Masefield has sai4 that
the general purpose of reading is "to seek recreation and .cheer, guid-
ance, counsel and consolation." Today, his words about the value of
reading have deep significance.

Reading, we believe, has been taught well even under the handi-
caps of overcrowded classrooms, half-day sessions, and inadequaie in-
structional materials. At the White House Conference on Education
in December 1955, delegates agreed that schools were doing the best
job in history of teaching the 3 R's, but they also stated that "continu-
ous improvement is desirable and necessary."

In this conference our purpose is not to rationalize or justify what
has been done in the past. Instead, our purpose in these meetings is to
call attention to ways in which youth of, junior high school age can
become better readers than they are today. You specialists can help
the teachers of our junior high schools to do that. Certainly the pub-
lication which results from yogr talks and discussions should be of
practical value to junior high school administrators, supervisors, and
teachers. Finally, we are hoping that you will help our secondary
school staff to identify significant problems for research in the area of
reading.

Let me close by thanking you tor coming to these meetings. Staff
members of the Office of Education appreciate the opportunity of be-
ing present at this si ificant conferencethe first of its type since the
Office was establish in 1867.

'
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What Does Research Suggest About Ways To Improve
Reading Instruction?

By
Arthur E. 'Fouler

Basoutive Dirwater, Ua.4.ad Rdwords Damon

RE SEARCH in the field of reading it more voluminous than that
for any other area of the school curriculum. Much of this re-

search has implications concerning ways to improve reading instruc-
tion. It would clearly be impossible to mention by name and to review
all the studies pertaining even to one segment, such as remedial read-
ing. It, is necessary, therefore, to deal in generalizations drawn from
research, with only a few references to actual studies by way of
illustration.

An effort will be made. to generalize only so far as is warranted by
specific studies which could be cited if time permitted. For more de-
tailed delineation of these general statements, with supporting data,
reference may be had to the annual summaries of research in reading
prepared by William S. Gray (10,1 summaries issued from time to
time by Milei A. Tinker ,(27)-, Paul Witty (86) , and other authorities,
.and three publications by the Educational Records Bureau which,
taken together, summarize research in reading over a period of twenty-
three years (80).

I shall propose a series of questions about improvement of reading
instruction and then comment on the research pertinent't6 each
question.

1., Does research indicat4'5 that 'there is a nited for improvement of
reading instruction in our whookAThe title of this talk iinplies that
a need for improvement of reading instruction exists, and research
furnishes Avidence of this need. It slumid be understood; however,
that the need is not greatar now than it formerly was. Although re:
Pear& in which the reading. achievement of the present generation of
school pupilt has. been eompaTed with reading achievement of pupils

Bibliograpbigal references ue listed ou pages 13-45 at end of this article.
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IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
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years ago is rather fragmentary, reports by Gray (13), Witty (38),
and othet's indicate that present-day reading achievement is at least
as good as reading achievement was in the past.

Nevertheless, evidence of a need foi improvement in reading instruc-
tion is found in the fact that an extremely wide range exists in the
reading achievement of pupils at the same age or grade level by the
time they reach the junior high school. In almost any sizable class,
this range will be found to be as much as eight grades on a standardized
test of reading achievement. It is true that this wide variability in
reading achievement is.,ciosely correlated with variability in intelli-
price, even when intelligtnce is measured by 'an individual test of
mental ability in which reading ability plays a small part. In other
words, differences among pupils in reading-ability are, to some exthnt,
a function of differences in mental ability about which schools can-
not do very much. However, one cannot place the whole blame for
inferior reading upon the intelligence of the pupils, for many studies
have shown that numerous pupils are reading much below their ca-
pacity, and it is these pupils who particularly need better instruction.

2. What do we know about the role of interests in 4readingr---Re-search on reading interests is extensive, particularly at the junior and
senior high school levels, but this area will be passed over briefly inthe present paper, since Arno Jewett's paper deals specifically with thereading interests of junior high school pupils.' Research has shown
important sex differences in reading interests, and many studies have
identified the dominant reading inte 8sys and girls. As George
W. Norvell (19) pointed out in an exte udy of pupils in grade,
7 through 12 in New York State, the relati sex to patterns of read-
ing interests should be carefully studied in planning any reading pro-
gram for the school. At the same time, research indicates that each
pupil has his own pattern of reading interests and that the interests of
each individual should be taken into consideration in setting up a read-
ing program for him.

a What are the main areas of ieading instruction commonly ex-
plored in experaients concerned with the improvenient of readingI--
Most experiments in reading improvement carried on under classroom
or group procedures have been concerned with ways to improve reading
rate, vocabulary, and various aspects of comprehension, such as those
skills involved in study- readini. Research having to do with
intensive remedial work of a clinical nature has frequently dealt with
these three aspects of reading improvement; and, in addition, has
taken special account of ways to remove emotional blocks to reading,
such as those growing out of personal and social maladjustment in the
home, school, and community environment

2 P. 26-RX.
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RESEARCH IN READING 7

4. What- ii the rethtionship between rate and comprehension in read-
efforts to improve the reading Of junior high school pupas,

ieh should be strewed the morerate or comprehensionPThere
has been a good deal of inisunderstanding about the correlation between
reading rate and comprehension and about the role of speed in a read-
ing-improvement program. The administration and scoring arrange-
ment of some of the earlier reading tests made it inevitable /hat high
cOrrelation between rate and comprehension would be obtitined. A
good many workers in the field of reading, not realizing that the rela-
tionship found was, to a considerable degree, an artifact, concluded
that the fast readers were nearly always the good readers. They in-
ferred that a desirable way to improve comlYrehension was to teach
pupils to read faster. This inference often had unfortunate conse-
quences. ,

We know now that when reading rate and comprehension are meas-
ured in such a way that neither.score is dependent upon the other, the
correlation, while positive, is- rather low, generally of the order of
about .30 (3). There is also some evidence that the correlation be-
tween speed and comprehension is lower for difficult material than for
relatively easy material (26).

Even if the relationship between rate and comprehension were high
for groups ofpupils, which it evidently is pot, there would still be lack
of research to support a hypothesis that the reading comprehension of
a giy.en individual can be improved by having him spew' up his read-
ing. The comprehension of some bright, but overcautious, pupils may
be improved by training them to read faster, but the nine kind of train-
ing will work to the detriment of other pupils.

Since speed without comprehension is worthless, it is believed that
the greater emphasis should always be placed upon comprehension in
a reading program, .notwithstanding the claims that are sometimes
made by reading services about the advantages of their speed-of-
reading training.

There is, however, one kind of attention to readitig speed which is
very important. Research indicates that mature ieaders learn to
adjust their rate according to the difficulty of the, material and their
familiarity with it, and that the better readers adjust more readily
than the poorer ones do (3) . There is also evidence that in certain
fields, such as science and mathematics, the pupils who have learned to
read slowly and carefully are higher achievers than the fut readers
(4). It seemslikely that all pupils would be greatly benefited if they
were taught early ip their school career to vary their reading speed
according to the nature and difficulty of the material an4 accordink.to
their purposes in reading different kinds of material. . P

ing hi

.



8 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR EtIGH SCHOOL

5. Does eye-m;vement training improve reading- ability?--This
question follows naturally after the preceding one. Various research
reports, including an extensive summary by Tinker (28), indicate that
eye-movement records are comparatively vali,d and reliable measum
of reading peffamance. However, it does not follow, as some work-
ers in the field of reading have assumed, that eye-movement training
improves reading comprehension. On the contrary, research evidence
supports the thesis that eye movements reflect reading comprehen-
sionthat they are good or poor as understanding is adequate or
faulty. Nevertheless, some teachers, and particularly some reading
laboratories, continue to place considerable emphasis upon eye-move-
ment triining.

The quqstion of the- worth of direct training of eye movements
involves a still more controversial questionthat of the value of me-
chanical aids to reading instruction, such as the metronoscope, reading
alms, and a variety of commercially available shutter-like devices for
pacing reading speed, most of which may be traced back to a simple,
noncommercial device developed by Guy T. Buswell and others in the
Reading Laboratory at the Univers:ty of Chicago some fifteen or
twenty years ago. These instruments frequently have considerable
motivational value, particularly for some individuals, and when the
emphasis in their use is placed upon comprehension they probably
have training value as well. However, the only conclusion that seems
warranted by the rather voluminous tesearch bibliography on these
instruments is that their special worth has not been clearly demon-
strated and that there is no assurance that a better job can be done
through the use of these devices than can be done by a capable teacher
of reading without them (25, 31 ).

6. What are the most effeitive ways of improving the vocabulariv
of junior high school pupaeThere are two commonly used general
methods of teaching vocabulary. One of these is by means of having
the pupils do wide reading and encouraging them to infer word mean-
ing from context. The other is through direct training and specific
practice in learning the meaning of anew words. There have been
many studies of these two methods. One of the most careful studies
was carried on during the 1930's in grade 4 by W. S. Gray and Eleanor
Holmes (14). They found that the direct method was more effective
than the incidental method in improving vocabularly and that it was
also more effective for those with inferior ability than for superior
pupils. Most other studies, including those at the junior and senior
high school levels, have indicated that the direct method was either
superior to or equal to the context method in promoting vocabularly
growth.

0



RESEARCH IN REAbING

Needless to point out, however, these two methods are not mutually
t)\,.1usi4. It is logical to believe that a combination of the two pro-
cedures is bitter than either one Used alone, even though there does not
seem to be definite research on,this point.

Direct training on the meaning of words is occasionally criticized on
t he ground that it is "teaching in isolation." The reason why teach-
ing in isolation involving intensive practice is sometimes thought to be
bad is not entirely clear. As Donald I). Durrell (7) pointed out in a
recent speech, isolated, specific practice is an almost universal pro-
cedure for the correction of weaknesses in a wide variety of learning
.ituations outside the school, as well as within it. This procedure can
hardly be criticized on theoretical ground, if, it gets results, although
the practice should, of course, be related to use in context so far as
possible.

Some studies have indicated that significant gains in vocabulary
are obtained through kinesthetic procedures, such as clay modeling
(5) or tracing (20).

7. What iA the relationship between reaiding ability and achievement
in the content fields? What are the beRt ways of improving reading
in the content areas1--It is well known that there is fairly high correla-
tion between reading ability and achievement in the linguistic areas,
but a question may be raised whether this correlation is due to the in-
fluence of intelligence upon both reading and achievement. However,
positive correlation between reading and achieyement has been found,
even when intelligence is held constant (1, 29, 32). Various studies
have also shown that positive relationship between ability to read and
subject matter achievement is not confined to the linguistic area but
extends to the mathematical and scientific fields, as well (24, 35).

The existence of significant positive correlation between reading
ability and .achievement in a subject field does not necessarily mean
that impeovement in reading ability %Till result in improved achieve-
ment. This question has not been studied extensively, but there is some
evidence that increase in reading ability is accompanied by higher
achievemint scores. For instance, William E. Youpg (39) sum-
marized a serift of research articles which supported theiconclusion
that, so far as the social studies field is concerned, improvement in
reading ability generally leads to improved achievement. A con-
trolled experiment by Mariv Corrigan (6) also indicated that improve-
ment in reading was effective in raising test scores and school marks to
a significant degree.

While there is substantial correlatiod between general wading ibil-
ity and ability to read in a particular field, the correlation is by no
meansRerfect, In other words, pupils need to learn how to do the par-
ticular kinds of reading called for in literature, social studies, science,

A
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10 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
6

and, mathematics, RS well as to develOp their over-all reading ability.
Years ago, Paul B. Jacobson ( 16) pointed out that "giving reading in-
struction in the field in which the content is to be mastered is superior
to giving it in asnother subject field and expecting ,the ability to trans-
fer to the colitent fielii." Undoubtedly, the best way of improving
reading ability in a particular field is to obtain the cooperation of
classroom instructors in teaching the vocabulary and reading and
study skills peculiar t.p that field.

8. /a it advisable to try to relieve Mr reading difficulties of junior
high school pupils through group corrective inAtruction?Numerow;
studies have shown that most pupils who are mildly retarded (up to
two grades as indicated by scores on a standardized reading test) can
make significant improvement in reading achievement under group
corrective instruction carried on not less than twice a week for as long
as half a. school year. The question of the permanence of growth
under corrective instruction is somewhat mare in doubt, but in the
comparatively few instances in which permanence of improvement
has been studied the gains made dining corrective teaching have been
found to be relative)mpermanent (M). It is noteworthy that a large
proporti9n of the exriments in corrective reading have been carried
on by classroom teachers rather than by specialists in reading. ,The
generally favorable experimental results in this area have led many
junior and senior high schools to introduce corrective reading as a part
of their regular school program.

Among the teaching procedures frequently used in corrective read-
ing programs are instruction in thiding main ideas and supporting de-
tails, drill on enlarging tAe sight vocabulary, instruction in reading
directions. instructions in oral reading, instruction in skimming, and
study of affixes and roots. The most popular teaching procedure seems
to be the common, everyday one of practice on enlarging the sight
vocabulary (34).

So far as possible, classes in corrective reading should be scheduled
. in the regular school day, and there is evidence that 'numerous schools
do schedule their corrective reading work in this way (34).

9. How many schools handle cases of extreme reading dIsability"----
In repry to a questiOnnaire sent in 1951 to members of the National
Association for Remedial Teaching, about 75 percent of the schools
represented in the Association indicated that they provided indivOital
remedial instruction for markedly retarded pupils, usually including
less than 10 percent of the school group (34). This proportion is
pmbably larger than it would be for the country as a whole, but the
replies:to the questionnaire do indicate that remedial, as well as correc-
tive, reading is a common practice in modern schools.

A
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RESEARCH IN READING . 1 1

When one analyzes the research literature, however, an impression
gained that provision for pupils who are extremely handicapped in

reading by the time they reach the junior/high school level is not very
c\teitive nor effective in the usual school situation. Intensive reme-
d181 work calls for case-study technique involving thorough diagnosis
iTt which factors seemingly remote from the immediate reading situa-
tion have to be considered and for clinical procedures in treatment of
difficulties. 'The cooperation of a reading specialist who has a thor-
()ugh background in psychology is essential. Since most schools still
do not have such a person on their regular staff, they have to depend
upon cooperation with, or referral to, outside clinical services in the
community or a neaiby college or university. This is not a desirable
situation, but it will probably continue to exist for a good many years
until schools generally recognize the importance of, and are wilhng
to Pay for, the addition of a reading expert to their regular staff and
until the present shortage of penionnel ii the field of remedial reading
is reduced.

10. Has research shown positive ',dues for developmental reading
program, at the junior and senior itigh school levelstRecognizing
that few individuals at any level habitually read fully up to their in-..
tellectual potential, William S. Gray, Guy Bond, and other leaders in
the reading_field began in the middle and late '30's to urge upon junior
and senior high schools the introduction of "developmental reading"
programs designed to bring all pupils up to their maximum reading
capacity ft8 a part of the regular work of the secondary school. The
theory of developmental reading was well set forth by Gray in an
address in 1937 (12).

In the ensuing years, the concept of developmental readingtgained
wide acceptance. In the questionnaire survey referred to 'earlier,
&gout half the schools represented said that they did try to improve the.
reading of all pupils through developmental reading programs. How-
ever, it is evident that, even after two decades, the term "develop-
mental reading" is not standardized in common usage. There has
been so little actual research on the values of developmental reading
that it is impossible to say on the basis of objective information how
wellsdevelopmental reading programs are functioning in the schOols
throughout the country. Partly because of Gray's influence and that
of Witty, the Chicago Public Schools haves probably done more ex-
perimentation with developmental reading programs than any other
large school system (15, 11, 18). In the comparatively few puNishe4
studies of the vilue of developmental reOing programs, the results
have been, encouraging, as, for example, in a report by Thornton C.
Blayne (2).

42632440-5T---2
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12 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

, Secondary schools most frequently carry on their ,developmenial
reading work by means of a definite reading program in the Engiiih
department and planned guidance in reading in amnection with the
regular content courses. Other procedures .rinchide instruction or
guidance in reading during study hall or supervised study periods and
well-planned free reading opportunities for recreation and the purvuit
of the special interests of individual pupils.

11. Are there dose relationships between perwtsdity problems and
reading diffieultiestCritical analysis and interpretation of research
studies by Helen M. Robinson (21p), David H: Russell (22, 23) Paul
Witty (37), Helena H. Zolkos (40), and many others indicate that
reading disabilities And personality difficulties are related and that
they seem to interact, with each adding stress to the other. However,
as Robinson and others have cautioned, a cause-and-effect relationship
should n6t be inferred from the correlation between reading and per-
sofiality adjustment. As Henry Feinberg and Clyde L Reed (9)
pointed out, the controversy concerning which is the etiological factor,
the emotional condition, or the reading situation must be resolved in
each individual case, and no general conclusion on this question
can be mched.

12. What are thegreatest neeils for re4teareh on the improvement of
reading ability above the elementary school /err/P---Several needs for
additional research were implied in the discussion of the foregoing
questions. Among these needs w'ere (a) more thorough appraisal of
the value of developmental reading programs, (b) further study of the
nature of the relationship between personality and reading, and (c)
folloa--up studies of pupils whose reading has been improved through
special help to determine how much difference the improved reading
makes in school and in out-of-school success. Several other research
needs may be mentioned without taking the time to comment upon
them : (1) objective identification of the components of reading ability
through factorial analysis, (2) planning and evaluation of special
reading programs for gifted students, (3) further study of the value
of teaching phonics in a reading program, (4) research on difficulty
of reading material as indicated by the various reading difficulty
formulas as compared with actual difficulty of the material determined
by experiment, (5) controlled studies of the relative merits of different
remedial methods in particular situations, (6) comprehensive studies,.

*with adequate experimental desigu, of the worth of mechanical equip!.
ment in a reading improvement program, and (7) thorough studies
of the effect of new media of communication, particularly television,
on the reading achievement of our school population and of ways in
which these media, which often seem to compete with reading develop-

.
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RESEARCH IN READING 13

ment may be turned into asset's that will promote gr:eater interest in,'
mud ttention to, reading.
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What Does Research Tell the Classroom Teacher About theBasic Causes of Reading Disabilify and Retardation?
By

Margaret J. Early k
mo.date Diroetor, 1....lisag Laboratory4

Symons. University
What Do We Mean By Reading Disability and Reading Retardation?

Standardized reading test scores of pupils in grade eight in a typicaljunior high school may range from grade 4 to grade 12, with 17 percentof this, particular group scoring a year or more below grade place-ment (2).1 All the pupils reading below the level of their gradeplacement may be considered "retarded readers," but many of themmaibe reading as well as they are able to. They are "retarded" onlyin the sense that they do not read as well as the average pupil in gradeeight. Some of the pupils in the group reading below gradoi place-ment are cases of reading disability in the sense that their level ofgeneral reading achievement is below their general mental ability ortheir achievement in other types of learning. In a broader sense,pupils whose scores are at or above grade placement may also havereading disabilities. These are pupils of superior mental endowmentwhose reading ability does not measure up to their potential. Theteacher's problem is to distinguish between "retarded readers" and"disabled readers," to provide an adjusted program of developmentalreading instruction for the former, and to investigate causes of readingdisability preliminary to providing a corrective or remedial programfor the latter.
What Are the Bask Causes of Reading Disaltilityl

In spite of years of research in reading and an accumulation of morethan 3,000 studies, n6 easy answers are available. Because facts aremeager, emotional bias slants many of the conclusions derived fromlimited research findings; One widely accepted conclusion can bestated : Reading disabilities are the result of several contributingfactors. A major finding of Helen Robinson's study (81) is th't the
I Bibliographical references are listed on pages 2245 at the end of this article.
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RESEARCH IN READING 17
seriously retarded of her thirty cases showed the greatest numberof inomalies, whereas those least retarded presented fewest.

A. review of the research indicates to the classroom teacher both the
coiliplex nature of causation and the limitations of the studies under-taken thus far. Research is of two kinds; group studies comparinggood and poor readers and case studies describing reading disabilities.
Because Almost all studies investigate the effect of single factors, repre-
sentatiye studies will be reviewed according to (a) mental, (b) physio-
logical, (c) emotional, (d) environmental and. social, and (e)
educational factors.

Mental Factors

Correlations between group verbal intelligence tesPilLscores and read-
ing test scores are highusually between .50 and .80. Correlations
between reading test scores ,and intelligence tests that include per-
formance as well as verbal scores are much lower (40) . Teachers
should therefore question group I. Q. scores of poor readers, realizingthat an intelligent child who is a poor reader may appear dull. Many
poor readers are, of course, of low verbal intelligence, and their slow
learning affects all 'academic subjects. But teachers should rememberthat among cases of specific reading disability may be found pupils
with low, average, or superior intelligence (45). One out of four
poor readers will have average or superiorntelligence, aceording
to Donald D. Durrell (9), and may be expected to do better. in reading.
The relationship between mental age and reading ability appears to
be less positive with beginning readers (16) and to become increas-ingly important as the reading task becomes more complex (3, 25).

Research into- the intellectual factors basic to reading ability tellsthe classroom teacher that success in the earlier stages of reading
development is more dependent on specific background skills, such asvisual memory, auditory perception, and phonics than on mental age(9), suggesting that even pupils in the lower range of intelligence
tests scores can be taught fundamental skills (41).

ft

Physiological Causes

V! ,..Investigations of visual detects among good and poorreaders yield conflicting results, s ; ; that visual anomalies aloneftre n$ necessarily causative. Fpr exa Robinson (31) identi-
fied visual. ammalies in 78 percent of her cases but concluded that
ill 10 percent of these the visual difficulties were rincidental Accord-
ing to many studies, hyperopia, hyperopic astigmatism, binocular in-
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18 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

coordination, visual fields, and aniseikonia are the visual difficulties
most commonly related to reading disability (31). Teaaers need
be aware of the contributory effects of certain types of visual diffi-
culties and to include adequate screening tests in their study of poorreaders (32).

Hearing L08* and Speech Defects.No clear-cut evidence is foundin the research as to the correlation of auditory acuity and readinglevel (4, 20) . From their review of the, research, Paul Witty andDavid Kopel (45) concluded that auditory factors appear to be re-lated to reading only in individual cases where the defect is greatIn the same way, speech defects have sometimes been associated withreading disability but the evidence of causality is inconclusive (1, 4,
28 ) . Nevertheless, teachers should be.aware of the possible influencesof both hearing and speech defects in individual cases. Reasons fora poor reader's deficient phonetic skills, for example, may be traced
to speech defects or hearing loss experienced during the earliest yearsof reading instruction and now corrected. Thus, re-training in specificskills in beginning reading may be a reasonable recommendation:

Neurological Difficulties.----Cases of extreme difficulty in learning toread led early investigators to hypothesize damage to specific areasof the brain, either from injury or lack of development, as a majorcause of reading disability among otherwise normal subjects. Con-genital word-blindness ois dyslexia are libels that are still frequently.
used. These labels neither explain nor describe causes of reading
disabilities. They simply say, in effect, that other possible causes havebeen ruled out and that symptoms of brain damage have been notedby neurological and psychological examination.

Ralph C. Preston and J. Wesley Schneyer (80) proposed an investi-gation of the interaction of neurological and psychiatric factors, justi-fying the need for this type of study on their review of 88 published
investigations, of which 81 showed positive relationships between tead-ing disability and neurological factors.

Reesearch is still needed to determine the extent to which brain
damage may prevent progress in learning to read when appropriate
instructional methods are used Grace M. Fernald (18) and Alfred
:Strauss and Laura Lehtinin (42), for example, have shown that brain-
damaied children can e taught to read using special methods.

While the exploration of the effects of brain. damage is of great in-
terest to reading specialists, the classroom teacher receives little pan-
tive help from research in this area. Where resources for neurological
examination are available, the teacher's role is to determine when re=
ferral is appropriate. Even when evidence of brain &image is clear
in individual cases, the teacher must still decide what, if anything, can
be done in the school situation to improve instruction for such pupils.
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REIMAIitli IN READING 19
Mixed dominance is another type of neurological disorder that hasbeen proposed as a cause of reading disability. Several persons havepresented evidence to support the theory that more poor readers thangood readers exhibit mixed dominance (10, 7, 1, 36, 22, and 17) . Other

investigators (e. g. 15, 19, 28) believe no relationship exIts between
dominance and general ability or specific errors in reading. In view
of conflicting research, reading specialists should probably includethe study of dominance in analyzing all aspects of an individual's
problems and should investigate recently proposed training devices
(23). Howe*er, classroom teachers will find little value in studying
dominance until research tells them what they can do to affect the con-
dition, if it proves an important causal factor.

Other Physical Factors.--Malnutrition, infections, and endocrine
disturbances are the three general physical factors mentioned most fre-
quently as possible causes for failure to learn to read (31) . Thomas H.
Eames (11) found considerably higher incidence of general diseases
and defects among reading failures than among non-failures. Since
poor health and low vitality may induce poor attention to learning and
cause absences from school, teachers should eiamine pupils' medical
records. Evidence of poor health in earlier grides warns the teacher
to .consider the skills, concepts, and habits iricluded in the program of
these earlier grades and to measure the extent to which they may be
deficient in the retarded reader.

Personalty Factors

Einotional difficulties are found among retarded readers, but, as
Dr. Trailer has indicated, research has failed to define the extent to
which personality maladjustment mv.be the cause or result of read-
ing retardation.' Some writers believe drat reading disability is a
symptom of basic emotional disorder and that treatment of the read-
ing problem must be preceded or accompanied by attention to the
emotional difficulties. Personality traits that have been suggested as
causes of reading failure are dependency on one's mother and lack
of responsibility, excessive timidity, and predilection against ieading
or against all school, activities (29). W. IL Missildine (27) noted
emotional disturbances due to sibling rivalry and to mothers who were
hostile, tense, perfectionistic, and over-indulgent. George D. Spache
(39) found retarded readers more likely than non-retarded ones to be
submissive towards adults and aggressive toward peers. Max Siegel
(35) found no pattern typical of retarded readers as compared with
other emotionally disturbed children but noted fear and anxieti some-

Page 12.
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20 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

times accompanied by aggressiveness and hostility, sometimes by
withdrawal.

Lack of interest, inattentiveness, daydreaming, defeatism, truancy,
and nervous mannerisms have been report0 as concomitant with
reading disabilities (31, 33, 37,44). Since emotional disturbances may
result from reading failure, continued failure aggravates these condi-
tions. The older the retarded reader is, the more intense and deep-
seated these emotional *reactions may become.

What should the classroom teacher do when signs of emotional dis-
turbances are apparent among retarded readers? The type and degree
of personality maladjustment (together with other causative factors
and the nature of the reading problem) must be considered in deciding
whether individual or small-group instruction is advisable, or whether
no immediate attention should be paid to reading. The teacher may
refer extreme cases for psychological therapy (when it is available)
and advise against immediate remedial instruction. 'A skilled
counselor or remedial teacher may provide both therapy and
help in reading (5, 12). In many" T;h a teacher's best approach may
be a well-planned instructional program based on sensitive understand-
ing of the pupil's emotional problems, his needs in reading, and his
interests. Special efforts to motivate interest in learning to read are
almost always necessary.

1

Environmental and Social Factors

Among the environmental and social factors that have been studied
are the attitudes and interests of parents, language spoken in the home,
economic status and neighborhood conditions, adjustment to school,
and experience background. One of the most significant findings of
Robinson's study (31) was that maladjusted homes and poqr intra-
family relationships existed in 54.5% of her cases. Sheldon and Car
rillo (34) noted that as the number of books in the home increases, the
percent of good readers increases and that good &Were come most
often from homes where parents have reached higher levels of educa:
tion. Marion Monroe and Bertie Backus (29) found that illiteracy
and foreign language in the home and insufficient backgrOund ere
characteristic of read' failures. In a study of 100 ninth grade poor
readers, Paul Witty ( listed the following characteristics: meager
background of experience, impoverished play life, repeatvi failure
school, and frequent champ of school.

The,acher's role in relation to many of theseui.
on learning is pecessarily slight. Understanding piipilieennrownw
dtal needs, however, teachers can enrich classroom libraries, take loth
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account
Ls.

experience backgrounds that may be lacking, and select mate-
rials and methods geared to their pupils' environment.

Educational Causes

Expert opinion, rather than research findings, must be called upon
in exploring another possible source of causes for reading failure: in-
effective educational practices. Int American schools employing a
variety of educational methods, the majority of children learn to read.
Nevertheless, other children of equal intelligence are seriously limited
in reiding skills. William Kottmeyer (21), for example, reports that
2,169 out of 7,380 eighth grade graduates in a large city system read
at or below-norms for the sixth grade. While it may be argued that
additional causative factors tend to nullify the effects of teaching
methods that aro, successful with most children, research is still not
clear as to.what physical, emotional, and environmental factors impede
some readers or why some pupils seem unaffected by similar character-
istics. When corrective instiliction improves the skills of retarded
readers, it seems safe to infer that unsuitable teaching practices have
been at least partially responsible for reading retardation. Many
studies demonstrating the improvement of reading ability through
specific\pducational methods-have been reported (41)rand will be de-
scribed in another section.

Durrell'S recent listing of educational causes'of reading difficulties
(8) furnishes the background for the following summary :

1. Lack of adequate background to perform the reading task set.
For example, junior high school pupils may have insufficient meaning
votabulary, inadequate word-analysis skills, or inadequate background
for comprehension tasks. In Witty's study of 100 poor readers in the
ninth grade, 82 percent were found lacking in the ability to attack neiv
words, and 56 percent were deficient in vocabulary (48): Spache (88)
says "poor readers of all ages seem to be unfamiliar with phonic or
structural analysis,,use of context, or any of the other means of discov-
ering the pronounciation and meaning of unknown words."

2. Failure to master the early elements on which later abilities are
based.Teachers who present "grade level skills" to all pupils ignore
the possibility that the learning of lower level skills may have been
fragmentaryfor a variety of reasons.

8. Confusions resulting from instruction not correcifly adjusted to
the lvel and learning rate of the chili.-Learners whose develop-
mental rate is slower than average becpnu) increasingly confused if
teachers set a pace of instruction that is too fast (14).
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4. The acquisition of falsify habits which impede progreas.--Durre11
says ". . . learning to read is a highly complex pmcess providing
countless opportunities for confusion in learning." When teachersfail to recognize the pupil's faulty technique, it remains to impede
progress and create more confusions. Teachers' failure to analyze the
nature of the individual's reading skills and to plan systematic in-
struction on the basis of thorough knowledge of the pupil is probably
a major cause of continued retardation.

Concluding Statement

Causes of reading disability are multiple. All research points tothis conclusion, either directly as in Robinson's study, or indirectly bythe very inconclusiveness bf studies related to single factors. jay's,
research should be ctincerned with broad studies, centered in sihootsrather than clinics, involving both retarded and able readers, to deter-
mine the interactions among causative factors. Of the physical, emo-tional, mental, environmental, social, and educational facthrs that mayaffect reading ability, what combinations produce what results?

Three implications for the classroom teacher, in addition to thosealready mentioned, are:
1. Insight into the causes of reading failure requires study of allphases of the learner his health, home and family, personality, ex-perience background and learning abilities, including detailed evalua-tion of the complex of skills that constitute reading. Adequate studyof many of these facets is beyond the teacher, or reading clinician,or psychologist. Each of these persons needs to know when to makeferrals when his diagnostic tools prove inadequate.

2. Since causation is multiple, remediation must also use many ap-proaches. A single method of attack may be detrimental as well asuseless.
8. As research in causation is tentative, so is diagnosis of individualeases. As hunches are confirmed or rejected by new insights, plansfor treatment must also be changed. Diagnosis of the complex prociassof readinOs continuous.
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What Does Research Tell About the Reading Interests of
Junior High Pupils?

By
Arno Jewett

swistatts ler Leasomrs Arts
U. S. opal, Misassidlis

AT the University of Texas a few years ago, I had a student teacher-It in an Austin junior high school who was a master in motivating
student reading. This student teacher knew the personal muting in-
terests of each pup4 Through observation and a reading question-
naire she had learned the favorite books, magazines, and authors of
her students. From each student's cumulative reading record, which
WU passed on from grade to grade in the junior high schools, she knew
the titles which these pupik had read and enjoyed. She knew their
reading scores on a standardized reading test. And she knew tim
research findings concerning the reading interests of early adolescents.
Also she had managed to read many of the new books for adolescents.
XII" she was able to guide the reading of her pupils, rather than turn
them loose on a free reading program.

Before claw started, this student teacher would bring two or three
armfuls of books to the classroom. Soon after the beginning of the
class, she would hold up a book, usually one with a jacket containing
colorful pictures, and ask a question or two about the book, starting
with its title or book jacket. Then she would "sell" the book by telling
about the cadlict in it, by reading an exciting or humorous paragraph,
by showing illustrations, and by getting a student who had read the
book to tell how much he liked it. At this point.some boy and girl in
the class w.ould usually ask, "May I borrow that book!" Or theetu-
dent teacher would say to one of her students, "John, you liked Rocket
to the Moon. I'm sure you'd like this bock The Lonely Sky. Why
don't Ou try it I Then, if you don't like it, rail= it in a day or two
and nl help you find one you do like."
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Carta'', Ifoskohi Parkway Junior High Retool, New York City.
Their teacher I* getting the right books into the right handsond these

ancients want to read!
4

Sometimes the student teacher spent one or two periods getting the
°right book in the hands of the right reader. After everyone had a
book to read, students were given two or more free reading periods in
class to get interested in the book. In brief, her purpose was to moti-
vate extensive reading and to develop the habit of reading worthwhile
books.

Perhaps, too, her utilization of reading interests helped the pupils
to grow in reading ability, especially in vocabulary knowledge and
reading comprehension. Two recent studies seem to support this idea.

In a recent controlled experiment involving 100 ninth-grade pupils
in a laige metropolitan high school, Margery R. Bernstein (2) found
that there was a definite relationship between a pupil's interest in
fiction and his comprehension of it. Two nirrative selections equal
in readability (according to various formulas) but widely different in
interest were given to the pupils. Comprehension scores made by the
pupils on the more interesting selection were significantly higher
statistically than, the scores on the other selection. Miss Bernstein also

I Bibliographical references's', listed aa pages 112-33 at the end of this article.
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28 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

reported that "The relationship between interest and comprehensionexisted for pupils of high and low reading ability and for retardedand non-retarded readers alike4" In this study pupils also felt *ftthe interesting material was easier to read.
In a study concerning the readability and interest of selected Woksfor 113 retarded readers in grades 4---8, Robert W. Ridgway CO alsonoted the importance of interest in reading. He found that "Wheninterest in a book was high, the pupils . . . tended to read above theirmeasured reading levels. . . . Books with high interest scores werefrequently judged as about right in difficulty even though rated twoor more grades above the measured reading level of the readers:Books with low interest scores were frequently rated as too hard eventhough actually on or below the reading level of the reader."
In a companion study dealing with the readability and interest of

20 simplified boo :4: for retarded readers in% grades 742, Herbert I.Bruning (3) concluded that "There appeai; to be a rather definite
relationship between a pupil's interest in a book and his rating of its
difficulty." Books written especially for retarded rea4ers were ranked
highest in interest by the retarded readers. Adapted classics were
rAnked second. In addition, Dr. Bruning found that when interest
factors are comparatively weak, pupils' judgments of a book's dif-
ficulty compare favorably with the readability difficulty indicated by
the Dale-Chall formula... However? when the interest factor is strong,
the formula does not seem to give all the information needed.

In this sitintion, the interest factors inherent in the book and the
motivation which the pupil brings to the book are important. Perhaps
we need more research to determine how well present readability
formulas measure the interest which a book has for a youth or a youth
brings to a book.

What do we think we know about the 'reading interests whicix pupils
kave in common between the ages of 15 ? We think we know a lot.
For more than 20 years there has a continuous flow of studies
about reading interests of boys and girls.

In the main, these studies have agreed on the following :
1. Animal stories are enjoyed by both boys and girls in the junior

high, especially in the seventh grade. Favorites include a hero or
heroine about the same age as the reader or . :0! Oy older. Titles such
as Lassie Come-Ifotne by Eric- Knint, 'Proimi nieka by Mary
O'Hara, Old Yeller by Fred Gipson;1740 %MIA Mullion by Walter
Farley, and Big Red by Jim Kjelgaird are 'Ma'am resting on library
shelves. 1

2. Exciting adventure stories have alTtays attracted leer*. reads*
ers. According to a study by Evaigeline C. Malchow (5), adventure
stories appeal most when they contain suspense and serious danger.
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Boys like bloody, violent adventure stories with dangerous situations.
White Fakon by Elliot Arnold, Dark Frigate by Charles Boardman
Hawes, and Call It Courage by Armstrong Sperry are typical exam-
ples. Girls prefer mild adventure with a bit of romance about other
girls fifteen or older. Lam Your Heart by Betty Cavanna is a typical
favorite.

3. bfystery stories which are not too involved and, which include
young people rate high. J. Harlan Shores (9) has reported that "As _

children progress through the grades (4-8) they show increasing in-.
terest in mystery stories and decreasing interest in cowboy stories and
fairy tales." Girls seem to enjoy mystery 'stories more than boys do
(4, 6) . Who RideR in the Darkt by Stephen Meader, Mystery ca Boul-
der Point by Eleanore M. Jewett, and The Secret Cargo by Howard
Pease are the type of mystery stories that intrigue junior high pupilt,

4. Humor which is not subtle or ironical is often enjoyed by both
boys and girls, especially those who are above average in intelligence;
(5) . Cartoons, jokes, puns, limericks, exaggerated situ4tions and tall
tales are especially liked by most adolescents. Unfortunately, humor-
ous books appealing to early adolescents are in short supply. ,Among
those widely read are Ben and Me by Robert Lawson, The Centerburg
Tales by Robert McCloskey, and Cheaper by the Dozen, by Frank B.
Gilbreth and Ernestine G. Carey. Hank Ketcham's cartoon books fea-
turing Dennis the Menace are scanned by tens-of-thousands of early
teen-agers.

5. Patriotic stories are liked by many boys and Otis, according to
George Norvell's comprehensive study of the reading interests of over
50,000,pupils in grades 7-12 in New York State (6). 'Among today's
favorites are Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo by Ted Lawson and Bob
Considine, The Story of the U. B. Marines by George Hunt, Of Cour-
age Undaunted by James Daugherty, and Johnny Tretnain by Esther
Forbes. Average and slow readers enjoy many of the titles in the
American Heritage series, the American Adventure series, and the
Landmark-series. Teachers of social studies, core, and language arts
have many excellent titles of historical fiction available to, recommend
to their pupils.

6. Biographies which describe the youth of famous ma and women
tare interesting to average and bright pupils (6). Both boys and girls
like biography ; however, boys prefer biographies of Insp.- Girls have
a slight preference for biographies of women (8). In reading biogrw-
phy, many teen-agers are seeking clues concerning ways to beeome ma
easeful and to lead happy, useful lives. Biographies such as Thomao
Alva Edison by IL Gotdon Osrbedian, Nareina Whitmanby Jamas
Eaton, Abe Lincoln Grows Up by Carl Sandburg, W. Came to Amer-
ica, edited by Frances Cavan* River Boy by Isabel Proudfit, Albert
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30 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Schweitser by Jo Manton, and The Jim Thotve Story by Gene Schoorare in demand. Unfortunately, there are not as many biographies ofwomen as there should be to satisfy girls' interest in this type ofliterature.
7. Science and aviaticm stories appeatto most boys. In 'his nation-wide study of reading interests of over 6,000 pupils in grades 4-8, Dr;Shores (9) found that boys are more interested than girls in readingabout istronoiny, geology, physical geography, science, space travel,Indians, airplanes and rockets. Dr. Noniell (6) also found that boyshave a greafbr interest in reading about science than girls. Librariansreport that current favorites include The Spirit of St. Louis by CharlesLindbergh, Everyday MacAines and How They Work by HermanSchneider, The Silent W orkl by J. Y. Cousteaul This Fabulous Workiof Insects, edited by Charles Naider, The Exploration of Space by SirArthur C. Clark, and Great Adventure. in Science, edited by Helen

_ Wright and Samuel Rapport. Rocket Jockey by Philip St. John, andSpace Cadet by Robert Heinlein are among the science fiction titlesthat propel boys away from this oonfitling earth. Two hundred out,-standing science boob are annotated in the pamphlet "Books of theTraveling High School Science Library," published by the Anierican
-Association for the Advancement of Science and The Natimal
Science Foundation.

8. Boys like stories and books about outdoor life. Dr. Norvell foundthat girls, too, enjoy stories of school games and poems about sports(6). There is an abundance of sports stories for boys but not many forgirls. Unfortunately, plots are often trite, and characters stereotyped.
Stories of outdoor life involving danger or animals and featuring a girlas a main character often have strong appeal to girls. Examples are .flight trail by Vivian Breck, and Going On Sixteen by Betty Cavanna.
WonderBoy by William Neuman,Backbiard Magic by Howard Brier,and thi stories about famous American athletes by Gene &boor andHenry Gilfondy circulate widely and rapidly among boys, provided
the books are readily available. Sports stories often have a special ap
peal to boys who are reluctant readers or who are dow learners (5)./ Junior high girls, especially those who are thirteen or older,
enjoy stories dealing with dating, romance, sentiment, and family
relaticeships. Girls at this age, and some boys too, are conceened

/ about problems of growing up and social relationships. Their inter.
este may be partly satisfied through books like Cress Delahonty by
Jessamyn West, The Newcomer by Clyde B. Davis, Paul Annixties
Swiftwater, and Nancy Barnes' The Wonderful Year, However, .

many teen-age books in this area are replete with saccharin& situatiam,
unrealistic solutions, and falsevalue.
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The importance of dating in the eyes of teen-agers is reflected in
ite sales of the most popular 'of the TeenTAge Book Club's paper-

backs. Close to 800,000 copies of Boy Dates Girl have been sold.
Your Manners Are Showing by Betty Betz is another favorite.

brey Shatter (8) found that girls like magazines dealing with
fashions, romance, movies, and hothemaking. Studies by Robert L.
Thorndike, George W. Norvell, and other persons have agreed that
most boys in their early teens reject narratives in which girls or
women play leading roles or in which there is a considerable amount
of romance (10, 6, 4) . Occuionally, however, boys who are becom-
ing interested in feminine behivior will ask a trusted school librarian
for books by Betty Cavanna, Mary Stolz, and Rosamond Du Jardin.

There are many other research findings concerning reaCiing inter-
ests of early adolescents. The amount of book reading done by young
people, especially by boys, frequently begins to drop off sometime
between the ages of 12 and 15. However, according to a study by
Paul I. Lyness (4), the amount ofnewspaper and magazine reading
done by boys increases somewhat with age.

Mids Malchow, Dr. Norvell, and Dr. Thorndike have reported that
etcept for mild adventure, biography, and humor, the sex of the
reader is a significant factor in their choice of reading materials. At
the onset of pubescence, and sometimes before, girls want stories with
romantic interest. Television and other unknown factors may be
causing these intensth to'wine earlier for girls than they have in the
past. Other researchers have concluded that literary selections
offered in the classroom have had more appeal to girls than to boys
and that more girls than boys like to read (9).

Superior, average, ind slow pupils like "equally well the selections
commonly studied in high school," coicluded Dr. Norvell in his New.
York study. In an earlier study of the interests of 8,000 youths, how-
ever, Dr. Thorndike found that bright children read a wider range
of titles and more science, biography, and informational material than
other pupils, and that very.bright youths read literary selections at an
earlier age than aN;erage children. He concluded that bright chil-
dren's interests are most like those of slow children who are two or
thme years oVer (10).

If a literarf selection is well liked in a particular grade, Dr. Norvell
found, it *ill usually be liked by pupils two or three grades above and
below that grade. Also, there seems to be little difference in the read-
ing interests of children living in metropolitan, urban, and rural
areas (6).

What effect .does television have on reading-I Yhere are, varied
views -on this subject. , D. Boutwell, Director of the Teen-.

Age Book Club, has declared that "movies and television are books' best
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32 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

friends." He says that teen-agers look at films such as Sham and thenread the book Shane by Jack Schaefer. In his latest report on tel"1 vision and its appeal to youth, Paul Witty (11) states that the averageamount of mading done by pupils has notschanged during thepast few years. In the May 12, 1956, issue of School and Society, hewrites, "In 1955, 43 per cent of the pupils stated that they read less;45 per cent, more; and 12 perzent, the same amount . . . . The groupthat reads less is regarded as real prob4m by many parents."There are,.of course, possible weaknesses in some of the researchconcerning pupils' reading interests. In answering questionnairesabout likes and dislikes, young people react the same as adults; theydon't always say what they think. Furthermore, when youth areasked to name their favorite books, they are restricted in their responseby what they have read or have had an opportunity to read. TheymaSt know Two Years Before the Mast, but not Carry On, Mr. Bow-ditch; or An Oki-Fashioned Girl but not Cress Ddahanty. Also, toa limited extent, reading interests change with the time& During andafter wars, war stories are popular; during periods when dangerousmountains are scaled, books on mountain climbing have a vogue;and in scientific periodslike the presentyouth are fascinated bybooks describing the wonders of the universe.
Briefly, no research can tell us all we need to know about our pupils'interests. We need to know the reading interests adolescents havein common, but we alsoitneed to be alert to what Henry and Jean areinterested in reading on a certain day and what they would probablylearn to like if we opened the gates to a wider, richer range of reading

experiences. And that maws that the junior high teachers need toknow not only the best books of the past for teen-agers, but also thescores of thrilling books of excellent literary quality being publishedevery year. Then the teacher can guide adolescents while they ex-plore and enjoy the "wonderful world of books" together..
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How Can a Junior High School Staff Get a Sehoolwide
Developmental Program Underway? ,

By
. Carl J. Fleudenrdch

Supervisor .1 Sag ILA
New York Usee idasealion Dopartasems

HERE is something to be said for.the crusader. It is true that Don
Quixote was a crusader of a kind; it is also true that his zeal andinterest were centered on windmills. The crusader for a schoolwide

developmental reading program is not jousting with windmills. Hisinterest is in a real problem. And although he must have the en-thusiasm of Don Quixote, he needs a number of Sanchos. He needsthe help of every member of the junior high school staff: teachers,
supervisors, and administrators. Without them he can only wander
aimlessly, making desultory attacks on the reading problem.

The crusader believes in a developmental reading program,' one inwhicti all teachers in the junior high schoOl make systen*ic provisionfor teaching those reading skills necessary for learfiiiiti in their sub-
ject& He knows that such a program' will, within the framework of
each course of study, enrich vocabulary and improve basic silent andoral reading skills for all students as a part of regular classwork.He is sure that no developmental reading program can be successful
unless it encourages widespread recreational reading. Thus, in the
unity of instruction in all the areas of reading, the crusader recognizesthe complete developmental reading program.

The impetus for a schoolwide program of developmental reading
can come from an individual op the junior high school staff whose
personal enthusiasm is such that he may well be called a crusader.
It, is true that the impetus might better come from a recognition on
the part of the entire staff of the need for teaching reading in the
junior high school. It is difficult to discover a member of a junior
411111111111MNIMMEMOOMMIMMINIIIII

1The editor's definition : A developmental feeding program is a sequential,prograss.ofinstruction pleb (1) reinforces and extends those desirable reading skills and apprecia-does acquired in previous years and (2) develeps'new Mils and appreciations as they areneeded to comprehend and enjoy advanced and compkx forms of written communication.
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38 IMPROvING VADINO IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

high school staff who is not aware of the need for teaching reading.He is certainly aware of the elementary school practice of automaticallypromoting nearly all children at the end of a school year. He cannotbe unaware of the range of reading abilities in a given class, especiallyif he knows his students' 'scores as revealed by a standardized test.
Fhe teacher is, in mosi instances, a content specialist. He would bethe first to admit that his subject has a pattern, a vocabulary, a content.

He knows that if he is to teach, and if children are to learn, he cannot
supply all of the desired experiences through activities, through trips,through demonstrations. His students.must read.; they must, through
reading, integrate their vicarious and life expeiences and use their
newly acquired knowlidge in solving personal and group problems.

The impetus for a local schoolwide developmentol reading program
may also come from supervisors, administrators, study councils, con-
sultants on reading, state education departments, colleges and univer-
sities, or interested or disgruntlsal local citizens. It is certain that all
these groups may play a sign part However, unless there is
genuine interest on the part of the local staff, unless there is the realiza-tion that no other single program which.the staff migAt plan would
luive as far4eaching art effect on improvement of the total teaching-
learning situation in the school, then any developmental reading pro-
gram, regardless of source of impetus, may not be fully effective. Ifthere is full recognition of the importance of reading at the junior
high school level and sincere interest in improving reading skills and
practices, then the problem of how to get a developmental program
Underway becomes relatively simple. Interested people can alwaysfind "a" solution. to a problem.

Let us assume that we have an interested staff. The teachers recog-nize the importance of a remedial reading program designed to pro-vide help for those students whose progress in reading is not in har-
mony with their mental ability. They recogni, the importance ofclinical help for those students whoee physical, mental, or emotional
handicaps are most serious. They wish to have a part in a program
which will help all studeniii--slow, average, superior----to read to their
maximum potentials.

There ari it least three types of action the staff may propose to geta schoolwide developmental reading program underway. Some
teachets may indicate that they have no reading problems in their
classes except those involving a few students. This reaction may be
expected from teachers of those junior high schiool subjects which, bynature of their content, tend to eliminate less able students. It is to be
expected from teachers who do noVunderstand that reading improve-
ment should be contihnous. The teacher in the subject field then pro-
poses the expert solution : hire a reading specialist to take care ofthe few reading problems. Now ill will be well in "the best of all Roe-
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;ible or ds." This is "a" "solution. However, it hardly provides a

developmental reading program. Some few parents-
-;e $ a

those o e forty or fifty students whom the reading specialist is ableto helpare grateful. Also, there is some help for teachers desiringAssistance with difficult reading problems, now that expert help isAvailable. But this is not a schoolwide developmental mining pro-gram, nor is it the solution to all the junio'r high school readingproblem&
At this point the staff needs the crusader. He may be a member ofthe English staff or the mathematics staff; he may be a consultant,a supervisor, or an administrator. He is the person who knows whata developmental reading program entails; he believes that such a pro-gram will do what no short-term piogram will ever do. His enthusiLasm may come from his own reading and study ; it m come frqm hisparticipation in a reading workshop or from instructio t a college oruniversit it may be simply a strong personal eonvition ex ressedin the statement: "Every teacher should help improve the readingskills of his students."

,The crusader must acknowledge the importance of the reading .specialist. But he proposes that- before moving hastilyjp "a" solution,each member of the staff should, as George' Norvell pro CI-Oib I "readone book devoted primarily to the teaching of reading in the element-ary grades and a second dealing with the spbject on the high schoollevel." The crusader may even be able to suggest titles and authors.(A sample of such a bibliography appears at the end of this paper.)Above all, he mufd, convince the staff that The problem is not quite so asimple in its solution, that the proposal is hardly one which will pro-vide a schoolwide developmental reading program.
Now let us suppose that each member of the staff has read a pyro-fessional book or two on the teaching of reading. Let 'us suppose thatthe staff agree§ that more needs to be dine. A second type of action is

now proposed 'to get a schoolwide develoPmental reading programtinderway. Reading convinces the staft that the problem is more com-plex than it a rs on the surface. Staff members seize upon certainterms they kn. : vocabulary building; reeifling aloud, reading for
pleasure, reading .to discover central theme or purpose. These terms-are- within the province of the English teacher; they belong in thelanguage arts program. To implement the proposal, it may be sug-gaited that the teaching of reading skills be left entirely to the English
department.

.all .

seventh graders or all eighth graders oi all ninth graders. A title canreadily be found 'for the course Basic Reading or Reading Improve-\
Osseo W. Norvelti. Reading la the Seeoadary newel Program. .Albaay, N. Y., TheUniversity of the State of New To* Prus, 19S3, p. T.
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40 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH . 8a1001.

ment The course may be credit or noOreait, depending on admin
istrative decision.

At this Point we again need the crusader. He needs to admit the
strengths in such approaches, but he needs to/convince the staff that
reading instruction the rftsponsibility of the general science teacher.
the mathematics teacher, the homemaking teacher, the industrial arts
teacher, the music teacher, the citizenship education teacherthe re-
sponsibility oi every member of the teaching staff. He needs to be
able to convince his fellow teachers of what some research has shown:
that giving reading instructi 4 in the content field is superior to pro-
viding it in atthther content a and expecting a transfer. He can
certainly admit that the teachino. of reading skills in the English
classes would ensure extemdi the ding program for all students,
and that an extra class in reaaing would certainly focus atton on
the necessity for improving common reading kilIs. *However, he must
point out that these proposals assume that the English teacher, or the
reading teacher, can successfully teach the readinokills involved in
all subjects. He must further indicate that the 'proposals indicate a
transfer of learninir which may not ()e assumed. He may propose
some questions: Is it the iesponsibility of the English teacher, or the
reading teacher; to teach the'symbols of music, the language of mathe-
matics, the signs and symbols of science, along with the unierstanding
of metaphor? Is it the responsibility. of the English teaCher, or the
reading teacher, to teach the interpretation of bar kaphs, the inter-fr

pretation of blutprints,- along with the inverted sentênce patterns of
poetry t In addition, the crumder must point out that in isolating
reading as 'a "st*jea" it tile junior high school level, the student is
given the impresi;ion that reuding is important only in the English
class or the reading digs, Then it ig actually at the heart ofeighty per-
cent or more of the learning in'almost every academic area.

If the crusader has done his job welland if his fellow staff mem-
bers are still speaking to himwe have arrived at that point where
plans can be made to implement a developmental'reading program for
thrjunior high school. The staff has a general knowledge of the
reading problem; they know. there ire ways to improve; reading prac-
tices in every content area; they have read books! They have some
of the spirit of the firusader; they are willing to attack reading prob-.
lems on a cooperative basis. They are now ready for organization, for
the requisite Nanning to make a, developmental reading piogram
effective.

%a Planning the Program

It showid ke rather obvious that our crusader has had the oppot-
tunity of presenting his views to the Off at meting& How can suet)
mpetings become purposeful for a local school staff
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DEVELOPlaNTAL RIADING 41
4A few membets of the faculty, with our crusader in tow, rutty wellrequest. the principal to call a special faculty meeting or to provide

;ime within a regularly 9Chedu meeting to discuss the improvementof reading on a schoolwide i& During the time provided, the
.,taff, under the leadership of principal, needs to agree on the valueof launching such a pro If the staff is convinced of the desir-ability for the program, there. will be, no need for structuring themeeting. Diqcussion will be spontaneous. If, however, the principal
feels the need for 901Ir structuring, this may be provided by the staff
committee which approached the principal, by the crusader, or by
the principai himself if he is familiar with the reading field. General

improvementfaculty dikussions of rea 'ng shbuld make the principal
more aware of staff int.er4t. No matter what the source of stimiilus
may beworkshop, crustider, state department, reading consultant,
or diagruntled taxpayerif the principal is convinced of sufficient
staff interest to maintain a program, he should appoint a srmmittee
on reading.

The membership of this committee may well Vary with the sire of
the school and the expressed interest of staff members. In the small
junior high whoa the entire faculty may comprise its membership.
If the faculty numbers more than twenty, or if there is departmental-
ization,within the school, then a representative committee needs to be
chosen. Its membership should include the principal or his mime-
sentative, faculty members from each of the departments or academic
areas, student, and parent representatives, and7faculty members stho
represent special services iuch as those offered by the guidance di-

xrector and the school physician.
This permanent committee can goerve as both a steering committee

and a planning committee. It should choose nece&sary officers at its
first meeting so that the program to be planned may be .implemented.

During the course of the next three years, or as long as the program
for &particular school seems desirable. it seems certain that the com-
mittee will find it necessary to meet enough times to discuss and to
plan for some of the following:

1 . The status of romdiv insitylulen be the school (the hmmnmhmg
year)

An examination of the present status of reading instruction might
re4t, in plans for e action 4y the entire group, or by a subcom-
mittee. Action ken ight include:

a, administering a student questionpaire on reading problems
b. taking an inventory dt students' reading interests and habits
C. administering a standardised diagnostic surrey test in reading

a
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42 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

d. surveying thee staff's training in teaching reading
e. visiting elementary school classes
f. surveying the use of the library
g. surveying the technics used to improve the skills of normal readers
h. idefitifying students who need special help
I. building a professional library
j. holding reading workshops
k. providing in-service training programs in reading

These suggestions are indicated so that the committee may go to thegeneral faculty in as short a time as possible with an outline of a pro-gram for the first year. Since almost every school has available theresults of recent reading tests and the results of tests of mental ability,a future staff meeting may well be devoted to a discussion of the resultsof these tests in relation to the individual student.

2. The developmental reading program for the school (the orien-
tation year)

During the second year the committee should ,help the teaching staffto become familiar with basic reading skills that'are common to allreading situations, including oral reading. The staff needs to under-stand that a basic skill, such as adjusting rate to purpose and content,
should be taught in each content area in the subject context where itis functional. Since the psychology of learning supports repetition ofskill instruction in different contexts, the subject matter specialistmust plan _how to teach other basic reading skills, such as those iivolved in reading for details, reading for main ideas or centiarthought, reading for recognition of word meanings, reading for
problem solving, reading for inferences or implied meanings, andreading for evaluation and criticism in his owp subject area. The staffneeds to put down on paper exactly hOw each member can improvereading by dealing with a basic skill as it is needed in the assignment
given.

Reading rate, for example, must vary for map reading and news-
paper reading in the citizenship education class. It must also vary for
newspaper reading and sonnet reading in the English class. The re-
sponsibility for teaching the adjustment of rate to purpose and content
belongs to both the English and the citizenship education teacher, as
well as to the mathematics'teacher Who is presenting a theorem. Dif-ferent approaches would also be used by different subject matter teach-ers who instruct their students in how to read for details. For exam-ple, in citizenship education classes pupils might learn to follow de-
tails in the instructions of a short-answer test or to distinguish between

..
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-*elevant and irrelevant details in a chapter describing the formulation1)f the Bill of Rights. In mathematics classes, procedures might require the construction of a figure based on reading detailed instruc-tions; in homemaking, procedures might involve reading to diseoverdetailsthe ingredients necessary to make a cake. Industrial artsstudents might read to note the details for a scale drawing; science stu-denis might read to note the details necessary for performing an ex-Reriment ; physical education students might read for the detailsin-herent in the rules for playing a game. In each area, there are occa-sions when reading for details is essential for learning. These occa-sions need to be noted, to become a part of the course of study in eachacademic area. Unless each staff member teaches basic reading skillsin relation to the content of his course of study, the program in devel-opmental reading will become merely a fact-finding expedition.It should be pointed out that each of the procedures mentioned abovemight, with a different emphasis, become a part of teaching the skillof ineOblem solving. Teachers must learn to indicate the "how" inrelation to all basic skills for the plans they prepare in each academicarea. This "how" must be put on paper for experimentation and useduring the year.
From a discussion of reading within the committee, there mightcome plans for demonstration teaching in the content areas, prepara-tion of reading guides, development of classroom libraries, the prepa-ration and distribution of short printed materials indltating the"how" in each of the academic areas, presentation of films showingmethods of teaching reading, development of testing programs, de-velopment of teacher devised tests to evaluate the results of experi-mental teaching, the time allocation for teaching reading in each aca-demic areie, and a chart suggesting when and where skills should betaught. During this year, the staff puts on paper its definite plans forteaching reading in each academic area.

3. The developmental reading program in action (the teachingyear)

Durink the third year the committee should provide only that helprequested by teachers. Plans should be made for evaluation of the
program, for recording strengths and weaknesses as they are revealed,and for providing consultant services where these seem necessary.If the 2 years devoted to learning and orientation have been wellplanned, the staff needs an opportunity to try the program in theclassrooms during the third year. Teacher% need a minimum ofmeetings; they do need to be helped as individuals when they ask

426824 0-57-4
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44 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

for help. Time is also needed to record their impressions of their
teaching.
purposes.

The possibilities for providing a developmental reading program
for a particular junior high school are many. However, if the stair
is motivated to attack the reading problem, it must be noted that the
proposed program provides for one yetr of orientation, one year of
training teachers to teach reading, and one year of teaching based on
changed instructional methods.

These records will be used by the committee for evaluative

Staff Resj6nsibiHties

The developmental reading program should be foRnulated by the
staff in accordance with local needs. A particular schodl, for example,
might form a Committee on Reading, select its leader, arrange for
the testing of reading by the guidance director, obtain the results of
tests of mental ability from the same source, draft and administer a
questionnaire on reading problems of students, and provide the results
of all three "tests" as a basis for discussion at a general faculty meeting.
Or the observation of other school programs in reading might pro-
vide a Point of departure for a discussion of the local reading program.

For a second staff meeting, teachers in all the academic areas might
be asked to report how they improve the reading abilities of students.
Or the meeting might be given over to English and elementary reading
teachers to report how they teach basic reading skills. Certainly the
librarian must be asked for her suggestions for extending interests
and improving reading.

When a program has been adopted by the staff, certain responsi-
bilities are assumed. Perhaps the person most responsible for the
success of the program is the junior high school principal or his repre-
sentative. This crusader-diplomat must, prOvide leadership, if it is
not to be found or evoked elsewhere on the staff. He is responsible
for obtaining books, pamphlets, consultants, standardized tests, and
films in whatever order they may be desired. He must supply steno-
graphic help and duplicating facilities. He must supply in-ser*e
training programs if they are required. Most important, he must
provide time within the school day for study, meetings, and the work
which must be done in connection with the developmental reading pro-
gram. The administrator needs to know and to remember that what-
ever sacrifices he makes in other programs in order to improve reading
will mote than compensate for temporary inconveniences to faculty
and students. He, too, must know that there is no other single pro-
gram which will have as far reaching an effect on the improvement

6
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of the total teaching-learning situation in the school. And he should
realize that. in a schoolwide developmental reading program he has
a most effective public relations program.

The general or academic supervisor, or the reading consultant, may
act as the representative of the principal. At times he may be in active
charge, of the planning and the program. He should, above all, be the
principal reading resource person for the local staff. He should main-
tain the professional library, take care of the details of each staff or
committee meeting, ensure that materials for study and discussion are
duplicated. He should recommerid consultants to the principal and
ensure that sound approaches to reading imProvement are explored.
He should actively seek help from his state department of education,
from nearby colleges and universities. He should become, if he is not
already, the reading consultant for the administration.

The teacher's responsibilities are certainly the greatest. He must
study ; he must learn ; he must experiment. lie must put the program
into effect in the classroom using the methods he has learned. He must
study the results of tests of reading skills as these results affect his
students. He must realize as he works and studies that from his teach-
ing of reading will come student habits and skills that will make his
own work easier. Above all, as he helps plan the developmental read-
ing program, the teacher must recognize the 'necessity for motivating
wide reading in his content area. As soon as his students start bor-
rowing books from the classroom library or the librarian reports to
him a greatly increased circulation of library books in his content
area, and the students want to talk about the ideas in these books, the
teacher can be sure that he is helping the reading program.

When a staff has assumed these responsibilities, when it has planned
a program in which it believes, and when it has effective leadership,
the developmental reading program is on its way to success.
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'What Should Be the Objectives of a Schoolwide
Developmental Program?

By

George Murphy
Dimple., flooding Clink, Celle.. 1 itlasestion

The Pennsylvania State University

T1 0 dream up objectives for a schoolwide developmental readingprogram is easy. But before I start dreamin* I need to con-sider how objectives become realities.
For instance, when leaders came to develop literacy among theTarascan Indians on the Island of Janitzio in Lake Patzcuaro, theyfound the Indians had no interest in becoming literate. To realizetheir objectives, the leaderslad to determine the needs and interests ofthe Inaians. When the leaders helped the Indians with their needsand interests, they discovered the need to read, to write, and to computeas they moved iin the direction of the fulfillment of their basic needsand inteftsts.
I would say that we-start toward our objectives by determining theneeds of the childitn in our schools, the needs of their parents and theneeds of our teachers. Then we help them realize their needs.
While helping them, 46re may have in mind the objectives of societythat were agreed upon at the White House Conference on Education.To communicate them and to make them realities is much more dif-

ficult than will the development of the 14 statements.
Most people accept OA idea that the schools need to develop a literate

Citizenry. Tradition, however, may block the realization of the Oh-
jective: Neither the public nor all of our teachers are sold on the
idea that,reading is developmentql. Neither are they sold on the ideathat bitch individual matures at his own rate in reading as in physical
growth. So teacliers 'still ,ask, "What in the world did you teach them
last year?" arid "Bow in the world did he ever get to high school I"
And the public asks, "Why can't he learn to read I"

Before I start discussing objeCtives, I would like to point out that too
many goals my lead to confusion and rejectigri.

47
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Most teachers realize the dosirability of goals, but they must be
realizable and understandable. Gunnar Myrdal, some time age,
pointed out our tendency to say one thing, do the opposite,And be ui
aware of the contradiction. We may write a fine set of objecthres, yet
continue practices as outmoded as blood-letting.

1. My first objective of a schoolwide developmenial reading pro,
gram would be that the pupils read to learn while they learn to
read.

"Take the pupil from where he is has become trite in sound and
remains difficult to put into practice. Acceptance of the principle is
necessary, however, if we really subscribe to the idea that reading is
developmental.

If reading is developmental, then it can be learned through prac-
tice, just as golf is learned. People Practice driving a golf ball be-
cause they want to play golf. Youths practice reading if they want
to learn.

Our problem then is to determine what it is the pupil wants to learn
and to provide the materials or experiences be will need to learn it.
The job will be tough. We will need to consider his mental maturity,
his experiences, his language maturity, his interest span, his physical
comfort, his emotional health, his developmental tasks, the weathic
and his peer group, to name just "a few" of the variables which must
be taken into account. But we can do it if we want to and if we liriiit
the number of pupils in each room.

"To read to learn" means teaching students to translate symbols into
ideas or feelings and both into behaviors. To teach youngsters "to
read to learn" mean;,' teaching them to read silently for comprehension.
It also means teaching them to react to the material. Is it factual
Is it opinion Do you like it ? Why I

It means teaching boys and girls to integrate the material compre-
hended with other knowledge, feelings and experiences. For example,
does the account read agree with another textbook version of the
American Revolution?

It means teaching youth to project the best of their reading experi-
ence into their own personal and social behaviors. In short, -we teach
Oupils to read to learn so that the objective of a truly literate citizenry
is realized. Our representative Republic needs people who think in-
dependently, critically, and appreciatively, just as it needs citizens who
have developed operatiOnal ethics and moral values.
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:2. My second objective would be teaching children to read for

recreation.

A teacher may not realize this objective if she insists that every
t:ghth grader read "Evangeline." She may not realize this objective
because she just loves to read aloud to her pupils with a voice more
,uited to an air terminal than to a classroom.

Our teacher may ask the pupils to describe the author's style, to find
'20 similes in "The Lady of the Lake," to write a one-sentence sum-
mary of the meaning of "Thanatopsis," or to carve a soap statue ot
liong'Johnj,Silver. What she is, what she does, the way she feels will
influence l*r pupils' attitudes toward recreational reading.

If, for instance, she has a period for "free" or recreational reading
and she, too, yrabs a book that she can scarcely wait to _read, more of
her pupils will want to read and will enjoy reading thanlf she had
them read while she counted the Junior Red Cross contributions or
made out reports or wrote personal letters.

In developing recreational reading, I would want a library of books
collected cooperatively by the pupils and me. We could determine the
amount of money allotted to us for books, have pupils recommend
selections (after studying catalogues and book lists and after visiting
book stores), and have the final selections based upon pupils desire
and the size of the budget.

In.addit ion to the anthologies with which we started, we would then
have bo.oks to match individual interests and needs. Thirty pupils
would then be reading thirty different books with not a word about
46grade level" or comparative worth. The chances of having "the right
book for the right pupil at the right time" would be increased.

To realize these two objectives, much work needs to be done for the
education of the public and of the teachers.

Parents need to und6rstand that reading is a culture trait. Children
read if they are.reared in a culture where reading goes on. If children
do little reading in their homes, they may not,have the basic incentive
on which to build our developmental programs.

Lucky is the child who comes from a home where nursery rhymes,
folk tales, Bible stories, daily newspapers, magazines, picture books,
and story books have a place. Lucky the child whose parents under-
stand that all children are not ready to read at six years, six monthi;
that boys may be slower than girls in language development ;,and that
having a child develop normally is more important than forcing him
to try to read as well as his brilliant older sister. Lucky the child
whose parents have faith in his ability to read and will stand by him
in the convictinn that he does not belong in the slowest reafling group.
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But our job of "taking the pupil from where he is" becomes compli-
cated unless we understand parents' needs, attitudes, and interests.
The complications 'arelessened, however, when work groups take the
prace of ability groups, when the school's reading program is develop-
mental rather then remedial (especially in its semantics and practices)
and *hen reading is put in its proper perspective. Reading is not more
important .than the child's mental or physical health; it is not more
jmportant than learning; it is iwt more important than doing the right
thing. Reading ability, however, affects a child's mental and some-
times physical health, determine& the quality of much of his learning,
and points directions for his behavior.

The complications are lessened also when each teacher is willing to
"take the pupil from where he is" and is willing to teach the pupil
to read and to study the particular subject being taught. The reading
of arithmetic is quite different from the reading of sociai studies. Yet,
frequently pupils try to study both in exactly the same way.

Certainly subject matter teachers need to understand that each
subject (in fact, sometimes each of several textbooks in the *same
subject) has a somew,hat specialized vocabulary. One textbook may
have4nore abstractions, hence be more difficult for some readers. One
may have more words familiar to children of a rural culture and hence
be more difficult for urban children.

Also different teachers expect different results from reading ma
terials. One teacher may place a premium on memorization-2-a not he r ,
on thoughtsnother on the "right answer." All need to understand
that symbols are meaningless unless we bring experience to them and
that reading is but a part of study. It is thinking about the reading
and its application to life that constitutes the important element of
study. Studying in the way the instructor expects the material' to be
used is another important element. (It's especially important for
pupils who wish to receive passing grades in the courses.) Cortiplidia-
tions may come from the school's physical plant, lighting, room tom-
peratures, 'seats and tables for reading, library regulations, and dozens
of other factors.

Our objectives areftimpk. We want to teach pupils to reed to learn
and to read for fun.

Our job is hard, for we need to communicate our objectiyes to people
who have theirs. .When their objectives become ours and ours become
thbirs, we can make headway.

We do not 'communicate our objectives to tired parents by dragging
them out eveningsJor P. T. A. meetings so that Susie's room may win
the attendance banner. We do not communicate them to the public
through newspaper aiticles full of "pods
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We do not.communicate our objectives to tired, overworked, under-7aid teachers in 4 p. in. meetings. And surely we do not communicatehem in bulletins beginning, "You will . .
To communicate them successfully, we will take our- lead from suc-,.essful leaders who long ago learned that people gain leadership and,.ommunicate objectives as theY serve the needs and interests of theirfollowers.
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What Experiences, Activitie's, and Materiah Are Helpful in
a Developmental Reading Program?

By

Paul Witty
Protease, idatoseik, North...okra University

THERE has been, during the Past 5 years, much criticism of reading
instruction in our schools. Some of the criticism is justified

despite the fact that studies show clearly that our schools are doing
an effective job in teaching readingbetter perhaps than during any
period in the past. And this outcome is being obtained today despite
mounting enrollments and the distracting influence of TV and related
pursuits which bid for pupils' leisure. There is evidence, too, that
many children and youth are reading widely. For example, BuAintas
Week (1) reports: "Actually book sales have been moving up. . . .

And for those worry about 'Why Johnny can't read,' children books
have skyrocketed event more." ' However, a great need exists in
junior and senior high schools today for the provision of exteriences
in reading of high interest and of a sufficiently diversified nature to
meet the needs of the various reading classes.

There is encouraging evidoice that attempt to improve the reading
ability of high school students are generally successful and that many
poor readers are now learning to read effectively. In a recently pub-
lished book, Elizabeth Simpson describes a number of newly developed
and highly successful programs (2) . Moreover, there is a growing
tendency in our junior and senior high schools to initiate develop-
mental reading programs designed to satisfy students' interests and
meet their needs, and hence to lead them to enjoy reading and to read
widely.

Charaetethtiat of a Develvpmental Reading Program. (3)A de-
velopmental reading program seeks to provide opportunities for
students to cultivate reading skills throughout the full range of educa-
tion, including the junior and senior high school and, when necessary,

I Bibliographical references are listed on page 51p at the end of this article:
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n Mlege. Also, the developmntal approach -recognize; various pur-.;)oses and needs for reading. Some needs relate to common attain-inents or "developmental tasks" ow which happiness and adjustmentJepend. Other needs which are highly personal are significant forindividual adjustment. Although some needs are, of course, tempo-rary and transient, others constitute the basis for long-range objectivesto be satisfieti at different, times. ,A developmental program seeks toevaluate such needs and to plan for their fulfillment in the most bene-,ticial manner.
A developmental progrant however, depends on other experiencesand activities operating in association with reading; it doibg-mot relyon reading as the sole basis for satisfying human needs. Adequatesatisfaction implies an effective relationship of reading to other experi-

ences in the individual's total activity pattern.
Equally important, developmental programs seek the extension iofinterests. The extent to which teachers utilize, extend, and developthe interests of their pupils is a good criterion of the value of theirnst ruct on .

Thus, a sound reading program recognizes the value of s:ivstematicinstruction, the utilization of pupil interests, the fulfillment of their
developmental needs, the articulation of experience in reading withother types of worthwhile activity, and the extension or furthering oftheir interests. By this approach, steady growth in reading skill andthe attainment of emotional satisfaction are made possible.

The Neetwity for a Perelopmental Reading Program in Grades7, 8, and 9.D6ve)opmental reading instruction is necessary in grades
7, 8, and 9 for several reasons :

1. Today the range of reading ability in most classes.is large. In atypic v'enth-grade class, for example, some pupils will read at thethir ourth-, or fifth-grade levels. Others will cluster around typ-ical sixth- or seventh-grade attainment. A considerable number willhave reading ability which falls at or above the norm for grade 9, oreven higher. If we are to provide a curriculum that encourages everypupil to reach his maximum groN th, we must help many less ablepupils to acquire basic skills in reading, and ice must also seek to givestimulating opportunities and encouragement to the more capablepupils.
2. The presence of very poor readers in the typical junior highschool jeo 0 : . effective learning in every area of the curriculumwhere reading abi 'ty is essential to success. Many school administra-tors cite reading retardation as the greatest block to successful instruc-tion in the secondary school. Moreover, there are some special read-ing skills or habits required at the junior and senior high school levelswhich must be emphasized or developed as they are needed.

4
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V.

Pip

During the past few years, the need for instruction in "critical read-
ing" has received increaseci recognition. Several studies have shown
that many pupils in our sdiools are lacking in the ability to read criti-
cally and discriminatingly. For example, one invt%stigator found that
groups of elementary school pupils made sitisfactory scores on stand-
aril tests; yet these pupils were unable to differentiate relevant from
irrelevant facts in passages of material which they seemed to com-
prehend (4). Many chihiren, it appears, can tell what the book says;
hit they cannot judge eit her the importance or pert inence of an ideftr
fact. Significant also are recent studies which show that some high
school pupils are unable to distinguish between conflicting conclusions
Presented in treat Men tti of social imues.

3. Poor reading in junior high school can be greatly improved.
Remedial and corrective programs have proved very successful at this
level. So, too, liftve developmental programs.

4.- Many rapid-learning pupils also need guidance in their reading
and some need to develop more efficient habits. A developmental pro-
gram may provide this help.

5. A developmental program aims to help students-become inde-
pendent in using variduks sources for reading. This skill is one of the
crucial needt of junior high school students.

6. As noted above, good reading (lin help pupils to satisfy their
developmental needs and to improve their general well-being and per-
sonal adjustment.

Developmental Needs and Reading.The Forty-Seventh Yearbook
of the National S?ciety for the Study of Education,yart II, points
ont Oat a developmental reading protTam should emphasize:

(a) the basic skills of reading required of all students, (b) skill in reading/ and studying different types of subject motto. (c) reading experience to
help the student understand himself better and to satisfy with increasing

! tl his personal needs. (ii) reading experience to assist him in be-
coming a more effective citizen in and out of schoOl, and (e) experience
that will reiult in a more enjoyable and rufltable pattern of leisure, read-
ins (5).

At th9 Northwestern University C1ifiie, the pmftssional personnel
believe that all children ankoung people relerred as problems to the
Psycho-Educational Clinic may he best undorstood and helped by
studying Aleir behavior in relationship to basic human needs. This
app I :eh is proving effective regardless of whether the referral is be-
cau. . reading difikulty, personality maladjustment, or some other
prob em. After a child has been carefully tested, reading experience
are frequently recommended in accord with "developmental needs"
as differentiated from basic human needs. These needs resemble the

*"developmental tasks" set forth by Robert J. Havighurst and others.
According to Havighurst, 'developmental task' arises at or about

II.v.!-
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Lt certain period in the life of an 'individual, successful attainment ofhich leads to his happiness arid to suceetti with later tasks, while fail-ure leads to unhappinetts in the individual, disapproval by society, andifkulty with later tasks . . . ." (6).
Given below are illustrations of "developmental needs" which have1,0en used in guiding the reading Of pupils referred to-the North-estern University Psycho-Educational Clinic:

1. developing competency In physical skills or,i4ecreational pursuits
2. understanding oneself and developing an adequate, satisfying ideal ofself
& understanding one's social pnvironment and adjusting to one's peers
4. understanding one's place in a family group. and achieving independenceof adults
5. making desirable adjustments determined by the role of sex
S. achieving an understanding of vocations andlheir demands
7. understanding the basic premises of our society and meognizing one's re-sponsibility for successful-participation in dinnocratic life
K developing an appreciation of scientific discovery and of life in our presenttechnological world.

.11a4lialit To Satisfy Interests and .VeeekTo 4irect successfully adevelopmental program, the teacher must become acquainted withbooks----old and newas well as with reliable sources for obtainingadditional reading materials. A broad reading program geared tothe individual recognizes a wide variety of reading purposes andutilizes many types of reading matter: fiction, biography, drama,essays, poetrx, informative prse, and sp forth. Moreover, this ap-proach necessitates the use of various kinds of printed matter, in-cluding books, magazines, and newspapers. Some books are wellknown by teachers; however, many excellent books of recent date arenot familiar to them. Recent titles may be chosen from selected listssuch 'as Reading Ladders for Human Relations, published by theAmerican Council on Education, and Gateways to Readable Book$,published by H. W. Wilsoii Company. "Integrating Bookkand Read-ing with Adolescent Tasks" ,(7) and, "Developmental Values throughLibrary Books" (8) are also valuable sources of book titles for theteacher of adolescents. The Combined Book Exhibit (9) is an ex-cellent annual list of recent books to satisfy pupils' needs and inter-est's. The most widely used annotated book list for junior high schoolpupils is Your Reading, published by the National 'Council of Teach-Prs of English. A Bailie Book Collection for Junior High &hookrompiled by the American Library Association and other educationzrour is another valuable source. An annotated' bibliography of 24
.0ook lipts is included in "Aid§ for Knowing Books for Teen-Agers,"
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Circular No. 450, Office of Education, Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare.

Basic Reading Skills.--Certain reading habits and skills need par-
ticular attention at the junior high school level. By the time the
pupil has reached the sixth grade he has often attained a fairly rapid
rate of reading and a high degree of comprehension. Also, his ability
to rtad orally may be quite adequate to serve his present peeds. The
task then bectlies one of adjusting his rate for various types of
reading and of &fining his comprehension skills to meet a variety of
new demands. Abilies and skills that often require further refine-
ment or development include:

I. Developing Comprehension
A. Following directions and finding information
B. Finding answers to personal and social problems
C. Reading i story for various purposes
D. Understanding words and increasing one's personal vocabulary

IL Reading To Remember
A. Rememberingimportant ideas
B. Remembering significant details

III. Associating Ideas and Materials
A. Finding proof
B. Finding information relevant to particular problems
C. Examining basic assumptions
D. Studying the adequacy of presentations

IV. Organizing Ideas and Materials
A. Arranging events in sequence and making outlines
B. Summarizing

V. Increasing Speed of Silent Reading

AP'

VI Improving Oral Reading ( 10)
VII. Reading in the Content Field, With Wide Application of Reading Skills

Som,e Skills of Importance.Swe precludes detailed treatment of
all the above-cited reading skills; therefore, we shall consider only a
few importavt, skills. For example, reading to obtain material or
information relevant to a particular problem is a skill which has wi s e
application at this time. Summarizing, too, is another freque
used technique. Both abilities should be emphasized. Practice
summarizing piovides an eicellent means of helping some children
to improve their general comprehension of reading materials by lead-
ing them to grasp and organize meanings.

Noting detsgs is another skill in which some children, poor readers
especially, require much practice. The 'need for development of this
skill is often found among high school students. As the child .ap-
proaches maturity in the development of reading 41cil1s, he should
be encouraged to read critically. He should bo; led to inquire : Do

ea
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DEVELOPMENTAL READING 57
he materials afford an adequate basis for the conclusions reached ?Are the basic assumptions upon which the author has proceededustified ?

Another need that pervades reading programs at all levels is thecultivation of general and specialized vocabularies. The current inter-ost of teachers in the science of semantics has resulted in a renewedmph asis on vocabulary building and has focused attention upon tlway context affects meaning.
One of the most difficult tasks confronting teachers is the develop-ment of a clear understanding of conceptual wordswords that haveno direct objects to which they may be referred. A soundly con-ceived reading program makes provision for the mastery of conceptualterms by offering students an opportunity to discover their meaningthrough investigation, discussion, and critical study.To improve their silent reading vocabulary,. some students shouldreview principles of phonetic and structural analysis which will helpthem recognize new and difficuit.words.Other Ways To Build Vocabulary.v7There are, of course, variousways iri addition to phonetic and structural analysis to build a mean-ingful vocabulary. Following are some suggestions:1. We can help pupils to derive the meaning of new or unfamiliarwords through attention to context. We can direct them to examineknown words around new or unfamiliar words and to attempt to obtainthe meaning of the hew words from their relationship to words alreadyknown. Various exercises can be devised for this purpose. For ex-ample, exercises may bring out the way the words around case de-termine itslneaning as in : a case of ginger ale, a case of illness a caseof poor judgment, a case in court, and the subject of the sentence is inthe nominative case.

2. We can extend the first-hand experience of pupils. The termjet-propelled, for example, has a definite meaning for a pupil who hasseen a jet plane take off. The word smooth has meaning also for achild who has felt the texture of silk.
3. We can motivate extensive reading of challenging literature.Wide reading broadens experience and thus provides the basis formeaningful vocabulary development.
4. Pupils should be led to enlarge their special as well as their gen-eral vocabularies. They can be encouraged to look for new words intheir general reading and to keep a list of them in a section opa note-entitled, My General Vocabulary., Ancatier section of the note-bodk might be labeled My Special Vocabulary, and new words mightbe entered here under headings such as Science, Geography, Male,Ac. In similar fashion, vocabularies can be kept for hobbies, sTrts,tnd other interests.

.1
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58 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

5. Pupils should be encouraged to use new words in their conver-
sations, discussions, and writing.

6. Pupils can be taught to derive the meanings of new words by
reference t4i known words. Application of the principles of phonic
and structural analysis will aid also. Interesting examples should be
given of the way suffixes or prefixes may be added to extend vocabulary.

7. Varied meanings ,of conceptual terms such as honesty,, democracy,,
and cooperation can be taught in terms of pupils' experience. And
we can illustrate how the ineanings of these words may be clarified by
wide reading, by discu§stion, and by investigation. ,

8. We can stress some significant values in wide use of the dictionary.
We can illustrate how helpful a dictionary is .in finding synonyms or
in studying word roots.

Improving Rate of Reading.The good reader cultivates different
techniques as they are needed. The poor reader, on the other hand, is
often unaWe to make such adjustments readily. Reading rate does
not depend upon a single capacity ; instead, it is an aggregate of
abilities which one employs selectively in reading different types of
material. Consequently, a desirable program of reading improvement
mua provide opportunities for increased speed in reading various
types of material. Important also is the development of the ability
to decide upon and to use effectively the most appropriate rates with
the different presentations being read. Finally, consideration must
be given to the importance of interest, difficulty of material, and famil-
iarity with the conCepts presented as factors influencing both rate and
comprehension. In fact, rate of reading has little value per 8e..

Improving Oral Reading.Pupils who read as if they were prac-
ticing the pronunciation of each word should have opportunities to
improve basic skills in oral-reading. In addition to practice in pro-
nunciation and enunciation, they will need to learn to read by phrases
or thought units. Exercises for these pupils should include practice
in phrasingreading word groups rather than single words; attention
to punctuation ; and experience in varying tone and pitch to fit the
author's meaning. As they improve, they should be encouraged to
read and to present stories to their classmates.

In diagnosing the needs of these pupils, the classroom teacher may
employ the Gilmore Oral Reading Test and then have the pupil turn
to the exercises in reading prose, poetry, and other types of materials
that are available.

In summary, the chief requirements for effective reading programs
are these : clear objectives, careful diagnosis of each student's needs,
a variety of books and reading materials, high motivation, and suffi-
cient time to enable the student to develop reading skills in accord
with his most pressing needs.

,
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Of course diagnosis, guidance, and appraisal are closely relatedphases of reading instruction. Only when the teacher knows rather

thoroughly each pupil's beginning status can progress be estimated
uccurately. Such information may be supplemented from time to timeby data obtained in the classroom, on the playground, and elsewhere.
Periodicallyperhaps once a month or bi-monthlyteachers may
examine and compare test results and other entries. In this way,
evaluation contributes important insights concerning pupils' chang-
ing needs. Thus the process continues : diagnosis, guidance, ap-praisaland further diagnosis, further guidance, further appraisal.

In these ways the teacher can estimate the extent to which the read-
ing program is actually 'affecting pupils' lives. When such an ap-
proach is widely followed, youth will come to enjoy the act of reading
as well as the results. Accordingly, more efficient reading will occur
and happier, better-adjusted boys and girls will make up our junior
high school population.
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Reading Experiences To Help Adolescents in Their Search
for the "I"

By

Dwight L Burton
Professor dol English Edatestiow, Florida Stage University

sad
Editor, The Journal

44WHY should I spend.time reading?" This is a que'stion which
reverberates acrQss the land among junior high school stu-dentsand indeed among slime senior high school and college stu-

dents. What has been our aitswer? Has the question been met with a
bristling of academic fur? 'With stentorian exhortation? Or has it
led to a thoughtful thinking through of the kinds of reading experi-
ences which we should structure for these active juniorligh-schoolers
so that the rewards of reading will become cumulative lind self-evi-
dent? After all, the soilitary,activity which is the result of individual
reading interest and appreciation is neith* particularly in harmony
with some aims of education wilich stress Itsijustment and social pres-
tige, nor is it inherently respectable in the gregarious culture of the
early adolescent.

This fundamentally solitary activity, we know, is a form of experi-
encing which takes place in a context and which involves certain mo-
tives, purposes, and materials. We assume that attitudes are shaped
and altered as a result 9f this experience and that "appreciation"
(whatever the term may mean to the person using it) is furthered
thougli this entire area is one of speculation in which science and super-
stition, art and ethics, esthetics and indoctrination are eonfused in a
weird phantasmagoria. We need much research on what really hap-
pens in the interaction of student and printed page..

Therefore, I am 'willing to risk at this point an assumption which
furnishes a rationale for this essay : If "desired" interests, those that,
find their well-springs in the nature of early adolescence, are fostered,
then desirable attitudes, at least from the point of view of adults, and

.6°
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DEVELOPMENTAL READING 61

"appreciation," in the sense oi a heightened emotional experience in
reading, will follow, or at least have the best chance of following.

These "well-springs" of reading interest reside in every youngster,
though in some they may lie far below the surface, like the rich oil de-
posits beneath seemingly barren acres. In our guiding of reading,
we have succumbed sometimes to the lure of an easy, surface course
of action. For example, we know that junior high school pupils like
horse stories, so we dig up all the horse stories we can find, exhaust-
ing even the list of Wafter Farley tales ! Or for the boys we add more
and more stor4ts of forest rangers, and for the girls, more and more
adventures of nurses and airline hostesses. Of course, this is of same
importance, but it is only part of the task ; doing it well may guaran-
tee' present satisfaction, but may profit nothing for the future. The
real job is to direct and channel reading interests, and to do this we
need to get "deep down beneath" where adolescentsand children
and adults--really live to discover the well-springs from which in-
terests derive and to select for emphasis from the cornucopia of
ephemeral interests those which can provide important links 'with a

ad

estheticmature experience.
Because of recent curriculum trends at the junior high school level,

we have been inclined to integrate literature with other things, and the
common charge that literature has become "a handmaiden" to the
social studies is true in some sehools. As a guiding principle to avoid
this pitfall, I suggest that we gear our literature program, and our
general guidance of reading interests, to the search for the "I" ; for the
power of literature to lead one to self-identity, the discovery of one's
"totem," has put literature at the core of a liberal education since the
time of the ancients. As Sidney Hook puts it, "The opposite of a liber-
al education . . . is a literal education. A literal education is one
which equips a person to read formulas and equations, straight-for-
ward prose, doggerel verse and advertising signs. It does not equip.
one to read the language of retaphor, of paradox, of indirect analogy,
of serious fancy in which the emotions and passionsiand half-believed
ideas of human beings express themselves."

But what are the well-springs of interest which can provide guide-
lines at the junior high school level I First among them is the need
for esthetic experience with language. From their earliest awakenings
there is among children a natural zest for the "English speech and the
English singing." Children gabble for the peke of gabbling, and for
most ,of them their first contact with paltry, the nursery rhymes,
brings delight. But this enchantment with the esthetic possibilities of
language wines steadily until, in adolescence, poetry is likely to be met
with groans, especially *among the boys.

'Bibliographical referenceaqtre listed on page ST at the end of this article.
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62 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

This breaking of an -important chain of esthetic experience is
. chargeable partly to the nature of. human growth, for increasing ma-turity submerges the emotions further and further below the surfactt,and of course adolescence is a great no men's land of inhibition. Yet itis due also to our teaching ptkocediges and to our selection of materials.My own experiences as a junior high school pupil furnishes a pertinent

. illustration. !Along with thirty peers in an eighth-grade class, I spentthree weary weeks following the tribulations of Evangeline throughthe many lines of Longfellow's sonorous verse. We decided that awoman who would spend her life chasing a man around the NorthAmerican continent was pretty stupid, and that furthermore, if thiswas experience with poetry and great literature, we chose to remainamong the pedestrian many rather than the ethereal few.
How to strengthen the continuum of poetic experience at the juniorhigh school level ? First, we can have fun with poetry. The humorousverse of Nash, Guiterman, Armour, McGinley, Daly, and othersfurnishes a good beginning. It is impoytant to stress narrative ratherthan lyric poetry, though the level niay have to be "The Cremationof Sam McGee" or "Casey at the Bath' Oral reading and choralreading of pelections like "Boots," "The Listeners," and "The High-wayman" usiially will be greeted with enthusiasm.

_ Then we need WI, ake evident. the variety and virility of poetry, the1
"synthesis of hy : .1 ths and biscuits"- as Carl Sandburr defined, it.cl(ertainly in the juinior high school effusive romantic poetry of loveand .nature should be avoided generally, and a great deal of modernpoetry dealing with brickyards, highways', skyscrapers, airplaneflights, and evenin Fred Lape's fine "From This the Strength"with the dumping of garbage, should be introduced. Patriotic poemsare especially popular with junior high school students. A collectionsuch as StorieR in Verse, edited by Max Hohn (Odyssey Press) will behelpful. It is vital that emoting be done through, rather than about,poetry. If, in the junior high, building upon the basic human urge toexploit the music of language, we can implant the idea that -poetry is1 not effete and feminine, we shall have set the stage for heightened'

moments a few years further on.
Then there is the great well-spring from which arises the need tofollow general interests, through reading, far beyond the possibilitiesof direct experience. We- are all aware of the interest of the juniorhigh boy (and occasionaijy the girl) in stories of sports action. In thisbiceps-flexing period, most boys are confidently planning to pitch forthe Yankees or play halfback for State. The junior high schooleboyOr girl is addicted to hero worship of the man of action, and Superman,Batman, and Roy Rogers represent, to the pre-adolescent or early ado-
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Courtesy, Moskolu Parkway Jwitkit HA School, New York City.
Their teacher has matched books with individual intereots,dend theoe students

enjoy reading.

lescent, a wish fulfillment which a bit later mellows into identification
with Mickey Mantle, Floyd Patterson, or some other reaP life hero.
Thus the stories of C. Paul Jackson and Duane Decker can lead into
biographies of men of action---"Garst's Jim Bridger, Daiigherty's'Of
Courage Undaunted, Nolan's The Story of Clara Barton, Trease's Sir
W alter Raleigh, Waugh's Simon Bolivaror ultim'ately to non-fiction
of more mature arenas of adventure : the mountain climbing of Anna-

! purna, the sea adventure of Kon-TiJi the.deep sea exploration of Jean
Cousteau and Phillipe Diole, who illustrate man's age-old obligation
to live dangerously, an obligation which reduces to nothing the dis-
tance between King Arthur's knights and the hot-rodders who sit in

l`our high school classes.
And this dramatic age of mechanical advance and speed and the con-

quering of distance opens new possibilities in ansieripg the question,
"Why read I" Not only is there science fiction but there is the entire
arqa of non-fiction dealing with man's efforts to reduce the limitS of
his universe. Let us agree immediately, 4)o, that it is better to include
superior modern fiction and non-fiction than to insist upon mediocre,
but properly venerable, fiction. Scott's Ivanhoe, for example, which
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has been visited upon generations of ninth-graders, was once breath-taking but now represents a pallid level of exciteinent to the ninth-grader who has been exposed to the space fiction of a Bradbury or

For the junior high-schooler is completely audacious in his beliefs.His fascination with the bizarre is the stepping stone from child fan;tasfto the eternal adult awe for the unknown and occult. The slimy,crypt-dwelling monster of the comic book, which has aroused so muchadult censure, is simply the creature of this intermediatk stage of
development, and is presented at a higher level of artistry by EdgarAllan Poe, the favorite story teller of the junior high school student.The channel of interest can lead from "The Creature of the BlackLagoon" to Coleridge's "Christabel" and Stevenson's Dr. Jekyll andMr. Hyde. But the ihterest demands nourishing in reading, else itwill be lost to television or the motion picture, which seldom, if ever,can reach the level of "Christabel."

In his zest for the .action-packkl and the bizarre, the junior highschool student is not only plunging into life, he is escaping from it,as we must all escape occasionally from the Confines of the moment,physical and spiritual. The need to t'slip the surly bonds of arth"is another of the well-springs &treading interest. Though there aremany avenues to escape in reading, one, popular with junior highschool pupils, seems especially important; this lies in books of adven-ture in the wilderness, whether of forest, sea, jungle, the far North .or the old West. All of these locales represent freedom from the com-plexity of social machinerymeir survive here by strength and wit.And in these lotales the yomig readv can try himself out vicariously
as he must inevitably try himself out in actuality; ftnd in actuality,he must meet his ultimateitest alone. Thus reading supplies a provingground in 'adolescence just as surtly as did the backyard terk a fewyears earlier. And furthermore, this interest sweeps the pupil into thegreat tradition of Romanticism in literature iq..which, frequently,heroesBeowulf, the protagonists of Conrad, Santiago in Heming-way's TheeOld Man and the Sea, fir examplemeet their tests alone
and play out their roles against the background of an inscrutable, and
sometimes hostile, nature. . -

This inclination of the junior high school pupil reflects, too, a final,probably the most significant, well-spring of interest: the inchoate
aspiration to come to termi'm withtfi. It) is in connection with this thatreading has its greatest pact: in tilt search for the "I." A story
may help to ease what Jalpes kitreet called "just the' damn hurt of
youth, which I conterid is not a happy time, but a father terrifyingtime of doubts" (2). Fundamentally, perhaps, growing tip involve(
mainly a developing understanding of human nature. Cortain it isa
. . . . ff 1
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t hat a principal touchstone of maturity is the awareness of the com-
piegity of human nature. Characters in kood literature, whether real
people Ln non-fiction or people artistically created in fiction, exemplify
t he complexity of human motivatiow The mysteries of human per-
onality receive exploration in literature from the child's first exposure

to it. The characters of the nursery rhymes, for the most part, are
people of virtue as well as fault. And the story of Ferdinand the Bull
represents a subtle commentary on human nature of the type which
superior junior hikh school students can experience in Kerineth
Grahame's near-classic The Wind in the Willow8. The struggle to
overcome or sublimate one's fear extends from Arnistrong Sperry's
Call It Courage to the adult Red Badge of Courage.

If we are really concerned about attitudes, and the role of reading
in shaping them, it is at this point that our guitlance (if reading takes
on its most serious dimension. For the great popular level of vicarious
experiencerrepresented by comic books, the ptiips and slicks, and the
great majority of radio, TV, and motion picture farepanders to im-
maturity and presents a reconstruction of human experience that is
half-true, in which certain assumptions ire operative : (1) Life is an
exciting physical adventure or should be. (2) People are either good
or had ; there are no intermediate degrees. Often one can tell by
physical appearance alone. Heroes tend to be clean-cut and well-
shaven, for example, while shady characters are prone to let their
whiskers grow for several days. And in the Dick Tracy strip, for in-
stance, villains are usually marked ,by strange and repulsive physical
characteristics. (3) Money and romantic lgve lie at the heart of life's
problems. (4) The end justifies the means. It matters not that Super-
man kills a few people and destroys property so long as his objective
is, on the surface, noble. (5) People in authority senators, mayors,
policemen, professors, corporation presidents, and often parentsare
1ik4ge be stupid, pompous, or sadistic, and are Inevitably humiliated
in the end. Of cobrse, this rebellion against iuthority, whether of the
Bugs Bunny or Lill Abner variety, is highly appealing to the adoles-
emit who is so much under the thumb of adult authority, but who is be-
ginning to chafe as a result.

Our reading guidance, then, must provide a ladder eout of the vast
emotional and esthetic plateau of most popular entertainment. Junior
high school students may mount the lower rungs as, their literature
study centers frequently on human -values. "What do people do with
their lives?" may furnish a theme tor the reading and study of biog-
raphy, as students consider Manton's Albert.Sc4weiteer, Yates' Arno*
Fortune,Free man, Judson's City Neighbor, the stdry of Jane Addams,
Jeanette Eaton's biography of Louis Arnistrtpag, Trumpeter's Tale--
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66 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

all moving dramatizations of what difftrent people have made of lifeunder different conditions. a

No doubt another of the touchstones of increuing maturity is anawareness of the beauty and significance in the everyday, the hum-drum. Overwhelmingly, the mass nrdia level of vicarious experiencestresses the melodramatic, exotic asPects of living in which few of uscan share directly. For our junior high school students, prose andpoetry which treat of everyday sights and sounds and people, andthrough which everyday experience can be evaluated, is the leavenerin all this. Students might read in common Jams. Street's Geodbye.My Lady, for example, which at their level does what all literaturecan daijluminate beauty. And the junior high-schooler is morelikely tcra!3sociate beauty with a dog and the natural sounds of theswamp than with, say, a field of daffodils; but the beauty of the daf-fodils or a Grecian urn or A stand of birch trees or a brickyard bymoonlight may become real later, through the alchemy of exrienceand verbal symbol,, as the pupil del:clops that power of the"inwardeye which is the bliss of solitude."
Yet if all this is to cpme to pass, there are certain realizations whichmust govern the routine of our days. Filst, all teachers have a stakeIn the development of reiding interests. Biography and fiction canput flesh oil the skeletons of history and geography. Historical .fictioncan bring the events of our past into moving close-ups and helpopupilsto live through, as well- as witness, the stirring saga of our nationalistory, thus aiding and deepening understanding of concepts of timeand place. Certainly the science teacher has at his disposal a wealthof material, fiction and non-fiction, of man's attempts to fathom an in-scrutable uttiverse, with which to entich his subject. Is it hopelesslyvisionary to suggest that the coach and teacher of physical educationmay recommend books in the area of sports and mcreition, or that theteacher of homemaking might make use of a variety of materials ondress and grooming, home decoration, and family living?

For a wide variety of books, magazines, pamphlets, recordings, film-strips, motion pictures, and TV kinescopes are needed. and are avail-able. Each school needs a coordinated materials program, for the dayof the single text or 'reader is as obsolescent as the derby hat. The
phenomenon of paperbound books has been a-great boon, ly to
poverty-stricken schools. The young people's divisions of p t lic li-
braries, in close cooperation with the communities' teichers, have made
a splendid contribution to the advance of literacy among our youth.
This is a movement which needs all the encouragement we can give.

Finally, I think it importaht that we give unequivocal recognitionat the junior high school level to tHe literature "class," presided over
by teachers who possess a keen knowledge of child and adolescent de-
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.t.talopment and of literature. For a two-pronged attack is needed:
Cist, a broad program of guidance in reading, centered on a "ladder"
!tpproach to the natural well-springs in adolescents of reading interest ;
.ocond, actual study of literature, in which an expert structures group
experiences in reading and leads students in consideration of matters
most deserving of stress through a program which is organized psy-
chologically, to illuminate human experience, not technically nor
historically.

For as we nurture really bald(' reading inte ts---which without us
may not have their fruition in read' g-k--we le.1 to desirable attitudes
find to "appreciation," which, in ftly opinion, is not one outcome of
reading but ft distillation of all outcomes. For true appreciation leads
to a developing synthesis of human experience, putting theiyoungster
or adult---48 close as he can come during mortality to self-identity, to
answering the questions "What am 1 ?" and "What am I for?" This is
what guiding reading gro*th is really about.

a
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What Are the Responsibilities of Lanotuage Arts and- Core
Teachers for Tetching Residing?

By

Nancy Young
Curriculum Commotions
Now York City 54..as

ODAY, general agreement seems to exist that no matter how well
'11/A1s have been instructed in the elementary schools, they are not

equipped for the more mature reading and study skills required at
the junicii high school lever. Thus, the responsibility for promoting
the hustler development of.effective skills and abilities of all pupils
must be iccepted by language arts and core teadiers in junior high
schools.

Responsibilities of Langiage Arts Teachers

Coordinating reading with other aids to language development
means that the teacher is attempting to promote growth .not only in
reading but also in every means of expressing ansi receiving ideap.
Reading, listehing, observhig, speaking, and writing are interrelated
ind inutually dependent. InTplicit in this principle is the idea that
reading is not an isolated kind of activity separate from other language
or Communication skills. Developing ability in one area reinforces
the others. Fundainental to success in thiiintegrated pattern of teach-,
ing is systematic planning for each area if the iirogram is to be well
balanced as well as coordint4ed. This kind of planning prevents undue
stress on any ow particIpar phase or skill.

JuO -how do language arty programs actually operate" in practice
Administtors seteside five or six periods weekly (in some instances
more time) for laliguage artsor English work. The specific breakdown
in miods often left to the teacher and supervisor. They decifle
what proportionate amount of time is to be allooated for oral and
written\expressios, spelling, correct ustge or grammar, reading, and
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72 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

literature. In such an arrangement reading seldom receives its just
share of attention in all classrooms. The assignment is a heavy one
in an already heavy junior high school schedule. Each area must
be cared for, and the time element is an obstacle.

Junior high school pupils getting ready for more mature read-..

ing., It has been estimate at 80 to 90 percent of the study activities
in the average secondary school require skill in reading for successful
achievement. A look at the curriculum confirms this statistic. Pupils
also reqpire a wider variety of reference sources than they did in the
intermediate grades. Therefore, they must have the knowledge of
how tg use them. In the junior high school, as well as in earlier and
later years, reading ig a functional tool to be used and applied in
everyday classroom. living.

Thus, the question arises : Can the development of all the specific
reading abilities and skills be cared for in the total natural learning
situations within the language arts areas, or will reading be sub-
merged in such a setting?

In a well-balanced program, all the elementsoral, silent, informa-
tional, and independent readingare present at each and every 'gride
level. Instruction is concerned with the development of :

(1) reading techniques and skills
(2) vocabulary and baekground concepts
(3) differentiated attack on reading materials
(4 ) independence in personal reading, and
(5) wider appreciatiotis and interests in literary selections.

It is generally recognized that a successful reading program serves the
dominant interests and needs of adolescents, provides sequential ex-
periences, and is made functional through carefully planned instruc-
tion in all classes. A schoolwide program enlists the cooperation of
the entire stiff ft,nd aims to reach the superior, the average, and the
slow. It provides systematic develotinental instruction for every-
pupil ; and it offers remedial assistance for the more seriously retarded,
possibly on an individual basis or in smaller groups apart from the
regular classroom situation.

The responsibility of the teacher in the language arts program is
threefold : one part of the reading' qperiences of her pupils should be
developthental or basal, in which the techniques of reading are taught;
a secOnd part should be a study-type program in _which the skills
learned are used in such activities as,reading newspapers, makazines,
a science experiment, a social studies report ; and 'a third part should
be a recreational-personal program in whichfreading interests are ex-
tended and deepened. Even though pupili acquire a particulai.skill,
such as reading for details, finding the main idea and supporting de-
tails, visualizing through words, drawing conclusions, skimming for
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RESPONSIBILITIES FOR READING INSTRUCTION 73

data, or reading critically, they need guidance and practice in apply-
ing the skill. Also, pupils need to receive the encouragement which
comes from the successful attainment of goals which are significant to
them. ap.

Creating a love for literature is a basic part of every good program
in the language arts. To' help pupils form the habit of turning to
books as a source of enjoyment, to help them become sensitive to the
elements that give quality to poetry and prose, and Ito deepen their
understanding of humarkbehavior, ideals and spiritual values through
literature are important objectives of language arts teaching.

Valuable as free, personal reading is, it alone cannot guarantee that
all children will acquire the riches of their literary heritage. Pupils
do not acquire competency in interpreting situations and story settings
by just being exposed to Many books. Nothing can take the place of
a guided literature program planned by the teacher.

Responsibilities of Core Teachers for Teaching Reading

One of the major curricular experiments over the last 20 years has
been the combinatioSit:i ject areas known as core courses in junior
and senior high .t,j c! a" Probably no term in current educational
literature has somaid fferent meanings as core curriculum. Junior
high schools following a core program usually include or combine
English language arts and social studies in their piogram; other sub-
ject areasscience, mathematics, heal& educationare sometimes in-
cluded in a combined course. Because language arts is so intrinsically
a part of all knowledge and all living, it is one of the areas which is
most often found, such curricular arrangements.

Some of the distinguishing features of core classes have implica-
tions for the teaching of reading. Core chess& make use of a larger
block of time than We conventional 45-minute period. This rocedure

an opportunity or teachers to me acquain pupils
an provide adequate guidance. The core cuthculunf places em-
p as on group problem solving or teacher-pupil planning in con-
trast to predeternained goals and procedures. The curriculum is some-
times characterized by a lack of adherence to subject-matter patterns
or a single textbook. ,The question arises: In what ways do these
features promote growth in reading?

The larger block of time and meting of feweD pupils should afford
the opportunity for work with small, groups or individuals to dis-
cover difficulties and to provide needed help and guidance. It should
idso provide for time to plan enrichment activities and extensive iseads.
ing for the .more able pupils. Freedom fronl restrictions of a single
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74 IMPROVING READING IN' THE, JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

text should ,encourage the, use of different malerials on vaiying levels
of difficulty. Core classes in which problems for study are derived
from group needs and interoys of pupils themselves should aitimad-
ing growth immeasurably by prompting the urge to look up infor-
mation and find the answers about thing's.

These conditions are potential sources of growth in reading ability
in the core curriculum ; but i many reported instances, the chief em-
phasis is on problem-solving. Unde0 these conditions, reading, espe-
cially of interesting literature, too often assumes a subordinate role.
The responsibility rests with the core teacher to analyze the demanas
which are made upon reading and the contributions which reading
can make in termA of the goals sought.

In theory, the integration of language arts and social studies, or
other areas, increases motivation and makes more likely the inter:
ch&nge of ,skills and knowledgesperhaps of attitudes also; but the
core program seldorn works that way unless teachers plan in terms of
the abilities and interests of the group. Because of the intense pre-
occupation\y,vith problem-solving in the core, there is a thndency to
neglect attention to reading kills which are really needed to deal
adequately withprinted content.

During the evaluation period core pupils often rtalize' that theif
failure to achieve certain goals was caused by lack of reading skill or
by an inadequate development of a skill. The aprogram of reading
in the ebre should provide ways in which the pupils can recognize
their own reading competencies or their read* deficiericies and in-
adequacies. The very flexibility of the core curriciilbm forces teachers
to consider over-all planning that points up the unique role that read-
ing can play through guided pric*e in identifying, selecting, and
solving given problems.

'otAn effective way of establishi4g a bond between reading and the
cdnfent area consists of : (1) identifying the reading skills pertinent
to the coritent area ; (2) diagnosing the student's ability in applYing
the skills; (3) setting up procedures for instruction in reading with
the teaching of content.

Successful ichievement in reading sbcial studies material depends to
a large extent upon the pupil's ,ability to read with .good compre-
hension and. insight. An underst7 (if historical, ciyid, and
exonomic realities must gained through -*tending, shim' the range
of direct experience is limited hi any class. an studying social studies
materials, pupils are required : (1)- to cope with new vocibulary, ton:-
notations, and new FoRceptill; (2) to !tad maps, naphs, and charts; 3)
to develop a sense of time and chronology ; and (4) to m!tke
tions.
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RESPONSIBILITIES FOR READING INSTRUCTION 7 5

Though there' is an overlapping of in content areisscience,
social studies, mathematicseach has its down specialized vocabulary
and speCial skills determined by the purposes iequired for each area.
Time taken with groups to determine how different pupils attack an
assignment, how they read the material, thelmrposes they use, and
the techniques they apply pays good dividends.

Some general procedures for the, improvement ottreading in content
areas have been listed, as follows, by\Ruth Strang, Constance Mc:.
Cul lough, and 'Arthur Traxlert :

0

1. Provide a rich background of experience for the material to be rend.
This background of meaning and motivation may be supplied by activities
in which students are interestedlaboratory work, demonstrations, pictures,
film slides, motion pictures, excursions, and talks by members of the cohi-
munity who have traveled or made collections illustrating the topié. . .

2. Encourage wide reading of easy, popular materal In the field,...by
leaving magazines, pamphlets, and books where stylents can read them in
their spare time. . . .

3. Ask for volunteersAo look up additiowl information needed to answer
the questions raised bLthe class.r4. Give practice and instruction in reading different kinds of material
for different purposes-=a news article, a literary descriittion, a teanical
articleall the same length. The students.read all areearticles and answer
appropriate questions on each. Then they discuss the time required and the
method used for 'reading each kind of selection. This discussion brings out
clearly the need for slower reading of technical mkterial, for precise scompre-
hension of each scientific concept and formula, and for deriving sound
generalizations and conclusions. . . .

5. Build a vocabulary of key words in ihe field. Certain words( present
difficulty because of shifts of meaning or speeializeli meaning. . . .

6. Use LIS practice exercises passages froth the books students are ex-
pected to read. . . . The fikt of these exercises will show the,students' need
for, instruction in getfing the author's pattern of thought, selecting the main
ideas, remembering and relating impOrtant Iet4jI acoirately, drawing in-
ferences, making generalizations, gaining appreciation, and understanding
key words. The students whose comprehension is high fay be asked te de-
scribe their method of reading the passage. . . .

7. Encourake students to analyze their own reading difficulties in the
subject -and io 'talk with the teacher about the kind of practice they need:
If the whole class or a group4within the class needs to improve paxticular
feaciing skills, the teacher miy use ten or fifteen minutes of the clasi period
NE this practice and instructidn. In a work or study period the best read-
ers may serve as4 tutors to individuals or to small groups. A few minutes
at the end of the period May well be spent .in discussing the best method of
reading the; assignment for the next day. . . .

Teachers often ask this questipn about teachrng fiterature the
core: Is the core euriieulum likely to give pupil? adequate experiences

4Bibliographical references are listed on page 76 at 'the end of this article.
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76 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH ScHOOL

with literatufe to develop appreciation of good poetry and fiction and
the habit of riading fff recreation ? In core. work, teachers should
plan for the teaching of first-rate literature, keeping in mind.the range
of reading aiiilities of the groop. With the help of the 1ibrarian7 se-
lections should be provided that have real literary value find that help
to explore the core problem.. Selecting .books having a theme which
'enriches the coiv problem is only one aglect of the program of related
literature. 'Plays, poetry, and short stdries which are entirtaining can

, also be used., to aivantage. Tti limit the literature program to selec-
tions relateJ to the core problem is tcso narrow and restricting to lead
to the attainment of cultural goals of value to the well-rounded citizen.

Teachers have the responsibility for 'wing that pupils are" riot de-
.

nied their literary birthright in a land with free public education for
all yoqh. The literature of idventure, sheer amutJement, youthkl
achievemea, ahd personal idealism are 'essential to the development
of pupils' penonilities. Tearhers and librarians areYartners in look-
ing for evideriee that literature hai; been an influence jn helping pupils
enjoy broad and deep experiences, in' solving personal problems of
adolescence that are often common rather than unique, and in devel-

_
oping a. growing awareness nd appreciation of what is signified by
the term "AmericarkHeritage."

ivileferentes

(1) STRANG...RUTH, MCCULLOUGH, CONSTANCE and TRAXLER, ARTHUR. Problems
in the Impr8tement of Reading. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1956, p. 187-138.
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TheTroblexii of Reading Instruction in Maihematidb
By

John H. Clatk

Consisham in Maslimmudies gdateetioos.

. Nina Hope, Pennsylvaniae .

WTHIEE on an automobile tour not long ago, I weht. into a station-n ery store one evening to do some shopping. The only persons
in the store were three boys, in the rear, doing, oirSittemptinglo do
their homework in mathematics. One of the boys, evidently the-soR of
the proprietor, came forward with a polite "Sir, may I help you?"
'After completing my purchases, I said, "What are you boys doing?"
One replied, "Our math problems, Sir. We're stuck.- Could yoii help
us V. , .

. .
I- expressed my idemst and accompanied them to the rear. of

the boys handed me the text (of 'which I was an author), iiind said,
"We're hav g trouble with problem four."

"Will you
g

ad it aloud to me I asked. The boys Pronounced the

/
,.

words unitsually well, but with such obvibus lack Of comprehension
.-4,of the nature of the problem that I c ment.pd : "Ybur reading' doesn't

help me to understand the problem.", I pointed to another boy. "Will
you read it ?" His reading revealed no better interpretation than did
that of the first boy. The third boy then volunteered to read it aloud.
His reading indicated quite clear comprehension of the thought and,
meaning of the problem, and brought forth from the other boys an
"Oh t I see. I giit the point." :.

After treating in a similar, manner the other problems in the asshgn-
ment, the boy on duty remarked : "Sir, may 'mask you (*question ?
What is your occupation? I know you aren't a teacher, IRANI canytt
figurt pout What you do." , ...

I replied that I lived on a farm in.Pennsylvania and vent avat
deal of time thinking about mtthematics. .

Then I asked, "How could you tell I wasn't a teacher ?"
WIEfiew" you eren't a teadl-er," he answered, tibecause you. didn't

tell us anythin ,.
,
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78 IMPROVING AEADING IN THE 'JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL %

,
Without revealing any more about `myself, I took leave,,, of the trio

with the remark, "In Pennsylvan.) the boys who read well, who in-
terpret the ideas in their proble have very little trouble with

,mthematics. Reading, isn't just sayi4words. It's ng the ideas. ...
beWind them. Reading is very much like thinking."

Many junior high school boys and girls do have difficulty in read-
ing dieir textbooks in mathematics. This paper proposes those pro-
cedures for eeaching reading which the author has found effective

most pupil's, excludingonly those whose mental, emotional, or111

physical conditions: render them "clinical cases."
S.

%,

Levels of Reading Ability,

We know that junior high school pupils 1 in mathematics classes
vary grea jhpair ability to read the explanations and problems
in their te Aktr some pupils, reading at best consists of mere
saying of worch, with 14 ar no comprehension. They dislike read-
ing. Obviously they rOtt more 6f the Oa developmental, experi-
ential type of instruction 'which is curitiidy so effectively employed
in many elementary schools.

At the other end of the scale are those pupils who, independeptly1
are able through reading to modi old concepts or to agiquire new,
ones. They 'are capable of reading ';`-. a degree of depth, difficulty,
anti range greater than that of the average mathematics text. U,nless
challenged by reading content appropriate to their capacity; they are
likely to lose ipterest in the subject. If effectively challenged, a. y
will be abre to become outaanding thinkeis. In this grbtup we a
most likely to finct our future leaders in science and mathematics,.

Then there is the largli middle group of readers at whose lefel most
of us direct much of our teaching and our writing. In this group
we find various kinds of reading disabilitiesmental, physical, and
emotional. Specialists in reading have made §ignificant contributions
to the classroom tetwher:looking toward correction and prevention of
such disabilities.

The purpose of this palierlis to suggest instructional' procedures
tO benefit, in varying degrees, learners at all levels of ability and
achievement, both in mabematics and in reading. tr

,

Objectives . of Mathematics Education
.1111111011

Before consideiing further, the place of reading in our mathematics
classroonis, we must have a large measure of agreement concertfing
the major olOctives of mathematics education.
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RESPONSIBILITIES FOR READING INSTRUCTION 79
For our pure 3 :: hen; we hall assume, not argue, these major ob-

jectives. Sta . s very briefly, they are (1) learning to reason, to think
pne's way through a problem situation (quantitative, of cotirse) fo
find a 'response that has not previously been learned, and .(2) learning
to.compute and to estimateonce tile reasoning has disclosed the opera-

.1ions required to bring forth the wanted results. .

...

Rut reasoning requires 'ideas, concepts, meanings.- Reasoning i?.,

rearranging or relating the ideas in the problem situation so that theiwhat is wanted" is seen as a consequence of the "what is known."
Thus, reasoning presupposes knowledge of the concepts. Hence, we
have as an instrumental objective the teaching of the fundamental con-
cepts inherent in thb number system. (Recenily we have been calling
these ideas or concepts the meanings of mathematics.)4 .

We may say, then, that we are greatly concerned with instruction
in the concepts of our Oeld, in ordei .that the learners may be able to
"think allout," to "reasiin about" significant prob e their experi-
ence.

Experience has taught us that in the initial stages of instrizction'in
each new concept we should rely upon 'oral rather than writtet corn-: .
iumcatlon. We explore; say, hear, discuss, tall; abaitt the problem.

e experiment, discover, explain, listen, use ilkustrations, and develop.
build new meahings and modify old ones, we generalize, and par-

ticuiiriti. We introduce new symbols, and new words invontext. All
the while, the teacher records these new, words and symbOls on the
chalkboard and calls attention to their spelling and formation. The
learners use them in sentenCes and entet them in their "New words" or
"New simbols"

These symbols and words, such as circle; diameter, cOcumferenee,
ratio and w (pi), illustrate the technical votabulirrof mathematics.
They, the technical vocabulary, are'unique and indisfiensable. We are
siying that their meanings and ihter-relationships are more(effectively
learned at the outset through oral,diseussion, experimetation,.and
informal verbalization than through reading. But there comes a
time when it ig to the learner's adVantage to be able to supplemeRt, if
not replace, the oral with the written expression. Ve must be abl to
read, to comprehend thought communicated througi4writ4en4entencep.
'Reading, of course, helps the pupil to establish aud clarify concepts
which he has acquired through more direct experience.

,

a

A

Let us continue our discussion of the concepts of circle, oircumfer-
awe, dianuter, ratio, and pi. As a result of the informal, develop%

Making and Reading Matiknatical Gene time
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80 IMPROVING READING IN THE" JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

mehtal, discussion type of teaching, the pupil will have participated inthe making of such generalizations as:
1. The circumference of a circle is a little more than three time* Its diameter.
2. When we divided the length of the circumference of a circle by the lengthof ith diameter, we got a quotient of about 3.
3. We called the "quotient of the circumference divided by the diameter" theratio of the circumference to the diameter. Ratio means quotient.
4. We agreed to call the ratio or quotient pi. It's the same for all circles
5. We also found that the diameter is about one-third of the circumference.

These, and other observations about the concepts of circumference,diameter, ratio of circumference to diameter, and pi, are pre-requisites/for reading. They constitute a kind of mathematical reading readi-ness. The teacher prepares learners for reading!
After thiii careful preparation, learners may be expected to beable to read and respoRd successfully to such written questions anclstatements as the following (presumably found in the textb4Sokeor sup-plied in other Ivritten form) :

1. The circumfererfee of a .ci/Ve is about how many times as lonk as itsdiameter?
2. Jack measured the diameter of a circle, and decided that it was 12.2 inches.He wanted to find its circumference. To do so, would he have to measureit? Why not?
3. Is ratio a sum, a difference, a product, or a quotient?
4. To find the ratio of circumference to diameter (when both ae known)would you divide the diameter by thejircumference, or divide the cir-cumference by the diameter?
5. Make a sentence using the wUrds circumference, (Minder, and pi. Whatis the subject of your sentence?

Comprete the sentence To find the cirscumference when the diameter isknown, . . .

7. CoMplete the sentence : To find the diameter when the drcumference isknown, . . .

Problem Analysis Leading to Rtading and Solution
of Problems

In the circle-circumference-diameter-ratio-pi illustration, we havebetn concerned with learning leading to reading generalizations with
comprehension. We shall now consider the analysis of the .so-calledverbal prOblem, leading to its reading and ,solution :

"Find'the rate of discount on a six-dollar pair of skates that soldfor four dol4rs." To sOlve the problem, the learner (the reader) mustbring to the pliem a galaxy of previous learnings. These include:
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RESPONSIBILITIES FQR READING INSTI:yerum 81
1. Marked price, selling price, discount, and rate of clamant. Without theseconcepts, there can be no real reading, even though the words may bepronounceable and spellable.
2. Moreover, the reader must know the relationsMp between (a) the con-cepts of marked price, selling pricand discount, and (b) the rate ofdiscount, discount, and marked price..

Obviously the particular data in the above problem are relativelyunimportant in comprehending the problem, and are neces.sary onlyfor computing the numerical answer.
Thus, as we said previously, before the learner can be ex ted toread with comp. the above problem, before he is rea adit, he must realize that discount, means "marked price minus sellingprice," and that- rate of di4count means "di4wount compared withmarked price by di iti(tion."
Guidince or help in the reading of the problem is almost, if notwholly, equivalent to kuidance in the reasoning required in .solving theproblem. This may be facilitated by such questions as:

1. What is the problem? (Finding rate of discount)
2. What do you have to know and do to find rate of discount? (Know dis-cbunt and marked price; and then divide discount by marked price.)
3. Does the problem tell you the discounts? (No.)
4. What must you know and do to find the discount? (Know marked priceand selling price, and then subtract selling price from the marked prk*.)4

5. Does the problem tell you the marked price and the selling price?six dollars and four dollars: so the discount is two dollars.)
6. Now that you know the discount-and the marketi pri.ce, what did you say' you must do to find the rate of 'discount? (Divide the d4ficount by themarked price.)

The reader must be in possession of the concepts of marked price,selling price, discountiand4rate of discount. He mu.st be prepared toread, i. e., to sense ki e ideas denôted by the words and Phrases of theverbal stateme With this preparation, the reading (getting thethought)'is possible.
To emphasize the ideas or cOncepts ading a verbal prohlem, weoften have..the problem read and paraphrased; naming only the bigideas. Thus, in our rate of discount probleni the pupil might para-phrase as follows: I paid so muchq for an article which regularly soldfor so much ; I got a,discount otso much ; I have to find the rate of the

discount.
We are insisting that reading in mathematics, whether of géneraliza-tions or Eroblems, implies analysis, recognition of ideag and the rela-

tiofiships among them. In sense, reading is thinking, relatti* whatis wanted to what is given. It should be obvious by now that in the
writer's opinion, the ability or inability of the pupil to read mathe-matics exposition nd problems with compre*sion and discernment--

(\its,
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82 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCROOL

is determined to a great degree by the clarity, depth, and range of hii
mathematical concepts. Good readers are those who have the con-
ceptual equipment necessary to recognize the mathematical ideas con
noNti by tpathematifal words, phrases, and symbols. Poor reliders art,
those who are deficient in this conceptual equipment. Remedial read
ing is closely equivalent to relearning or improved learning of thv
ideas. The pupil whose understandings are relatively immature -wiF
o$ necessity be a relatively poor reader. We improve his reading 133

clarifying hio understandings, by reteaching, by moving liirndf ii
slower pace, by providing more experiences with ideas.

Now let us consider what reading difficulties may be encountered in
a 'group of verbal problems. What opportunities for growth in read-
ing may be provided

1. Meaningless technical words or phrases may appear in one or more of the
problem& If so, they, the problems, should be omitted from the assign-
ment. In this ease the teacher or textbook will have violated the accepted
principle that verbal problems should apply previously learned concepts.

2. The non-technical vocabulary may be inappropriate or above the reading
level of the class, or some members of the class. In this ease the problem
should be read aloud by one or more good readers, after which the word or
phrase may be modified, or replaced.

3. The sentences may be too long. Here the teacher may have,the pupils sug-
gest ways of revising them to make them more teadable.

4. The problem may contain insufficient data for its solution. If so, this
fact should be recogn}zed by the class, with a resulting agreement as to
what action should be taken to supply the Missing needed data.

5. A problem may tontain irrelevant or unneeded information. In tact,
some problems of this type are desirable. Identification of such informs-.
tion makes for purposeful reading.

Characteristics of Mathematical Reading

Reading in mathematics is distinctive in three important respects:
1. The vocabulary of mathematical reading is probably more limited and

more_exactIng than that of any other sfibject area. Its words and sym-
bols are characterized by a high degree of precision of meaning. Its
sentences are succinct. The flow of thought is sequential. Such words
Rind phrases as since, therefore, consequently, put4together, take-apart,
oompare, by deftn4t1on, by-assumption, and the like, eall for keen discern-
ment. Vile learner's reading rate is necessarily slow. There iti no such
thing as "skimming." Every, word, phrase and symbol must be digested.
The reader becomeii disposed to ask himself, "What does this mean? How
are the ideas related? lb which direction do I go now? Is the statement
al*ays true?" In this read1ngtIfkIng proems, explanations and prob.-
lems may need to be read several times foc!ull comprehension.

2. The symbolic or shorthand language of mathematics cannot be read Intel-
Ugently until the symbols have meaning. This symbolic language cuts
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I have meaning only by skillful association with less aymbolic and moremeaningful language.

-For example, to read with insight such symbolic expressions as
--: b, il, b\ra, the pupil must have the concepts of partition and com-parison div.ision. Interpreted as partition, the verbalization of each!dgorism is: "Some number a is to be separated into some number bof equal parts." Interpreted as comparison division, the verbalizationt)f each is : 4'hiow many h's are there in a r or "a is what part of b f"Effectiw reading of such expressions as y = 2x + 3 Presupposes theooncepts of variable, equality, multiplication, and addition. The ex-prffision states that "two numbers are so related that one of them isalways 3 more than twice the ot her."
Thus, as in the reading of word symbols, the reading of mathematicalsymbols demandspf the reader the possession of the concepts and therelat ionships among them.

3. Reading simultaneously i proves and widens language usage and mathe-matical understanding. xtbooks are written in terse, etMcise, and cor-rect statements. Pupils m t be taught to appreciate those various andequally correct ways in which mathematical thought is expressed. Forexample:
(1) The commission at the rate of 5% on salgs of $1600 is (a) 5% of

$1600, or (b) X$16(X), or (r) $1600 multiplied by .05, or (d) the
prt .06 and $1600, etc.

(2) Th of yards in a mile (5280 feet') is (a) the quotient of
5280 feet divided by 3 feet, or (b) equal to the number of times 3feet is contained in 5280 feet, or (e) may be computed by dividing
5280 feet by 3 feet, etc.

(3) The area of a rectangle 4 feet wide and 6 feet long is (a) 4 x 6
square feet, or (b) 6 x 4 square feet, or (r) 4 x 6 x 1 square feet, or
(d) the product of its dimensions (in feet ) , etc.

,
The stating and reading (with comprehension) of such varied, equi-

valent, and equal Correct ways of thinking and exp ssion, deepen
insight. Pract e in re-casting in other equivalent, anguage state-

,ments found in the texteis rewarding.
6

High Level Maturity in Reading

It will be apparent that up to this point we have proceeded upon the
assumption that the teacher has played the major role in the instruc-
tion. She has employed reading, to be sure, but chiefly as a follow-up,

wawa"as a continuation, extension and eriricbment of the oral, developmental
instruction. She has prepared the pupil for reading by making sure
that he has the conceptual background prerequisite to the rea51itik.
However, the teacher believes that the pupil should betome it4reas-
ingly able tf learn through his reading, and become less, and less

V
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dependent oon her. P;ventually the pupil should become able,
'through riis reading, to sense and clarify the ideas, get neNs; ideas, anci

see the relationships among them. Through critical study of what
he reads, he can become his own teacher. At this mature level, reading
will have become the open sesame to mathematical insight.

. A colleague of mine ingeniously and effectively promotes this kind
of teaching. One of his pupils reads (and reports to the class) text-
book A's treatment of a topic, such as Area. Another pupil read:;
and reports on textbook B's treatment of the same topic, and so on for
several other texts. On other topics, other pupils read and report.
'The teacher's assumption is that pupils can read, and that they derive
profit and pleasure from the reading and from the sharing and com-

paring of their learncng experiences.

Conclusion

1. ln order to he able or to be ready to read, most pupils require an oral,
exploratory, experimental, developmental, discussion type of teaching de-
signed to buird and enlarge the concepts and generalizations. During this
period the essential oral and )vritten vocabulary becomes familiar and
meaningful.

2. Following the above procedure, pupils having no speCial disabilities are
'e able to read with comprehension statements and questions about the topics

just developed. Emphasis is upon the recognition of ideas and the
relationships anwng them.

3. After verbal problems have been read they should be paraphrased or re-
stated so that the mathematical ideas appear in bold relief. Tpis facili-
tates the reasoning leading to their solution, and at the same time aids
the poor reader.

4. Mathematical reading is highly specialized. The person best equipped

to guide the reader is th0 mathematics teacher, who conceives of the teach-
ing of reading of mathematical ideas as an integral part of the learning
in his field. Mathematics teachers, however, [stied the guidance of "read-
ing specialists" in,the prevention and correction of deep-seated reading
disabilities.

Or
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The Responsibilities of Science Teachers
for Teaching Reading -

By

J. Darrell Barnard
Chairman, Department &biome* &blood.*

Novo York University

T0 say, as I do, that the junior high school science teachgr has a
responsibility, for teaching reading, is committing him to a most

difficult assignment. It is an assignment,fnr which few science teach-
ers are prepared. They will need,help if the job 'is to get done. They
will need help in learning how to .determine the nature of difficulties
which their pupils are having in recognizing words; getting the
meaning of words, sentences, and paragraphs; using illustrations,
cross references, and glossary to add meaning to their reading; inter-
preting tables, graphs, formulae and equations; locating science
information; and the variety of other skills involved in reading.
There are techniques for identifying these difficulties as they relate to
science materials. There are methods of teaching to overcome them.
When these methods are applied, learning in science becomes more
effective. In my judgment, it is just as important that a science
teacher work for the improvement of his pupils' abilities to read
science materiajs as it is that he advance their understanding of the
concepts and methods of science. Actually they are complementary;
one helps the other.

It is important to remember, however, that reading is a complex
thought process. This is particularly true where reading is used to
increase understanding of science concepts and generalizations, to de-
velop scientific attitudes, and to .solve problems by the method of
science. It is also important to remember that the patterns of think-
ing that young people use are as different as their faces. For these
reasong I doubt that we should attempt to standardize our Approach to
the special reading problems of youngsters. .We should rather ap,
proach each with "What is your way ? Here are some other ways
Try them for fit."

ft
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One of a teacher's prerequisites to assuming responsibility for teach-
ing reading is to recognizeethe need for it. In most of the junior high
schools with which I am acquainted, the science teachers are greatly
concerned about the reading disability of a number of their pupils.
They deplore the fact that these young people have been "passed" on
to them from the elementary school. They are teachers of sc;ence and
there is all too little time in the busy junior high school schedule Air
their subject. They resent using any part of it to teach skills that, in
their judgment, should have been learned in the elementary school.
Their indignation about the situation is evidence that they recognize
the important role of reading in learning science.

In their own ways, many science teachers who have a large propor-
tion of poor readers in their classes are trying to do something for
them. What they do, however, is sometimes questionable or far from
ideal. Some attempt to give reading instruction, and at the same

, time to cover the science lesson, by having pupils rtad orally in class
frQm their texts. Some lay aside all reading material, such as text-
books, and teach by a "deatonstration-discussion-notebook" method.
By this method the teactier-'explains the science demonstration, per-
forms it, writes pertinent material on the chalkboard, and has the
pupils copy it in their notebooks. Some teachers use non-graded text
material in an effort to accommodate the pupil whose ability is below
the reading level for his class. Science cartoon books and other pic-
torial material are used by many science teachers whose pupils find
their regular text too difficult. Where audio-visual materials are
available, others may _rely heavily upon these to 'teach science. In
some instances science teachers have written simplified versions of
printed materials that are beyond the reading level of their pupils.
As will be pointed out later, each of these methods has certain instruc-

,

tional weaknesses.
In these ways science teachers are attempting to teath science to

young people A-ho are disabled readers. It is doubtful, however, that
very many of these teachers are aware of the variety of factors that
contribute to tile reading problem. Nor do many of them understand
the complexity cif the problem and effective ways of dealing with it.
An intelligeillt approach to the pupils' reading in science rn,t be based
upon R better understanding of various aspects of" readi g.

There are factors inherent within science itself that add complicat-
ing dimensions to the reading problem. Scientific knowledge is ad-
vancing at phenomenal rates on many fronts. Scientista thernselves
have difficulty keeping up with the literature. .Electronic devic...: are
being used to record and classify the knowledge of these advancements
so 'that by "push button" techniques it may litter be ilade available
to interested scientists.

.
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With each scientific advance come new concepts and new wordsymbols to add to the already complex vocabulary of science. In the

. first chemistry course which many of us took, the atoms involved inchemical reactions were made up of only electrons and protons. Butnow there are neutrons, positrons, and antiprotons, to mention only afew. There is atomic fisgion and fusion. Ridioactive isotopes andthermonuclear bombs are terms common in both the reading and con-versation of the layman, as are the variety of antibiotics and vitamins.
There are radio stars, atomic reactors, artificial satellites, electronics,
automation, synthetics, electric eyes, Geiger counters, applause meters,TV (black and white and Color), space ships, supersonic flight, Mach
1, Mach 2, and megaton bombs. These advances and new terminology
complicate reading in science.

We might have found fewer reading problems in the "good olddays" of Lucretius when atoms were indestructible bits of matter with
hooks on them. The "hook theory" provided simple explanations for
such thiligs as the nature of. gases, liquids and solids. The vocabulary
of science was less specialized in the days of Leeuwenhock. His micro-
organisms were "little animals" with heads, bellies, tails and legs that
wiggled about-under his home-made microscope. 'His- "little animatls"
were uncomplicated by protoplasm, cytoplasm, nucleoplasm, vacuoles,
granules, chromosomes and genes.

If we could ignore the recent advances and teach only the science of
50, or even 25, years ago, our reading problem in science would be
less of a headache. But junior high school youngsters are living in
today's, marvelous world with its ray guns and spate ships. Thisworld is not strange to them. They accept it. They want to be a part
pf it, and reading provides the avenue.

In no small way these advances are accountable fQr some of our
science reading problems. We want descriptions of the latest ad-
vances in our textbooks because young people are demanding them.
We also want the old and more familiar science. We, as teachers, not
only feel more at home with it but realize that much of it must be there
to develop the elementary concepts of the new. As a result, teitbooks
get bigger. Writing becomes more generalized. And many science
books are reported to be too difficult for many pupils.

We are attempting to cover too much in science. Learning becomes
superficial.* Pupils read to learn definitions rather than Co get mean-ing and the peisonal satisfaction that comes from understanding, attheir respective levels. They recite the "billboard signs", apd "head-
lines" and we accept it as science learning. By such procedures we
not only fail to improve reading abjlity but actually impair readiNgskills that are fundamental to critical thinking and to the development
of independence in learning.
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We must slow down and turn more of our attention to helping young
people develop skill in vcng the learning tOols to increa,4 their under-
standing of science and their ability to solve problems. These tools
include all of the communication skills and especially the reading
skills.

Effective reading must have a purpose. Science teachers have a
unique opportunity to motivaie reading by developing purposes for
reading. The science teacher can capitalize upon interesting situa-
tions to point up challenging problems for some pupils. He can set
the stage by planning situations that highlight problems that chal-
lenge other pupils.' It may be through a planned field trip, a film, or
a simple demonstration that a problem is identified and a desire to do
somethiirg about it is developed. For example, in a study 'of water
transportation, a demonstration of a Cartesian diver generally brings
forth the question : "Can I do it ?" Once the pupil finds that he can
make the div'er go down y squeezing the sides of the bottle, his next
questions are : "How d t work!" ; "Can I make one?" With interest
and curiosity aroused in further investigation' and learning, he now
has a real purpose. One way to learn is to read appropriate material.
The competent teacher not only sets the stage, but once the interest
is sparked he has suitable materials available for the pupils to read.

In scieniplasses where young people are unable to 'assume reapon-
ablo degrees of ?frdependence for their learning through reading, the
teacher is tempted to resort to some one or all of those practices ear-
lier described. To tell and demonstrate is the one temptation to which
many science teachers yield in such situations. Science can be taught
in this way. But the learner becomes entirely dependent upon the
teacher. By this method liftie is done to help him overcome his reading
deficiency. If he cannot read, the long term valhe of the science he
learns by listening and watching is questionable.

Another temptation is oral reading. If properly managed, oral
reading in science classes has value in teaching some reading skills.
The practice is questionable whenever it is used as a mechanical
method of improving reading skills or as a substitute for independent
reading.

It would seem entirely defensible for a science teacher to yield to the
temptation to substitute simplified material for poor readers. If the
science text is too difficult, why not give him some well-illustrated, less
difficult material. Again, this practice, in and of itself, is not ade-
quate. The problem of helping young people become better readers of
science material is a complex one. Its solution is far more difficult than
some one of the simple practices described above. The problem and
its solution become even more complex whet *0 realize-the variability

ts
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of individual deficienc
And the ways by wh.

If science teache
youngsters to

k

individual motives for overcoming them,
each individual can best be taught.

were to study the materials which they require
they would find some interesting and startlingthings about the reading problems of even their better readers. Everyscience book .has a variety of illustrations. These are put there tohelp the pupil get meaning from what he reads. But he must use them.Often he needs help in learnjng how to interpret illustrations, espe-cially those that involve unfamiliar symbols. Without this help hemay get some pretty weird concepts.

Authors of textbooks generally define new terms at the place in thetext where the term is first used. This is a commendable practice; butdoes it always achieve its purpose? In one text where the author in-
troduCed the term "carbon dioxide," it was defined as "the gas thatmakes charged water fizz." 'Youngsters were asked to read the sen-tence along with the definition and then to write what it meant tothem. Some wrote that it meant that carbon dioxide was the gaslhatbubbled in a storage battery when it was being charged.

On another occasion a science teacher was trying to find out whatmeaning her pupils associated with the term "gene" when they readit in their text. One girl wrote that males have Genes in their cells,but females have Jeans in theirs.
Another science teaeher made an interesting discovery when he at-tempted to find out what Meaning his pupils associated with certainnontechnical terms used in their physics text. In one of the readingassignments was this sentence: "Water tends to rise to the same levelin ttommunjatting vessels." The material in which the sentence ap-peared was accpmpanied by a line-clibawing illustration. After hispupils had read the material on the page, the teacher asked them tounderline the words "communicating" and."vessels." He then askedthem to close their books and to yrite what "communicating" and'vessels" meant to them. Some wrote that "communicating" meant"talking with teach other," and "vesseis" meant "phips." What did thesentence mean to them t Just this: Water ttnds to rise to the samelevel in ships that are talking with each other. WeiIf yob thirik that it is impossible for youngsters to associate suchmeanings with terms like thew, try it out with the science materialsthat you are using.

Textbooks and other printed material are an important part of theequipment for learning science. No science teacher would expect-youngsters to use laboratory equipment without iitstruction in how touse it. Nor shmild they expect them tense textbooks effectively with-out instruction in the techniques of proper use. *When science teach-
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ers understand these techniques and then take time to teach them to
their pupils, they are assuming thc, kind of responsibilities which I be-
lieve they should take for tea,ching reading.

I am convinced that reading has a relationship Vo effective learning
in science. If wience teachers would concentrate on helping junior
high school youngsters improve their abilities to learnusing science
as the medium they would, in the end, be more effective titan they now
are in k' 2

a. realizing a wholesome and personally satisfying development of the
individual ;

A

b. educating for effective citizenship in a democracy ;
c. supplying the scientific manpower needed to maintain a secure and pros-

perous nation.
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What Are the Responsibilities of Social Studieg Teachers
for Teaching Reading?

a,
'Mabel Rudisill

Associate Projosator. Dopartimewat .1 lidaiestio'w
Dealt* Uotwarsdry

WE shall approach the question of,the responsibilities of social
studies teachers for teaching reading by analyzing (al the

skills an tffective student uses as he reads and studies variou's types of
;ocial studies materials, and (h) the role of social studies teachers in
helping him attain these skills. Let us take a student who is highly
mature With reference to the techniques, attitudes, and habits of think-
;ng which he employs in reading and study. An analysis of the proc-
esses he uses will reveal the goals toward which we should work.

Our hypothetical student has established effective basic reading
habits. With each fixation of the eyes he perceives a group of words
as an idea, which, with preceding and succeeding ideas, he strwtures
into larger thoughts. He varies his rate of reading and his thought

'vrocesses according to the type of material and his purpose for rea4-
ing. He has learned that the difference in efttctive rates is not so
much in the visual work of word recognition as in the kind of bhinking
required.

He knows that to comprehend printed material, the reader must be
able to recognize words and understand their meanings. In this re--
spect goods] studies materials offer unusual difficulty. Some of this
difficulty arises because their vocabulary is extensive and specialized..
Much of the vocabulary deals with ideas and events which are remote
in time and in space. For such concepts, our student has fiad little
help from his personal experience. Even when the vocabulary dealswith today's irittitutions and events, the concepts involved are likely
to be aomplex and abstract.

Our student has learned that it he applies common meanings to cerctain words in his regular vocabulary, he may have misleading images
426324 0-57 7
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and referents. lie has found, for example, that foreign miniRterR
not preach, that watered *fork .refers neither to water nor to animak
and that the iron curtain contains no metal drapery.

each step his teachers, if they a're professionally competvnt, hRkb

reckoned with the abstractnms of social studies concepts. They havt
anticipated vocabulary difficulties, giving attention to both pronuncia-
tion and meaning. They have utilized existing backgrounds of ex-
perience as a basis for developing understandings, and they have used
pictures and concrete activities for filling gaps in these experiences.
They have helped pupils to learn to vse contextual clur for inferring
meanings, and to check such inferences by reference to the glossary
or dictionary. In the case of words with multiple meanings, they
have guided pupils in judging which of ,,eveial dictionary definitioni
beststates the meaning of the word 4ts used in tile particular context.

Let us analyze further thti skills used by a highly successful student.
From them we can deduce the responsiWities that the id studieq
teacher has for teaching reading. (

Finit, let us watch the student's use of the textbook. lie doex use a
textbvk. lie values it because it gives a concise, systematic, compre-
hensive, organized treatment of the subject. Ile has learned that the
text must be supplententri with wide reading from a riety of ma-
terials. But it stands as a basic core, an organized framework within
which ideas from other souroes can be woven and evaluated. Of course
the facts and concepts from The basic textbook are likewise examined
in comparison with those from other textbooks and sources.

How then does the ideal student deal wiI) this book ? Ile studies
it ; he ivads it *understand ideas, o organize related conten,t, to re-
member significant fa,cts. To this task he applies basic principles gov-
erning effective learning. Ile studies with a purpose; he studies with
intent to remember; he 'organizes ideas; he stops at intervahi- for self-.
recitation; he reviews. Specifically, he surveys or previews the chap-
ter, noting tlr title and the headings of major subdivisions. lie does-

,

Pthis for an over-all view and to identify and center his attenttpn on
the author's main Problem and his pneral organization. The student
considers these problems and subproblems in relation to problems
previously studied. lie pauses to recall what he already knöws on the
subject.

Before beginning the reading of one section oe subdivision in his
I 6

text, the ideal student scans the material to discover the main question
which the autifor is attempting to answer. He notes the major sub-
problems. Usually, he does this by noting the boldface or italicized
headings. If there are no4;uch 14adings, he does it by skimming. He
recalls the question which the author is attempting to answer i4id
reads to find the author's answer to his question. As he goes al n

1
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he identities the main points and the supporting points; he dis-
tInguishes between major ideas and ilit!st rat ions of these ideas; he dis-
t inguishes 'bet ween the relatively important and unimportant content ;
he subordinates or discards irrelevant Matter.

After a section has been read it) this manner, he recalls first the main
, points, then the supporting points, and ,finally the important details.
Ile now skim-reads the material he has just recited to ascertain thai
he has made no serious omissions in his recall. Ile attacks succeeding
olctions in like manner. .1t the end of the chapter, he rtbviews it as a

whole for a grasp of the total organization and a revivw_of the um-
portant ide,as.
.During the process described above, our ideal student gives special

attention to place names and unfamiliar words. If an unknown,plaee
location or physical feature is crucial to understanding, he refers to a
map. Other unfamiliar words he first studio; in oonte4xt. Whether
he checks their pronunciation and meoing front the glossary or-dic-
tionary at this time or willits until later depends upon whether the
term is the key to understanding the basic idea. When chiles and
tables are refOrred to in the text, he studies them. Ile identifies in
them the facts to which the author has referred. He studies the midi-
t ilnal facts given in these charts and ta,bies and evaluates the author's
point of view and conclusions in the light of these. facts. He con-
siders whether the facts are sufficient to support the author's conclu-
sions or whether they point to differeit conclusions.

Our student has been taught to su )1ement informdtion from the
text with facts from other sources. He refers to a variety of ref.-
erence materials: atlases, encyclopedias, yearbooks, other textbook:C."
Ile IISPIS skimming techniques for locating particular items in lists

/and in connected discourse. He compares facts from these source4
kwith fhose of the textbook. He is alert to discrepancies end, when
they are found, he checks the qualifications of the authors and the
.sources of their data.* He judges which facts are mo7 likely to he

The above description has assumed that the student is using a bask
textbook. He may Utz many sources. Obviously, he does not need q
to use the text itS a basic source of information as he seeks to collect,
organize, and summarize data on one particular probleit.

The teacher is responsible for teaching her pupils the, upe of tables.
of contents, indexes,-and list of tables, charts, graphs, and maps in
dealing with their own textbooks. This is done when there is need

:to locate specific items and when additional training is needed.
Rather than referring students to certain books,.pages, and para-

graphs, the teacher traitis students to use these sources inckependently.
She consistently helps students to judge which kinds of reference
books are most likely tO contain certain kinds of informAtion.

I.
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The social studies teachers instruct their pupils in how to use maps
and globes. They.-teach the meaning of special symbols when the.),
are needed. They have pupils convert lines, dots, colors, shadings
and other symbols with their accompanying keys and legends into
ideas of direction, distance, location, topography, climate, production,
and transportation systems. They teach that maps and globes are
ifidispensable aids and that some ideas are not adequately conveyed
through verbal presentations. Maps and globes are unique tools of
the social studies. The need for detailed training in their use is gen-
erally recognized. The needed skills and the techniques for teaching
them have been well Presented in a number of sources (8, 9, 11).1

The materials with which our ideal student has dealt so far are
highly condensed, quite abstract, basically factual. How are they
made meaningful ? How are they converted from dead to living
matter ? How do they become °significant in his daily living? Of
course the alert social studies teacher is using many means of making
concepts concrete and personal. Among these are other types of
reading materials.

Our student is a reader of the literature of biography, fictional
biography, and historical and geographical fiction. He reads for
enjoyment, and he reads as a student of the social studies. His teachers
have carefully guiled him into literature related to the topic being

SE
studied. They know that one's concepts must be clarified, refined,
and enriched by experience in varied concrete situations. The usual
person reads historical fiction primarily for the characterization and
plot ; but he incidentally acquires some conception of the geographic,
economic, social and political conditions and some insight into the
beliefs and feelings characteristic of the time and place.

On the other hand, our mature social studies student is more critical
'and perceptive. He has been taught to differentiate between the fac-
tual and the fictional. His social studies teacher has encouraged him
to be alert to the details of the historic or geographic background in
which the characters mve----their manner of living, the impact of
events on their lives; the influence of location, tOpography, and
climate ; and the relation of these factors to the events of the time:
The student questions whether the situation or condition of the prin-
cipal characters is typical or is atypical fdr the time or the place. He
guards against allowing a strong emotional experience with an atyp-
ical situation to distort his view of the whole. He guards against
allowing the atypical to symbolize for him the typical.

In connection with units of work, teachers have made available
varied narrative and fictional accounts. They have provided materials
with different levels of reading difficulty so that all students can find

1Bibliographical references are listed on pages 96-97 at the end of this article.
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::ome to read independently with pleasure and profit. Teachers have,discussed with their students the related fictional materials they werereading. Inevitably, witt contributions from different sources, dis-crepancies in facts or concepts are found among the various fictioAalpresentations. Dikrepancies are found also between them and text-
book accounts.

Such disagreeinents lead to joint teacher-pupil problem solving: torereading material for more exact interpretation, to recognition of
the significance of qualifying phrases, sentences, or paragraphs; to
investigation of the author's background and his scholarly reputation;
to development of criteria for judging what. was intended as factualand what was infended as fictional; to judgment as to whether the
setting or the condition was general or unusual; to drawing con-
clusions as to the most probable realities.

The genuine student .of the social studies keeps abreast of current
events; he is conversant with the arguments on both sides of contro-
versial issues; he himself is beginning to grapple with problems of
citizenship. Today, he has many sources of information or of mis-
information; many sources for ready-made opinions. But along withthe other sources, he is a reader of current materialsnewspapers,
magazines, books. lie needs all the reading skills employed in the
effective-reading of other social studies materials, plus other skills. He
has a greater need for suspended judgment and critical evaluation.
The writer who attempts a fair, complete, and impartial analysis of a
current issue has a difficult assignment. The reader's assignmenris
likewise difficult.

With the newspaper, our highly mature, hypothetical student reads
headlines to determine which topics to follow up.' For superficial
interests, the first several paragraphs suffice. For deeper interests, he
skims the article to locate facts in relation to the writer's generaliza-
tions. He questions whether these facts harmonize with, and whether
they are adequate to the writer's generalizations. He is familiar with
more than one newspaper. He has discovered whether the interests of
the publisher and owner are revealed in the selection of the news, as
well as the treatment of what is selected.

This exceptional student has regular contact with a variety of
magazines, and he uses the Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature
to locate other articles on his special interests and problems. Among
the articles selected on the basis of titles, he often skims to locate the
particular portions which directly apply to his problem or interest.
Often, he merely skim-reads an article for the author's main thesis.
and general point of view. This he is able to do if the subject is
familiar and the style is direct. As he does this he notes whether the
author supports his point of view with facts or with opinions.

.
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But our student knows that it is not the writer alone who must beobjective. He knows that as a reader he must strive for an objectivepoint of view; He knows that research has shown : 1 ) that the readerwith preconceived attitudes and opinions tends to remember _thosefacts that support his own point of view, and not to remember thosethat oppose it ; (12) that the biased reader tends to interpret the factsto support his own point of view, whether it is pro con ; and (3)that he tends to accuse the author of prejudice becauso he himselfholds an opposite prejudice (3; 10) . Our student therefore attemptsto withhold judgment nntil all the facts are in, and until they areweighed. He tries not to over-generaike frr isolated cases.But he does not remain forever in this state of balance; he doesnot. hold to a fence-straddling position. Issues nmst be resolved ; de-cisions must be made: action must be taken. One should not merelyview the action ; one should Participate in the action, whether to re-strain or to promote. Themfore, to generalize rightly and to drawconclusions soundly are the final acts.
Good social studies teachers have assumed responsibility for teach-. ing pupils that the reader's first Obligation, regardless of his personalopinion, is to understand the author's meaning. They teach theirpupils to judge which of several statements are factual or opinionand to judge the validity of assumtptions; they teach pupils to examinethe adequacy of evidence given in support of opinions; and they teachpupils to discover the fallacies in their o*n hasty conclusions (7).The ideal student learns to read and think in these ways.The attitudes and the skills needed for effective reading are notsimply or quickly acquired. With training and experience, they de-velop in depth and power and in widening areas of application. Itis difficult to say that at any given level any one of them is begun, orthat any one of them is completed. Where the junior high schoolteacher can begin to develop pupils.' reading abilities tiepetids uponpupil skills, interests, and previous training. At whatever point thatnry be, the junior high social studies teacher can make a vital

contribution.
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How To Conduct a Remedial Reading Program
By

Guy L Bond
Pro lessor Education, University el Minnesota

REMEDIAL reading programs vary considerably. Some are
broad and flexible but nmny are narrow and rigid, putting all

children through the same procedures.
Almost any remedial program will show good average gains in

pupils' reading and therefore appear to have a moderate degree of suc-
cess. These gains are the result of: (1) giving the pupil material
suited in difficulty to his reading maturity; (2) stimulating his inter-
est in mading; (3) increasing the emphasis on reading instruction;
(4) {totting aside more than the customary amount of time for read-
ing; (5) instilling new hope in the child ; and (6) associating the pupil
more directly with the teacher. Even otherwise technically unsound
programs will benefit sufficiently from one or more of these factors
to produce slight increases in the average reading performance of
pupils.

Among the important aspects of sound programs that. I shall dis-
cuss are the following:

1. Selecting pupils to be given special heli) in reading
2. Diagnosing the instructional needs of disabled readers
3. Making available the type of remedial instruction needed

I. Selecting pupils to be given special help in reading

The problem of identifying the pupils who will profit from remedial
instruction in reading is a complex one. There are many poor readers
in junior high school who cannot be classified as disabled readers. All
children reading in the lower 20 perCent of the junior' high schoOl
population, for example, cannot necessarily be classified as disabled
readers even though they are poor reaciers. Indeed, most of them are
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102 IMPROVING 'READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

not so classified since they are reading as well as can be expected.
Many truly disabled readers are average readers, but they are above
average in general capability and therefore should be reading even
better than they do. The extent of retardation solely on the basis of
grade placement or age is insufficient evidence upon which to identify
a pupil as one who needs remedial instruction in reading. Pupils
who are doing poorly in reading are of three kinds. First, there are
those who are truly disabled readers. Secondly. there are those who
are slow learners in general. Third, there are those pu.pils who have
major prpblems other than reading difficulties which make them in-
efficient learners; however, their reading growth suffers along with
other intellectual and social development. They, too, need help; but
of course teachers cannot solve all the problems of human growth and
development.

The disabled reader is a pupil who is so handicapped in reading
ability that his potential educational career is in jeopardy. The vast
majority of disalled readers are low both in reading and in other edu-
cational achievement in comparison with their general intelligence.
Poor reading ability handicaps a pupil in all school subjects which re-
quire much reading as a major tool of learning.

Of couise, a child may be poor in reading and other school subjects
for a variety of reasons other than disabiljty in reading. He may be a
slow learner, he may have emotional problems for reasons other than
poor reading, or he may have neurological or physical limitations
which make his reading achievement less than his general or verbal
intelligence indicates that it should be. The disabled reader is one
who has failed to grow hi reading proficiency as well as might be ex-
pected from his intellectual capability and his achievement in things
not requiring reading. Pupils of this type need, and will profit from,
/*medial instruction in reading. The disablea reader must be identi-
fied so that a thmough diagnosis of his reading problem can be made
and so that appropriate remedial instruction can be given.

Pupils who are slow learners also require special, although different,
consideration. As a rule they are not reading disability case& They
may be reading as well as they can be expected to read. Unfortu-
nately, they tannot gain much from the typical junior high school
program. They need school work and reading instruction adjusted
to their abilities and needs. Much time and energy often are wasted
in trying to .solve the problems of these pupils by means of remedial
instruction in reading. Slow learners can best be served by adjusting
the curriculum to their abilities and by teaching reading in ways
suited to their needs. Such pupils should be identified and be pro-
vided appropriate learning experiences.

The child who has deep-rooted personality problems or physical
limitations which hinder him from applying himself to learning situa-
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REMEDIAL READING 103

tions in general should also be ideptified and sent to the proper special-
ist for help. Such a pupil's reading instruction will need to proceed
in light of the specialist's recommendations. Caution should be exer-
cised in concluding that personality problems cause reading difficulty
in a specific case, since reading disability itself can be highly disturb-
ing to a child. We should not be too quick in looking for excuses.

Data on reading progress alone are not sufficient to decide whether
a pupil is. a disabled reader, a slow learner, a child with some other
limiting cOndition, or a normal learner who ngeds only continued de-
velopmental reading instruction. These decisions will need to be made
after studying the data that can be obtained from testing programs,
elementary school curriculum records, observations and informal
testing during developmental reading instruction, as well Rs from
recommendations obtained from other teachers.

In order to classify a child correctly, information about his general
mental ability, as measured by a test which,is free from a reading corn-
ponent, is needed. His general verbal competency, as indicated by his
ability to understand things heard, is also useful. . Evidence of the
success a child has had in non-reading fields, such as arithmetic compu-.
tation, will indicate how w611 he has been able to apply his general
intelligence to a type of learning other than reading. If tht pupil is
relatively higher in general intelligence, verbal competency, and arith-
metic computation than he is in reading, he is probably correctly clas-
sified as a disabled reader:even though he shows signs of personality
problems.' If he is low in all of these areas, including readinghe is
usually a slow learner. If he is high in intelligence and low in the
others and demonstrates personality difficulties or if he is easily dis-
tracted, he may have a deep-rooted emotional disturbance or a physical
limitation which should be investigated by some other specialist.

Only childrert who are correctly classified as reading disability cases
should be sent to remedial reading teachers. Among these, only the
pupils whope problem cannot be solved in the developmental reading
program should be admitted to the remedial program. There is unfor-
tunately a tendency to send slow learners, emotionally maladjusted
pupils, and disciplinary cases to the reading center for remedial in-
struction in reading. The correction of reading difficulties is itself a
difficidt task. If the remedial teacher" is confronted with other prob-
lems such as discipline, low ability, and emotional aberrations in
pupils, he has only a slight chance of being successful.

The following criteria should prove helpful in deciding which
pupils should be admitted to remedial reading groups at the junior
high school level:

a. Pupils who have an I. Q. above 90 as measured by a non-reading test.
Those lower can usually be handled elsewhere.

.
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b. Pupils who' have reading disability as their major problem.
C. Pupilr who ask for special help after their problem has been-discussed

with them 'and, perhaps, their parents.
la,

d. Pupils whose parents request help, provided pupils' characteristics satisfy
the other criteria.

'Only a small proportion of behavior problems or emotionally dis-
turbed children Ahould be admitted to any one remedial group.

2. Diagnosing the instructional needs of disabled readers

Any attempt to correct reading difficulties must be based on a
thorough diagnosis of the reading skills and abilities of the child.
There are many chances for a pupil to fail to develop some of the skills
or abilities which are inwortant for continued growth in reading.
There is also the chance that he may have so greatly emphasized a
given skill that the lance between skills and abilities may become
disproportionate antrthus detrimental to his total reading achieve-
ment. For example, one child may so emphasize the building of sight
vocabulary that he fails to develop independent recognition techniques.
Another child may so thoroughly master the word recognition tech-
niques that he fails to understand the meaningful nature of reading
and therefore does not understand a word he reads.

Uniform remedial procedures; be they ever so ingenious, have little
merit in solving the readilg problems of disabled readers, no Vivo of
whom are exactly alike. It is only when we recognize that remedial
programs must be based on diagnosis, and methods varied as indicated,
that successful growth for all disabled readers will occur.

Modern diagnostic programs are designed to answer the following
five questions :

a. H'hat is the exact nature of the reading training- needed .The
diagnosis must reveal, .as clearly as possible, the exact nature of the

k child's reading difficulty. This is determined by an appraisal of the
pupil' reading strengths and weaknesses. Finding out just what, in
the reading pattern of the disabled reader, is retarding his reading
growth is a most important element in planning his remedial program.
The diagmkstician must. do more than detect that the child's difficulty
is in the word recognition area, the comprehension area, or the efficiency
area. He must find out just which skills in the area of weakness the
child lacks, which skills or techniques he has overemphasized, and
what faulty techniques he is attempting to use.

b. Where can the disabled readers' problems best be htindled?4--In
general, the disabled reader is given instruction (1) in tile regWaii de-

: velopmental program, vihich I believe should include regular chalk
in reading; (2) in small groups at the reading center; or (3) indi--
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REMEDIAL READING 105
vidually reading at a reading clinic. The teacheni in the regulardevelopmental reading classes can and should give remedial instruc-tion to the majority of disabled readers.

Some pupils will need more attention than can be given u the devel-opmental reading classes. They will best be served in smaller groupsin the junior high school reading center. Pupils with similar prob-lems will 1* faught together in the reading center. Those pupils need-ing word recognition instruction will meet in one group; those weak
In basic comprehension in another; and those needing training in orderto increase their reading efficiency in a third group.

A few pupils having complex disabilities will have to be referred to
a reading clinic for individual instruction. The allocation should bemade according to the extent and type of disability involved and thechild's attitude toward and adjustment to his problem.

C. Ilow ran the remedial instrwtion be most efficiently conducted'Remedial programs must ,be very efficient since they must devekpreading skills *and abilities at an ascelerated rate for pupils who have
*not progreKsed even as well as other pupils with the same generalcapabilities. In the most efficient way possible the remedial progratilmust overcome the unfortunate approaches to reading that havelimited the reading growth of these pupils. The diagnosis must give
information about the following: level of difficulty of the material to
1* used; type of material that, will best suit the kind of instruction
needed ; pupil interests that earl be tappeA to stimulate reading; meansto be used to demonstrate to the pupil that he s making progress inreading; desirable length and frequency of remedial lessons; and
means of encouraging independent reading by the pupil. "This in-
formation is vital to the success of a corrective program since it indi-
cates ways of satisfying the basic principles underlying all remed"hd
work in reading, irrespective of the nature of the correction being
made.

d. Does the pupil hare any limiting condition which should be
corrected or to whivh the program must ad All of the factors
that cause reading disability imthefirst place may be conditions which
would limit the success of remedial instruction. Such conditions as
poor vision or hearing, for example, migkit interfere with remedial
instruction. Whenever possible, such coalitions should be corrected
prior to the start of remedial work. It should be recognized that cor-
rection of such causal or contributing factors does not overcome the
need for remedial instruction. Correctimi will, however, increase the
child's chances for success in the remedial work. Many times a limit-
ing condition within a pupil cannot be corrected. Then the remedial
prograrajwill have to be mociified in order to adjust to the limitation.

e. Are there conditions in the pupil's enrironmeni that might inkr-
fere with progress? The entire reading environment of the pupil

if
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must be in tune with his instructional needs if remedial work is to be
successful. The parents, in their understandable zeal to hIelp theirchild, or their critical attitude toward the child iiiay create emotional
tensions which greatly interfere with possible /growth in reading.

.,Parents can and should contribute to the guccess of a remedial pt4-
gram, but they will have to know what to do and what not to do. The
'leading environment within a school should also be adjpsted to correct
the pupii's reading problem. All too frequently,' the correction of
reading is hindered by unreasonab* demands which are plta-e(I on
the pupil throughout the day. There is little use in adjusting the
difficulty of material to the level of the child for an hour of remedial
work, if, for the remaining five hours of the day the child-is confrontedwith reading tasks far beyond his reading capability. Teachers must
real* that nothing but discouragement results from a pupil's holding
a book which he is is expected to, but cannot, read.

3. Making available the type of rentedid inaruction needed
6

IP a
On the basis of the diagnosis, remedial instruction is planned. The

types of remedial work that may be needed fall roughly into four
categories:

First, there is remi;dial training which is desired to develop greater eom-
petency in tbe area of word recognition.
Second, there is remedial training aimed at improving comprehension.
Third, there is training designed to increase the speed of reading compre-
henalon and to improve reading efficiency in other ways.
Fourth, there ts remedial work in which the major goal is to stimulate the
reluctant readers to read.

Techniques for correcting difficulties in all of these must be part of
the equipment of the remedial teacher so that the one needed may b,
emphasized for a given disabled reader.

The area of word recognition is in itself so complex that many lim-
ited remedial programs focus on this phase of reading instruction
alone and some on just minor parts of this phase. The remedial work
in woed recognition varies all the nay from what is implied in such
rigliculous statements as, "Just teach the child the letter sounds and he
will know how to read," to'well-roufided programs in word recogni-
tion which attend to the many balances that must be maintained and
which develop-the many skills and knowledges that are essential for .
independence in word recognition. The fallacy of assuming that a let-
ter-by-letter sounding method will solve word recognition difficulties
can be tested by trying to sound out the line of print above, or any lineof print, letter by letter. This method might work in reading such a
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in4)le sentence as "A cat ran fasi," but not such a sentence as "Theauth r's relationship to his publit is complex."
Th maturing iftrner must develop the ability usually to analyzethe4words into clusters of letters if he is to develop independence inword tecognition. lie must also learn to use meaning aidsboth tohelp him anticipate words and to check on the accuracy of his recog-nition. He must develop knowledge of word paris and acquire anever-increasing sight vocabulary as well. He needs to be ati)le to blendword parts together both auditorily and visually. Above all, he mustmaintain a balanced and flexible attack on words.
The diagnosis of word recognition problems must detect and theremedial program must try to correct the following types of word

recognition difficulties:
Insufficient sight vocabulary.

b. Failure to associate meaning with word*. -
C. Ineffective use of context clues.
d. Ineffective visual analysis of words.
e. Insufficient knowledge of visual, structural, or phonetic elements.f. IAck of ability in auditory blending or visual synthesis.

Over-abalysis in word rikeognition.
h. Orientational confusion.

The comprehension area includes the problems related to in-.adequacies in basic comprehension abilities, in specific types of com-prehension, and in inability to adjust to the demands of various typesof material read. Inasmuch as the objective of all reading is to com-municate with authors the comprehension area is of vital importance.The ability-merely to recognize w6rds without understanding what theauthor is hiving has little merit.
Therefore, the diagncksis of a comprehension difficulty must indiciatethe nature of the problem. The remedial instruction must providefor correcting the followinx types of comprehension problems:

a. Inadequacies in basic cotilprehensiop abilities such as :
(1) Limited meaning vocabulary.
(2) Failure to use context aids to meaning.
(8) Ineffective use of structural aids to meaning.
(4 ) Inability to isolate and recognise thought units.
(5) Lack of sentence sense.
(6) Limited understanding of paragraph organisation.

b. Immaturity in specific (types of comprehension sbilities such as :(p Inability to read t)o retain informati4n.
(2) Limited ability in reading to organise information.
(3) Lack of ability to read to evaluate and make critical judgments.
(4) Ineffectiveness in reading to interpret.
(5) Failure to read for appreciatioO4
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c. Inability to adjust reading to meet demands of confent fields because of :

(1) Insufficient knowledge of vocabulary.
(2) Limited use of basic study skills.
(3) Ineffectiveness in adjusting rate of reading to purpose and nature

4of material.

The slo -, inefficient reaCier is frequently one who is deficient in some
of the other areas of reading. such as word study or comprehension.
He may also be one who lacks zest for reading.. If any one of these
is the cause of the inefficient reading. an attack on that basic problem
is needed. There are, however, inefficient readers who have no such
basic limitations. In these eases, the impeding habit must be
diagnosed and the appropriate remedial procedures used. The follow-
ing list snggest some of the more prevalent causes of slow, inefficient
ieadingin all types of reading situations :

a. Over-vocalization during silent reading.
b. Over-analytical reader.
C. Word-by-word reader.
d. Habitual dawdling while reading.
e. Unrhythmical reading.
f. Pointing or excessive bead movements.
g. Extreme chmpulMveness for detail.

The reluctant reader is one litho has the necessary skills and abilities
but who avoicis reading. He has not discovered the values to be gained
from reading and therefore reads but little. His problem ig one which
requirek careful encouragement. For the most part, pupils who can
read, will read if they are given suitable material and some encourage-
ment.

There are a few pupils who have ability \to read, but who need
remedial training to overcome one of the font:ming :

a. 'Lack of breadth and intensity of interests in general:
b. Inability to elitablish purposes for reading:

Laid( vf persistence when material does not immediately answer reader's
purpose.

d. Inability t'o initiate own reading activities.

Most types of remedial programs attack one or more of the areas
just discussed. They are usually successful in overcoming some
reading disabilities. In suniniary, however, the truly successful re-
medial program is one that does the following:

a. Bases treatment on the pupil's %specific needs as shown by a thorough
diagnosis.

b. Emphasizes a child's specific instructional needs in relationship tq broad
reading developmentnot in isolation.

c. Is well organized.
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REMEDIAI0 READING 109
d. Makes the processes meaningful to the learner wild lets him help plan thecorrection.
e. Considers each pupil as a worthwhile individual.
f. Is encouraging to the pupil.
g. Uses material suitable for the pupil in difficulty, interest, and maturity.
h. Is broad enough to treat all types of difficulties.

.4. is flexible enough to change as the child's problem changes.
j. Has teachers who are energetic, optimistic, and well trained.
k. Employs good, fund teaching procedures and interesting reading lima-

terials rather than artificial or mechanical devices, or any other hag of
tricks.
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How To Organize a Remedial Reiding Program
By

Gilbert B. Schiffman
bailor Hies &llama &radios Spec-tail's
la Minor* County Schools, Maryland

THERE cannot be a complete separation between a developmentaland a remedial reading program. Both phases should be includedin any complete reading program. However, the program can beorientated to stress either developmental reading or remedial reading.The general nature of remedial reading instruction and the typeof pupil _it can best serve have been clearly stated by Donald D.Durrell in these words, ,

Although the regular class room teacher must assume major responsibilityfor reading instruction suited to the needs of children, some schools havemany children who are so far behind the classes that special remedialreading instruction is necessary. Such classes are held under various_nanies, such as "the reading clinic," "the reading workshop," "the readingclub," "the reading laboratory," or the "special reading class." The com-monest type of remedial class brings together small groups of children for30 to 00 minutes of reading instruction each day.'
When a remedial progiltm is being considered, for a school, theteachers, supervisors, administrators and reading consultant (if oneis available) should agree on certain basic principles, including, per-haps, the following :

1. A remedial reading program is beneficial and necessary to a well-roundedprogram.
2. All teachers, both elementary and secondary, should be teachers of reading.
8. Individual testing can help diapose and contribute to remediation ofcertaln types of "retarded readers."
4. Some types of retarded readers may benefit by individual or small groupInstruction.

5. Parent education is necessary for the success of a remedial reading
progrank.

I Bibliographies] references are listed on page'117 at the end of this article.
110
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6. Teacher education is essential for the success of a remedial readingprogram.
7. Proper grouping is important within the classroom to avoid unnecessaryfrustration and to provide maximum benefits from the teacher's in-struction.
8. Reading is a processnot a subject.
9. The label "remedial" should not be applied to the program when discuss-ing it with parents and pupils. Words without unfortunate connotations,suh as "reading laboratory" or "reading club" should be used.

Theie are foui definite aspects of any remedial prOgram. Thedegree to which any of these four aspects is stressed depends uponthe students, parents, staff members, and facilities. The organizersof the program must decide hoycy; much emphasis should be placedon each aspect. The four aspects or facets of a good rellikdial programare as follows :

1. Parent education
2. Teacher education
3. Individual and group testing
4. Indivillual or small group instruction

As with any curriculum program, the relationships among adminis-
trators,,supervisors, teachers, and parents can cause a reading programto succeed or fail. The program is especially dependent upon teacher

, attitudes. Teachers must be convincod that the remedial readingprogram Fill improve the quality of learning. What does the readingprogram offer the teachers, pupils, and others ? It can provide :
1. Assistance in educating the parent
2. Assistance to the teacher in within-class grouping
3. Seminars and workshops to help teachers learn techniques for handlingthe "teaching of reading"
4. Additional diagnostic dpta concerning retarded students
5. Assistance in teaching "retarded" students

What can the parents expect from the reading program V They cananticipate :

1. A better understanding of the learning problems of school children
2. Suggestions as to how to help the child improve his reading at home
8. A better parent-teacher relationship
4. A better understanding of. the instructional program of the school

Most important of all is the child. 1-1:w can the child be benefitedby the program
1. He -can be helped to improve his reading abilities and his achievement inacademic courses.
2. He can be helped to overcome frustrations and feelings of inferioritycaused by failure to read up to the expected levels.
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One method by which the four aspects of a reading program havebeen developed in a large county school system is described below.

1. Parent education

Parent understanding and cooperation are essential to the success ofany reading program. At first, parents are invited to meet with thereading specialist at the Parent-Teachers Association meeting. Thenan entire week is set aside during which patents may meet with thereading consultant, any time from 8 : 30 a. m. to 9 p. m. Pupils who arereceiving individual or small group instruction are given a special in-vitation addressed to their parents. The invitation reads as follows:
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

DateDear Mr. & Mrs.
In our attempt to improve. 's reading ability, we have placed her/hhiain a small group only for reading where he/she can receive much individual as-sistance. However, we feel that more improvement can be made if newly learnedreading skills can be applied at home under your guidance.To help you assist your child, we are inviting you to meet with our readingspecialist from 8: 30 a. m. to 9: 00 p. m. any day during the week ofAt this meeting, the reading consultant will confer with you on ways to assistyour child improve his reading at home.

So that we may be able to schedule these meetings without conflict, will' youplease complete the questionnaire below and have it returned to school?Sincerely yours,

Principal.
Student's Name

I shall be able to meet with the reading specialist on
I shall not be able to meet with the reading specialist.

a
Section

at
..... .1111. 011.

(time)

Parent's signature
In this way every interested parent has an opportunity to discusshis child's problems with the consultant. Of course, the readingspecialist confers with the child's teachers before meeting with theparents.
In addition, an annual Conference on Reading for Parents is sched-uled. All parents and interested individuals are invited to attend theschool for the day's program. The program consists of a guest speakerand several reading demonstrations and lectures by educators. Itis planned especially for parents of elementary and junior high schoolstudents.
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REMEDIAL READING 113
2. individual testing

Any authorized person may refer a student for a partial or completeanalysis of his reading problems. Upon completion of the analysis,:he reading specialist discusses the results of the analysis with the re-(erring party and anyvother educator who is concerned with the case.Specific steps are followed in referring a case. Ali teachers are ex-pected to be familiar with the procedure so that only pupils who .fallinto certain categories are referred to the specialist. For this Purposeevery teacher is given an orientation sheet containing the followingInformation :

Every junior high school teacher is aware of the wide range ofability and achievement which children bring to the classroom.Many children read well for their grade level; but some childrenhave reading problems which hamper their general school achieve-ment. Certain children having reading difficulties should bereferred to the reading consultant; other should not be referred.Children falling into the following groups should be referred:
a. Students who have average, above averake, or slightly below averageintelligence and who exhibit difficulty with some or many phases ofreading. These children have a high eapapity level, but a low achieve-ment leel. In other words, if read to they are able lo comprehendand answer questions about ififormation beyond the level at whichthey read Independently with understanding.
b. Students who seem to be Intelligent enough to read at a much higherlevel than they do, even though- their intelligence tests scores are agreat deal below average.

The following types of students SHOULD NOT be referred tothe specialist :

a4 Mentally retarded or very slow-learning students who are reading as'well as students with ,their mental capacity can be expected to read.
b. Students with average intelligence who are not reading quite as wellas they might, but whose difference in achievement and capacity isnot significant enough to request outside help
c. Students who hare learning problems bther than readingd. Students who are disciplinary problems because of factim other thandeficiencies in reading.

Teachers who wish to refer -students to the reading consultant areexpected to follow these steps :

1. The referring teacher secures a Reading Referral Form and fillsin tbe requested information.
2. He talks with other teachers who work with the student and "leekstheir opinions about possible causes for the pupil's reading difficulties.The teacher adds this information to the referral slip.
3. He gives the completed referral form to the student's core or Eng-lish teacher for final processing. .

4.
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114 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

4. Core or English teachers add their comments and take the form
to the reading officer. They are asked not to send students to the office
with this confidential information. (Core or English teachers may
make referrals of 'their own, of tourse, as well as add to the requests
made by other teachers.)

All referrals are made in writing and a separate referral form is
made out for each child whom the specialist is to see. The reading
specialist notifies the core or English teacher what will be done about
each referral. If testing is done, the specialist provides teachers with
results and discusses with them ways in which all class teachers may
help the individual. If the reading specialist wishes to remove a stu-
dent from class, he notifies the core or English teacher. Students are
taken only from core or English classes, unless the science or other
teachers request specific help.

In addition to the individual analysis which the reading specialist
makes, he hielps any teachers who request assistance in (1) learning to
prepare reading material with appropriate interest content for the
student, (2) deciding how to group within the classroom, (3) develop-
i,ng techniques for using word recognition tests, informal reading in-

( ventoriee, etc.\ Teachers are also oriented concerning the meaning of certain terms
1:oasic to any reading program. As each pupil hu a number of different
/reading levels, teachers are expected to use the right label for the level
they are discussing. These terms i4clude :

a. independent levelthe level at which the student is able to read 90% of
all words with 90% comprehension.

b. instructional levelthe level at which the student may read with belp
from the teacher. At thii level, the student will read about 95% of the
words with 75% comprehension.

C. capacity tevei---the highest level of understanding which the student has
when discussing information read to him rather than by him.

d. frustration levelthe level at which the student is completely lost When
attempting to read with no help. Standardised tests =Ally give scores
close to the frustration level. (Iiess than 90% word recognition, 50%
comprehension.)

Testa to be administered, among others, by the reading specialiit in-
clude the Informal Reading Inventory, the Gates Associative Lear
ing Test, the Detroit Test olLearning Ability, the Word Recognition
Test, the Stanford Achievement Test (Reading), and the Wechsler
Intelligence Scale for Children.

a. Individual and instil group bestruedon
a

Individual or small group instruction is made available to those
pupils who the reading special* feels would be most benefited. This

.
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REMEDIAL READING 115

program is extremily flexible. The pupil is returned to the classroom
as soon as the reading consultant and teachers feel that he can achieve
in the normal type of academic situation. After the pupil returns to
his regular class, the reading consultant remains in close communica-
tion with the teacher. In this way, the reading material presented to
the pupil in the special reading class is closely correlated with the
printed material presented in his regular classroom. Techniques range
from visual, auditory, kinesthetic, and tactile techniques to highly
critical reading exercises. A monthly progress report on each nupil
is sent to all teachers concerned.

4. Teacher education

Individual teacIlers are invited to meet with the reading consultant
at their corivenience to discuss any problems they might have concern-
ing rewriting, grouping, and teaching techniques. Also, at the con-
clusion of every analysis, the teacjier and consultant meet to discuss
the prognosis and specific needs of the child. The specialist meets
bimonthly with the individual departments (such as science, etc.) to
assist in rewriting materials and to discuss basic methods in corrective
reading. Teachers are also given special instruction idhow to rewrite
printed materials so that they will be easier for retarded pupils to
read. A reading vocabulary study reader (pre-primer through sixth
grade) is made available to all teachers interested in re-writing.
Teachers are given the following suggestions for rewriting materials
on lower readability levels:

a. Take time to explore the pupils' background and to arouse curiosity.
b. Make sure that an adequate background of experience and proper work.-

ing concepts have been developed,
C. Use aa many basic words as possible.

Make the sentences as short as possiblewithin reason.
e. Try to start most sentences with the subject. 'The sentence may -losesome of iis literary style, but it will be easier to read.
f. Ientroduee about one new word per sentence. The reader may be able tofigure out the meaning from context clues. This Is especially true if ade-

quate background and concepts have been developed.
g. Be sure every pronoun has a clear antecedent.
h. Use picture clues wherever possible.
L Avoid flowery language. Stay at the level of oral language development.
J. Watch the difficulty level of the concepts. Complex concepts often can-not be developed in sentences but need to be developed in paragraphs.

(I.



116 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Seminars are held weekly for those teachers who wish to study and
discuss topics pertaining to reading. Below is a typical outline of a
seminar course:

4

I. Orientation of the Course
A. Factors in reading retardation

B. Types of retardation

C. Case typing

II. Informal Techniques For Measuring Reading Achievement
A. Purpose and technique for the Informal Reading Inventory

B. Demonstration

C. Analysis of results ,

III. Word Recognition
A. Purpose and use of lists

B. AdminiMration of word recognition tests under supervision

C. Analysis of results

IV. Spelling
A. Relationship of spelling and reading

B. Retardation in spelling

C. Administration of spelljng test* under Supervision

D. Analysis of test results ,

V. Standardized Achievement Tests
A. Reading tests

I. Survey

2. Diagnostic

B. Administering and scoring tests under supervision

C. Analysis of test results

VI. Rewriting

The reading specialist also meets with teachers individually to dis-
cuss problems they may have in grouping within the classroom. Upon
the request of the teacher, he helps determine the reading levels by
means of informal reading inventories. He turns over to the teacher
such information as the results of word recognition tests and group
reading inventories so that the teacher may determine the proper
trouping in each clasg. Each reacher makes the final decision con-
cerning the use to be made of the. information. "In the final analysis,
the teacher is the one who actually determines how the grouping is
done.

At,
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REMEDIAL READING 117

The program which has been described is an evolving, dynamic one.
Thus far, it has produced excellent results. Pupils participating in
the program have, in most eases, had their reading disabilities and
deficiencies remedied. The success of the program has fittsulted in
large measure from the interest of parents, teachers, administration,
and participating pupils, as well as from the careful use of evaluative
instruments and instructional materials.

Reference

(1) DuaR,Eu., )oNALD D, Improving Reading Intit ruction. Yonkers, N. Y., World
Rook Company, 1956. Pp. 340-41.
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How Can Teachers Determine Pupils' Reading Status?
By

Donald L Cleland
Fsemi re Soorotary-Trosaarar, I ataraatioaal litootkag Assootattow, Pr. I*moor of Ldaostioa sadOtrortor of The Romflag Laboratory, Valoonity of rinsibers4

I F a teacher is to know whether or not he is succeeding in directing
the children's reading activities toward desirable goals, it is obvi-

ously imperative for him to conduct a systematic and continuous pro-
gram of oppraisal. The results of this program will enable him to
detect areas of weaki and to shift emphasis from time to time as
the need for a chan in methods and materials becomes evident. If
such an appraisal isnot made at regular intervals, much time and
energy will be wasted.

One of the objectives of reading instruction is to help each individ-
ual child progress-toward desirable goals as rapidly as his capabilities
and the instructional time allotted him will allow.

A study of these goals will reveal that most reading skills are ini-
tiated during the primary grades. During the intermediate and upper
grades, these skills are refined and are reinforced by the content area
tevelters. The idea that learning to read is a lifelong process is not
new. Goethe, the German dramatist and philosopher, said during the
later years of his life :

The dear people do not know long it takes to learn to read. I have been
at It all my life and I manta yet say that I have reached the goal.

Methods of Appraising Progress

In many schools,qhe child's progress toward desirable pais in read-
ing is measured by teacher judreht in Morns of a symbol on a report.
card. In many instances this type of appraisal *done in a superficial
way, and the mark or symbol does not accurately indicate the degree to
whirl the child is progressing toward reading goals. In a few other
schools, marks 0 achievement are the results of a single reading test
administered sometime during the latter part of the school year.
Neither of these methods is entirely satisfactory to conscientious teach-
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122 IMPROVING READING IN THt JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

ers who wish to be more accurate in their appraisal, so that an adequate
corrective program can be conducted,

A competent teacher appraises the students' progress in relation to
repeated experiences with them. The results of standardized tests
should always be tempered by the competent teacher's judkment.
Analyzing the pupil's performance as he uses his acquired reading
skills, observing his reactions and his attitude toward himself and
school, are valuable criteria in appraising his progress in reading.

One way of validating teacher judgment is through the use of anec-
dotal records. Entries of pupil performance in silent reading, oral
reading, study habits, attitudes and interests in a cumulative folder are
helptil to teachers. There is no need to keep a case history for each
pupil, such as might. be developed in a clinic but the recording of es-
sential facts will validate teacher judgment.

Interest inventories, similar to those developed by Witty and Kopel,'
may be used as an instrument in determining a pupil's reading habits
and interests.2 Information gleaned through the use of inventories
may give valuable clues to a child's reading skills.

Teachers can also assure accuracy of judgment in appraising pupil
achievement through the use of check lists. Many such check lists may
be found in professional books on methodology in reading. The fol-

, lowing outline is illustrative of the items which will aid the teacher in
his appraisal.

1. Pupil's Oral Reading
a. Ability to attack new and unfamiliar words
b. Ability to get meaning from context
C. Extent of speech difficulties
d.' Is the chil4 a fluent reader? Does he, read with expression?
e. Extent of sight or recognition vocabulary
f. Does the child omit or insert words?
g. Extent of excessive head movement,

2. Pupil's Silent Reading
a. Can the child interpret :

(1) Sentences?
(2) Paragraphs?
(3) Story or complete unite
Understanding of words

C. Comprehension skills :

(1) To get general significance
(2) To get implied meanings
(3) To follow directions
(4) To do detailed reading 4

(7) To understand the purpose of the author
Elef,

I Bibliographical references are listed ,on page 188 at the end of this article.
Bee pages 163-165 for an inventory "What Do Yen Like To Read?' prepared by Arno

Jewett. Teachers who wish to reproduce this inventory for class woe have permission to do so.
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EVALUATION TO ..IMPROVE READING 123
(5) To anticipate events
(6) To understand tone created by author

3. Pupil's Study Skills or Techniques
a. To organize and outline
b. To do precis writing
C. To use different parts of a book
d. To use reference material
e. To interpret maps, graphs, and other pictorial materialf. To relate pictorial and verbal material

The preceding list is not complete, but may serve as an aid to theteacher who wishes to construct a more extensive check list. With ex-perience the teacher will formulate new criteria for evaluating thechild's responses irk ogal rending, silent reading, and study skills.In many school systems, the method used to eTaluate pupil progressis through the use of informal or teacher-made tests. If they are con-structed by experienced and competent teachers, they can be useful iv-struments in evaluating teaching efficiency as well as for supplyingvaluable clues to pupil progress. Their chief value is that they affordthe teacher an opportunity to test pupils' progress toward the objec-tives of the cliss.
A more scientific method of appraising a student's reading progressis through the use of standardized tests. Most books on methodologyin teaching reading advocate the use of standardized tests to deter-mine the students' progress in reading and to isolate aritas of diffi-culty. In too many instances, however, standardized tests amount tolittle more. than _occasional measures ,to determine whether a class isreading up to- standards set by the test. Or worse yet, the results ofsuch tests are used as a basis for assigning grades or as a criterion forpromotion. Standardized tests sr, an invaluable aid in determiningpupil progress and in identifying problems, provided, however, thatthese tests are administered properly and the results obtained are in-terpreted wisely.-

Before discussing' specific tests or techniques, let us consider someFactices and principles for testing. The following ideas should servets guides in any testing program :
1. fake the test yourself before you administer it to pupils. Thenrou should be able to determine whether it will give the measures youvish to secure.
2. Be sure you are testing. Do not, under any circumstances,'teach" the test or in any way give aid to the child after the test haseen started.
3. Select a test that will give you the measures you desire. Eachnt is unique in that it measures certain skills, knowledges, attitudes,
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n A1 zt IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

and aptitudes; but no one test will be sufficient for all testing
situations.

4. Select a test that has a range that is congruous with the readhig
abilities of your children. A zero score on some tests will indicate a
reading level of second, third, or higlior grade. If in doubt as to a
child's level of reading ability, select a wide range test, that is, a testwith a range of, first to eighil grade, etc. On the basis of the results
of such a test, you can then select a more precise instrument.

5. Follow tile author's directions, incluchng time limits, explicitly.This charge cannot be overemphasized. The writer fias been gather-
ing evidence which indicates that the issuance of any directions differ-
ent from those listed in the manual will give spurious mults which
will vary significantly from those obtained when the author's instruc-
tions are followed accurately.

6. Select tests that are both valid and reliable. Validity refers tothe extent to which a test measures what it purports to measure. Re-
liability refers to the consistency with which a test measures what it
does measure.

7. Select tests that are easy to score. It is desirable that tests.lend
themselves to accurate scoring by clerical help or others not conversant
viith their contents.

8. Select tests that have adequate normi. Some tests may be stand-
ardized. on a population that is not comparable to your group of stu-
dents. Be sure the norms are expressed in units you desire.

9. Reniember that a student's achievement on a test is a score which
he made on a particular day and under specific testing situatiotis. If
the pupil's score is substantially different from what might normally
be expected, administer another form of the same test as soon as pos-
sible.

An understanding of and a4herence to tile above ideas will enable
a. teacher to derive maximum benefits from a testing program.

.fr

Using Standardized Tests In An Evaluative Program

An evaluative program in reading is always directed toward the
improvement of the pupil's reading ability. Specifically, the task con-
fronting the teacher is sixfold.

1. Determine the pupil's present level of reading ability.
2. Determine his reading expectancy level.
8. Determine his degree of retardation, if any.
4. Determine his specific weak If any.
5. Determine, in so far as possible, contributing factors to any disability.
S. Outline corrective measures which must be taken to correct any

donde*.
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EVALUATION TO IMPROVE READING 125
Determine the Pupil's Present, Level of Reading Ability.Themost accurate method to use in determining a child's level of readingability is to administer one or more reading survey tests. There aretwo general types of reading tests. One typeA Survey ReadingTestsurveys a child's general reading ability. The results ti4f thetest are usually expressed in terms of a g1ot941 score, which may be anage equivalent, a grade equivalent, or a percentile ranking. Anothertype, Called an analytical test or a diagnostic test, analyzes a pupil'sspecific reading skills. The norms for these skills are usually ex-pressed as percentile rankings. The difference between a survey testand an analytical test is usually one of degree rather than, kind.Most survey tests are divided into three parts, indicating a-pupil'sskill in general vocabulary, speed of reading, and comprehension.This fact alone indicates that survey tests are slightly analytical innature.

The following tests are among those which may be used to obtain ameasure of a pupil's general reading ability.

SURVEY TESTS

Name of test

Gates Reading
Survey for
grades 3-10.

2. Traxler Silent
Reading Test

3 California Read-
ing Tests

Schrammel-Gray
High School
and College

Suitable
for grades

Abilities measured

3-10 41

7-10

4, 5, 6;
71 81 9

7-16

1. Vocabulary

2. Level of comprehen-
sion

3. Speed of reading

4. Accuracy of inter-

pretation

1. Rate of reading
2. Story comprehension
3. Woid meanings
4. Paragraph meaning
5. Power of comprehen-

sion
1. Vocabulary

a. General

b. Science

C. Mathematics
d. Social science

2. Compreheiision

a. Following direc-

tions

b. Reference skills

C. Interpretations
1: Gross comprehension
2. Comprehension-effi-

ciency
a. Rate

'

Publisher

Bureau of Publica-
tions, Teachers Col-
lege, Columbia
Univ.ersity, New
York 27, N. Y.

Public School 'Pub-
lishing Co., 204
West Mulberry St.,
Bloomington, 111.

California Test Bu-
reau, 5916 Holly-
wood Blvd., Los
Angeles 28, Calif.

t

Public School Pub-
lishing Co.

to.

1.

4.
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SURVEY /CST outlined

Name of test

5. 8. R. A. Achieve-
ment Series

6. Iowa Test-of
Basic Skills

7. California Read-
ing Testa (fop-
merly, Progres-
sive Reading
Testa)

It

Suitable
for grades

6-9

3-9

7-9

8. American School 4-6
Achievement
Tests

Abilities measured.

1. study skills
. Using sources of

information
b. Using a table of

coi)tents
C. Using an index
d. Reading charts

2. Reading
3. Language arts
4. Arithmetic
1. VocabulAry
2. Reading comprehen-

sion
3. Language skills

a. Spelling
b. Capitalisation

Punctuation
d. Usage

4. Work-study skills
a. Map reading
b. Reading graphs..

and tables
C. Knowledge and

use of reference
materials

5. Arithmetic skills
a. Arithmetic con-

cepts
b. Arithmetic prob-

lem-solving
1. Vocabulary'

a. Mathematics
b. Science
C. Social science
d. General

2. Following directions
3. Reference skills

Interpretation of
meanings

1. Sentence and word
meaning

2. Paragraph meaning -

3. Arithmetic computa-
tion ,

4. Arithmetic problems
5. Language usage
6. Spelling

Publisher

Science Research Iti-
sociates, 57 W.
Grand Ave., Chi-
cago 10, Ill.

Houghton Main Co.,
2 Park St., Boston,
Mass.

Californ.ia Test Bu-
reau.

Public School Pub-
lishing Co.

The reeding portion of thou tato say be ;Nod se Reading Survey Test&

-
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Determine.the Child's Reading Expectancy Level.In order to de-,,ermine if a child or a class is reading at a level commensurate withh6r ability, it-is necessary to determine as accurately as possible theirreading expectancy levels. Authorities do not always agrte as to thebest measures to use in determining this level. Few, however; would
question the advisability of using the grade equivalent of the mentalage as determined by the Reyised Stanford-Binet Scale.

These measures may be used to determine reading expectancy level :

1. Revised Standard-Rinet

2. Durrell-Sullivap Reading Capacity and
Achievement Tests.

3. Pupil's ability to do computatipnal types
of problems in arithmetic.

Houghton Mifflin Co., 2 Park St.,
Boston, Mass.

World Book, YonkersLon-Hudson,
N. Y.

NOTE : The arithmetic computa-
, tional portion, not the problem
A solving portion, of any appropri-

- ate achievement test will suffice
this respect.

The writer believes that oral language facility is perhaps the bestsingle measure of reading expectancy lAvel. Experienced and com-petent teachers can make a rather go4d estimate of expectancy levelsof students they have known for a considerable period of time. Cer-tainly, they know whether a pupil has the potential ability to read at,above, or below grade placement level.
Determine the Pupil's Degree of Retardation.Since there is nouniversal definition of reading retardation, many different definitions,usually based on a person's educational 'philosophy, will be found.A common one would be as follows:
A child nifty be classMed as a retarded reader if his actual reading level isode or more grades below his/reading expectancy level.

Some reading specialists would want the margin between expectancyletel and actual reading level to be two and, in certain cases, threeyears. Surely, a retardation of one year for a third or fourth gradechild is more serious than one year's retardation for a senior highschool studeht.
Marion, gonroe, (2) in her book Children,Who Cannot Read, usesthe term Reading Index to indicate the amount of retardation. TheReading Index or R I. is expressed as a ratio of the child's actualreOing level to his.expectancy level. For example, if a child's actualreading level is 6.0 and his reading expectancy level is 10.0, his readingindex wQuld be:

Reading Index *(RA.) 6.0 or .60

10.0
According to Dr. Monroe, (3) thii child would be classified ati aretimlbd reader.

0
so

0
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A teacher's or a school system's definition of retarded reader would
be an individual one, and would reflect one's educational philosophy.

Determine the Pupil's Specific Disabilities in Reading.-7Determin-
ing the pupil's specific weaknesses in mading involves the administra-
tion of an analytical reading test. Many perle ask this questiofi :

"Can you recommend a good analytical reading test ?" This question
not easy to answer. No one test would be applicable to all testing

situations. An attempt to classify reading or allied study skills into
several categories would reveal the following:

1. Word meaning
2. Reading speed or rate.;
3. Comprehensionsentence. paragraph, and story or complete article
4. Word attack skills
5. Study skills

A teacher or principal should select a test that will ive the measures
desired. For instance, if he wishes to determine the extent of a group's
word meaning- in the several diiciplines, he may administer the ap-
propriate portions of such tests as The Diagnostic Reading Tests or
The C(.gifornia Reading Tests.'

If a teacher wishes to measure specific comprehension skills, he may
administer oneor more of the following tests :

The California Reading Tests
The Gdies Basic Reading Tests

If a teacher wishes to discover the word-attack skills a pupil has,
The Gates DiagnoRtic Reading Testa, Silent Reading Diagnostic Tests,
or the Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty should give the desired
results:

Efficiency in work-study skills 'may be determined, by administering
either the S. R. A. Reading Achievement Tests or the Iowa Test of
Basic Sicilia. Reading speed may be ascertained through the use of
the Trazler Silent Reading Test. the Gates Reading Survey Test, or
the Diagnostic Reading Tests.

A word of cautiOn should be given concerning reading rate, par-
ticularly if rate is expressed. in terms of word* per minute. In such
cases, rate should be 'interpreted in the light of the student's ability
to comprehend at that rate. Some tests use a measure called speed of
comprehension which is much moreIntaningful than rate per se. Also,
expressing rate as a product score, i. e., rate in words per minute multi;
plied by percentages of questions answered correctly, notwithstanding
probable inherent weakne8ses, is much more meaningful than rate
itself.

The information listed on the following chart should aid a teacher
in selecting an wpropriate test.

I The tests mentioned in this paragraph are listed elsewhere In this paper.

a

s.
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Suitable Abilities measured
for grades Publisher

129

Iowa Silent
Reading Testa,
Elementary
Test.

2 Gates Reading
Diagnostic
Tests.

3. Diagnostic Read-
ing Tests.

-1. Silent Reading ,

Diagnostic
Tests, Experid
mental Form.

4-8

-CI

3-H8

4d6-8

7-13

3-Up

1. Rate
2. Comprehension
3. Directed reading
4. Word meaning
5. Paragraph comprehen-

sion
6. Sentence meaning
7. Location of informa-

tion
a.' Alphabetizing
b. Use of index

1. Oral reading skills
2. Vocabulary
3. Reversals
4. Phrase perception
6. Word perception, ana

. yids, etc.
6. Spelling
7. Visual perception
8. Auditory techniques
9. Silent reading
1. Vocabulary

it. General
b. English
C. Mathematics
d. Science
C. Social studies

2. Comprehension
a. Silent
b. Auditory

3. Rates of reading
a. General
b. Social studies
C. Science

4. Word attack
a. Oral
b. Silent

1. Location within word
where child tends
to make errors

2. Recognition of words
in isolation

Recognition of words
in context .

4. Recognition of re-
versible words in
context

5. Locating word ele-
ments

World Book Co.,
Yonkers-on-
H udson, N. V.

Bureau of Publica-
tions, Teachers
College, Colum-
bia Univers4
New York 27,
N. Y.

Committee on
Diagnostic Read-.
ing Tests, Inc.,
Kingscote, Apt.
3G, 419 West
119th St , New
York 27, N. V.

r-

Lyon's & Carnahan,
2500 Prairie Ave.,
Chicago 16i Ill.

Name ot test

1
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130 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Name o( test

4. Silent Reading
Diagnostic
Tests, Experi-
mental Form
Con tin ued.

5. Gates Basic
Reading Tests.

6. Group Diagnostic
Reading Apti-
tude and
Achievement
Tests.

ibo

Sui table
for trades

6. Syllabification
7. Locating root words
8. Knowledge of word

elements
9. Knowledge of begin..

ning sounds
10. Knowledge of

rhyming words
11. Knowledge of letter

sounds
12. Synthesising of frords

3-8 1. Comprehension
a. Appreciate

general
significance

b, Predict outcomes
C. Understand

precise direc-
tions

d. Note details
3-9 1. Reading tests

a. Paragraph mean-
ing.

b. Speed adirig
C. Word d

tion.
2. Word discrimination

a. Vowels
h. Consonants
C. Reverlals
d. Additions and

omitsions.
3. Aptitude

a. Visual
1) Letter mem-

ory.
2) Form mem-

ory.
b. Auditory

I), Letter mem-
ory.

?) Orientation
and dis-
crimination

C. Motor 4

1) Copying
2) Cross-out

letter
4. Language

a. Vocabulary

Publisher

Bureau of Publi-
cations, Teachers
College.

C. H. Nevins Print-
ing Co., 1414
Brighton Road,
Pittsburgh 12, Pa.

.
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Name of test

7 Durrell Analysis'
of Reading Dif-
ficulty.

8 Gilmore.Oral
Reading Test.

Suitable
lor grades

Primer-
6

1-8

A DOWN, measured

1. Listening compre-
hension

2. Oral reading
3. Silent reading
4. Word recognition and

word analysis
5. Visual and auditory

analysiP of word
elements.

6. Spelling
7. Handwriting ,

1. Accuracy
2. Comprehension
3, Rate

Publisher

World Book Co.

World Book Co.

11,

The foregoing is not a complete listing of analytical reading tests that
may be used in discoveriug a child's specific weakness of disabilities
in reading skills. Others are described in publishers' catalogues.
Space does not permit, a complete listing.

Determine, Insofar As Time and Circumstances Permit, Factors
Which May Be Contributing to The -..The classroom
teacher should not be expected to make a case-study type of diagnosis.
He shogld, however, be sensitive to factors contributing to Ole retarda-
tion, such as serious visual and auditory anomalies. p3ption should
be made, moreover, that all the classroom teacher can ind should do is
to detect or discover possible visual and auditory disabilities which are
contributing to the retardation.

While the classroom teacher will not have time to administer visual
or auditory screening, he can recognize certain symptoms which
may be manifestations of serious visual or auditory disabilities. The
following list of symptoms of visual discomforts given by Emmett A.
Betts (4) may be helpful in referrals to visual specialists:

1.. Reddening and thickening of margins of lids
2. Scales and cruets cm lids
,& Loss of eyelashes't Tearing (or watering) of the oyes
5. 'Inflammation or reddening of the eyes
6. Discharge around eyes
7. Cloudiness of pupil
8, O i i t t. of upper lid
9. dilated pupils

10. Difference I ne of pupils
11. Deviation of one eye
12. Forward thrusting of head

P
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132 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

13. Tilting of head
14. Facial contortions, such as puckering face, frowning, scowling
15. Continual rubbing of eyes
ja. Excessive blinking
17. Excessive head movement while reading

Again, the classroom teacher's responsibility is one of detecting
auditory disabilities whieh may be contributing to reading retardation
and of recommending cases for referral to a specialist. He should be
on the alert for signs of poor hearing ability. The following list by
Betts (5) may prove helpiul :

1. Monotonous or unnatural pitch of voice
2. Faulty pronunciation and lack of clear or distinct speech
3. Turning one ear toward speaker
t Poor spelling
5. Inattention
6. Frequent requests for repeating questions of statements

. Difficult breathing. including mouth breathing
8. Earache
Q. Dicharging ears

10. Catarrhal conditions
11.'Sinus infection
12. Frequent colds
13. Excessive accumulation of ear wax
14. Rubbing and picking at the ear
15. Head tilt
16. Reports of

a. Dullness or blocked feeling in the ear
b. Head noises, such as ringing or buzzing

The teacher has the added responsibility of making adjustments
for the child with visual or auditory limitations. A child with visual
limitations that cannot be corrected should be provided books with
large type and should be seated in a favorable spot, in the classroom.
Children with auditory disabilities should be seated in the first or
second row-of seats. Furthermore, the teacher must set a good model
of speech by enunciating distinctly and pronouncing words accurately.

In conclugion, one fundamental principle deserves repetition: the
remedial program should be tailored to meet the needs of the pupils
as determined by the evaluative program. Systematic and adequate
appraisal of a. reading program presents a challenge to the teacher.
Adequate appritisal is a fundamental technique in the teacher's equip-
ment for conducting a well-balanced developmental reading program
at the junior-high school level. Each teacher should attempt to acquire
skill in evaluating thearesults of his efforts in directing the students'
readiug activities toward desirable goals. Furthermore, this skill in
evaluation should be continuously refined and developed as the teacher
gains professional stature.
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How Can Standaidized 'Felts 4id Other Evaluative Means
Be Used To Improve Reading? What New Instruticts
Are Needed?

By

Ulna W. Leaven
Proof doi iiiimaisis and Detrossor Morpejoy Rosa

ihaisrsity of r &Wilds

PRIOR to 1935, literature in the field of reading contained little ref-
&Pence to diainostic und rimedial instruction. Standardized tests

were occasionally employed to evaluate status or achievepoint. Few
evaluative means, except teachers' subjective judgments, we& then in
aliment we for the improvement of reading skills, interests, and ap-
'preciation. With.the poksible exception of the use of the Snellen
chart, no devices were,in Feneral-use for the objective determination
of capacity or funNtion of the organism in relation to reading ability
or skill.

The decade from 194 to ,1945, reliresented a period of greatly in-
creased interest and widespread effort' in the deVelopment and em-
ployment of objective means of diagnosing and evaluating reading
skills of individual children. The terms "diagnostic tests" and
"acltvement tests" have giadually gained separate and distinct mean-
ings. Also, many other terms designa.ting instrumentiand devices of
a diagnostic or remedial nature have come into the language of pro-
fessional treatment of reading instruction and guidance.

In an effort to secure current information regarding the use of tests
and other evaluative means now employed to improve reading skills,
interests, and appreciation, the writer sent a questionnaire in thi fall
of 1956 to all of the reading clinics in the United States which were
listed as dealing with cases of junior high school reading problem.
At the time the results were tabulated, replies had been received from
approximately 30% of the clinics. These replies represent 24 Steak
in all sectibns4 the United States. Among others, responses were
received from California, Maine, Oregon, Nebraska, Wyoming, !Kiehl-

.
gran; New York; Louisiana, Florida, and Wasissippi.
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EVALUATION TO IMPROVE READING 13:5
The responses represent clini affiliated with public school sys-

:ems, college and university sch s of education, departments of psy--'
,.hology, English 'departments, nd private psycho-educational or
4.ounsel I ing clinics.

The questionnaire was organized to, secure information on the fol-
lowing four bask problems :

1. What standardized tsts are employed in the study of children's reading
ability, skills, interests, and appreciation?

2. What other devices are u1 as evaluative means in the study of children's
reading status?

3. What criticisms or limits ,ons of current tests and devices do you feel to be
relevant at this time?

4. What new tests, devices or instruments are needed to improve techniques
of evaluation of reading skills, interests, and appreciation at Os Junior
high chool lezel

The questionnaire woks of till normative-response type ra.ther than
the check-list type. Therefore in the following report of the study,
sample oispecimen answers 'will be giten rather than numerical totals
of the responses.

Seetionl question to which responses were given in the first
sectiori was as follows; "What standardized reading teAts do you em-
ploy in your study of children's reading ability ?" A total of 17 silent
reading tests were specified as*cuirently in use iv the respondents:
One test was mentioned by 21.clinics, afiother by 5, and a third by 13
respondents. Thus, more than 1 test is frequently u: in studying
a given group of children or an individual case.
. In answer to the question, "How do piu use test results to improve
(a) reading skills, (b) reading interests, (c) reading appreciation !"
the following typical replies were received :

1. tb analyse' special areas of difficulty, to lamas the ones moat needed in
therapy, and to attempt ti) work with individual needs.

2. To identify weak view; within groups and to plan work for the school
year.

3. To aid the classroom teacher In determining vocabulary and comprehOn:
sion skills.

ki1/4

4. To aeleet water.ials geared to areas of deficiency.
5. To assign materials at proper reading level.
& To locate weaknesses and use multi as a basis for instruction. Teach-

__pro of all subjects note these mess and then work out corrective and
Abevelopmen

, 7. To detect Xeser:elkas in amoci5t1on mane wido aie not usually
measured by achievement tests.

& -.To group children -1.*in the purpose of adjusting textbooks and otheir *read-
ing materials to the"rAildren's ability.

a. To guide the children:es seirtion of library books. .

I.
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136 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

10, To discover the degree of skill in rudimentary word attack power in
phonics and syllabification in cases of low vocabulary poiver. To distin-

.

guish cases of poor vocabulary caused by learning techniques or dread
of reading.

11. To determine a child's potential as a reader.
12. To check On pupil progress during remediation..

In addition to the 17 standardized tests identified in the responses,
6 informal reading inveritories or skills tests were mentioned. Also
referred to were 3 tests of study habits and skills, 4 mental or projective
tests, and at least 1 of the following: a test of literal dominance, a test
of auditory discrimination, a test of flexibility, and a test "to get an
estimate of personality patterns of the child."

Section II.The question to which responses wereiriven in the sec-
ond section of the questionnaire was as follows : -"What other evalua-
tive means do you use in your study of children's reading abilities?"
Space for naming four different types of devices or instruments was
given with the specific question itemized in each case, "How do you
use the test (device, instrument) indicated above to improve, (a) read-
ing skills, (b) reading interests, (c) reading appreciation ?" 41esponses
to this secticin of the questionnaire were extremely limited. The device
most frequently mentioned was the tachistoscope olio flash meter. Other
devices were mentioned in the following order.: Reading accelerator
(pacing or cofitrolling) device, reading films, visual screening devices,
auditory screening devices, and eye-movement cameras.

Purposes that respondents mentioned in relation to the tachisto-,
scopic or flash meter routifies were as follows:

1. To develop visual skill, recognition, and vocabulary ability.
2. To improve accuracy of word percoption.
3. To develop wider eye sPan-
4. To afford motivation and practice in perception:
5. To increase speed ot perception.
6. To stimulate total visual field; training in observation detail. ,
7. To improve speed and span of perception.

Comments about the use of the reading accelerator or controlled-
timed device included these :

1. ",-We use this instrument to point out areas where improvenient is needed
(for motivation and practice)."

2. "This is a motivational device which is fairly satisfactory for improving
speed ; pupils like keeping a record.of their own progress."

3. "To increase flexibility of rate, comprehension and vocabulary develop-
mentr"

The employment of visual screening devices was mentioned only
five times, with the obvious comments that the device is used as a
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EVALUATION 'TO IMPROVE READING 137

icreening instrument to determine the degree of a reader's visua)
efficiency.

The hearing acuity device was mentioned only two times, and with-
out comment.

The eye-movement camera was mentioned only two times with the
commeçt that this instrument is used to help in the recognition of
fixations, regressions, etc., in the reading pattern of the individual.Scetion I I I this section oi the questionnaire respondents were.,,asked : "What criticisms or limitations of current tests and devices doyou feel to be relevant at this timee
I The following statements are typical of the responses received :

1. "We teach the use of a variety of standardized tests. We do not tecom-mend any one as better in an over-all sense, but try to determine valuesand weaknesses of each so that a test will be selected to suit the par-ticular need of the individual or class population."
2. "Since we are conipletely opposed to the use of mechanical gadgets in

atcempting to teach what is essentially a thinking process, I am return-
in*-yelur questionnaire unanswered. Also, since we have found the useof standardised tests to have little value, we have been forced to sub-stitute our own tests. They have been developed in such a way that our
instructors are able to teach studikts what they specifically need."

3. "Achievement tests can be used, of course, to indicate areas and types of
difilisulties, but I know of no tests which reveal causes of educational
difficulties except Orme made with the help of Instruments."

4. "Our approach is concerned more with helping pupils with their 4ttitudes
toward reading than with improving their reading skills as such. They,
therefore, receive a combination of group psychotherapy and reading help.Our aim in this program is to help these youngsters discover that reading
can be fun by associating pleasurable activitie's and warm understanding-
with reading as such.. This is a fairly recent approach in our clinic, butthus fariit has seemed to produce rather striking gains for at least 'two-
thirds of the youngsters. AR a psychological clinic we are primarily con-
cerned with children whose mailing problems are due to emotional
difficulties."

5. "The majority of children seen as remed4al reading problems are what we
term unsuccessful rekders. We mean children who have average ability,
have had the opportunity to learn to read in seilool, have no discernible
physical defects and still are not dokng an adequate job. On this basis
and through research we believe that the reading problems in these cases
are rnotionally based and must be dealt with through psychotherapeutic
meansarather than strictly remedial work. In an evaluation procedure, we
concentrate upon three areasintellectual ability, personality develop-
ment, and the academic retardation?!

SectiQn Iv the final section of the questionnaire respondents
were requested to react to the following question, "What new tests,
devices or instruments are needed to improve our techniques of
evaluation I (Describe briefly as ti structure mid purpose.)"
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138 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Forty-eight specific responses were received. The materials men-
tioned most often as being needed have been classified into these four
basic divisions :

1. Tests to determine interests of children, how best they learn, and the
most effective methods of teaching

2. Better wide-range teeth geared specifically ior junior high school level
3. Tests which diagnose or measure more critically (quantitatively and

qualitatively) the following values :

a. comprehenMon
b. vocabulary
C. phonics; word analysis, and word rsiteognition
d. various reading techniques or specific skills

4. Tests in the area of reading efficiency in content subjects.
Typical responses are quoted below to indicate the n of re4ding

clinicians throughout the country today :

1. We need a measure of the flexibility of rate of comprehension as it is
affected by the difference in the content of stories from the basic aca-

,

demic fields, such as mathematics, science, history, and English. The
time factor would reflect the flexibility of rare of comprehension.

2. An instrument is needed to measure the conceptual background a child
has in different areas--a rank order listing of concepts involved and
necessary to the understanding of material in content areas (such as
science) and a method of placing a child's achievement in such an
order. The primary purpose would be to help children who are *fluent
in word recognition and -fairly able in vocabulary, but who still have
difficulty in reading in content-centered areas.

3. Devices are needed for retesting and reappraisal with subsequent adjust-
ment of materials to attitudes of the pupil.

4. We need not only objective data but subjective data of the pupil's WI-
. tudes toward reading and toward himself, also, his interests which can

be obtained through interview techniques.
5. Films in the area of the content subjeetsi. e., social studies, Math,

scienceare desired to demonstrate reading tethniques peculiar to these
areas. On higher levels, integration of text, lecture notes, and labora-
tory experimentrare desired for understanding and review purposes.

6. Individual tests are wanted for the measurement of perceptual skills.
While there Is a great need for further research in the area of perceptuat
skills at the junior high school level, we feel that some device for measuri
ing both auditory and visual perceptual skills would be extremely help-ful with the non-reader or very poor reader.

7. There is need for a test which will yield a valid measure of the enild'soral comprehension level, which should be indicative of the child's
capacity to learn.

if. A battery of prognostic tests is needed to indicate those individuals whowill profit by training in rate of reading. There is need for a work-
sample type of test which measures skimming, scanning, thorough read-ing, rapid reading, and other Indications of flexibility in reading.

.d,
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EVALUATION TO IMPROVE READING 139
9. Powertests are desired for severely retarded readers. Present tests donot gdequately measure the skills which such readers have.. Wide-rangetests which can adequately measure a junior high school class, from topor c011ege level reader to bottom or second grade reader are wanted.10. We need better instruments for determining the potential AchievementLevis of junior high school students, I. e., better diagnostic instruments atthislevel.

11. An association testconstructed to measure the speed of association andto determine the memory (recall) factor is needed. A test is needed todetertnitie how the individual child can learn best. Such tests shouldbe based upon all the known techniques for teathing reading.
12. I know of no gadget that can substitute for a well-trained, ingenious,interested teacher. With confident pupils, consistent instruction, soundreading materials, and harmonious situations, reading ability will da-velop and interests will grow.

Summary Statements

In summary, the following idea&and conclusions seem important :
1. There is wide use of both formal and informal tests at the present timefor individual and group analysis.
2. The large number of tests in use today indicates that no one specificform or type of test is felt to be distinctly superior to any or all others.3. Although some respondents seem critical of the tests available today,nearly all respondents indicated the use of one or more objective orstandardized tests at the Junior high school level.
4. If the responses received constitute a fair sampling of current practicein readlig programs, the devices and instruments mentioned have onlylimited use in clinical procedures today even though most of them were .introduced to American teaching personnel a quarter of a century ago.5. The criticisms of testing materials and devices today range from impliedlimitations of individual tests as the final authority, to the complete re-jection of standardised tests by one respondent who favors the use ofmechanical devices.
6. Under the heading of criticisms of tests, some respondents presentedlengthy discussions of methods of studying children along the lines ofpsychotherapy, as well as ways of understanding children's frustrationsand emotional difficulties for the obvious purpose of reclamation and de-velopment of personality.
7. Workers in the field of reading are conscious of a need for refined evalu-ative instruzbents in several re4ding areas.
8, References to tests involving inch elements as (a) flexibility of rate of

comprehension, (b) measure of'ronceptual background, (c) measurementof percegitualskiils, (d) measureinent of mental association, (e) measure-went of association speed, and (t) measurement of current achievementlevel in relation to potential achievement level certainly indicate thatreading specialists are alert to the need for new and better tests anddevices for use in Improving the reading of boys and girls.
426324 0-47-10
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Pirt VI. What Is Being Done on the
State Level to Improve Reading?
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Johnior High School Reading Programs
In Connecticut

Br
Leonard W. Jell, Consultant

Reading ard isteiish
Cssectisat SOON Deparitawmas 141aosil.ms

READING programs in the junior high school are a frank recog-
nition of the fact that at this level new types of reading abilities

need to be taught. At the junior high level, pupils come face to face
with subject matter specialists. In general, each pupil finds himself
in contact with a different teacher for each area of study. Unfortu-
nately, in many junior high schools certain conditions must be over-
eome before effective reading programs can be developed.

1: Many Junior high school teachers have had few or no courses in thea
teaching of reading.

2. These teachers have been successful in their special &teas ind do notwish to risk their'reputations in an area for whiCh they feel unprepared.
a Large classes and heavy teaching loads discourage teachers from attempt-ing anything which would increase their load.
4. The average teachJ is frustrated by the wide range of reading abilities ,and the-dearth of reading materials made ahilable to the school.

Getting the Provo= Started

In 1951 many junior high school readiniprograms in Connecticuthad these problems. Also there were other. factors, that played animportant part in developing a state-wide reading program. Withinthe State, junior high schools were organized in one of five differentwayi. Because of the different types of school organization and cur-ricular pattern, it was impossible to lay out aany one type of programthat would fit all needs.
Many systems in the State felt that it would be impossible to setup any type of reading program without the help of a reading spe-
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144 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH scHooL

cialist. To make the silrvice available, the reading consultant for th'e
State 'Department of Education wrote to all seconda6 school princi-
pals in Connecticut announcing that he was available for conference
purposes:' Because Connecticut is a small state, one can drive from the
central office in Hartford and be in any school in the State within 2
hours. Also the consultant had been on the staff of the State Teachers
College in New. Haven where he directed the reading clinic for three
and a half yean; thus. he was not a stranger t6 the school people in
the State. At first, requests were slow in coming. Teachers won-
dered to what extent the consultant was going to be able to work with
them and for how long a time. 'pie consultant bel:eved that he should
stay with a group of teachers long enough so that they would feel
that they could go on their own. Also, he felt that one satisfied group
would do more for the state-witle program then several ineffectively
advised groups which were frustrated because of lack of assistance.

Several points have guided the consultant in his work throughout
the State:

I. TriPigg to find one teacher in the system who is willing to make a start
2. Being sure that the pfogram gets the full support of the principal and

that the administration provides funds fot instructional materials
8. Getting other teachers interested gradually, if necesaary
4. Not being discouraged if the program does not produce results 'imme-

diately
5. Giving the course a name which does not have an unpleasant connotation.

For instance in one Connetticut town, a program was set up under.
the title, of "Remedial Reading." Before long, parents were request-
ing the school to withdraw their children from the course as they did
not wish to have them placed in a group with mental inferiors. The
program NVILS dropped for a year and then revived underthe headings
of "Directed Study." This time many of the same parents asked the
school to include their children in the program.

The work of the consultant has many avenues. It has included
demonstration testing And teaching in groups, consultatiorp with
teachers in groups and as individuals. In many cises it hao meant
returning to the school as many as 10 to 15 times to work on new
reading problems.

After working with several school systems, the consultant was in-
vited to offer a iraduate course in secondary school reading at Hillyer
College in Hartfoid., ,The main requirement of the course has been
a project for the development of a reading program of instructional
materials to be used by the teacher in his/her local school system.

In 1951 there was no recOrd of any reading program u such in any
secondary school in the State. At the present time there are 59, pro-
grams in various stages of development. To-strengthen this state-
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STATE LEVEL 145
wide program 2 other activities have been carried on. .Eight yearsago, the State readihg consultant, while a member of the faculty of theNew Haven State Teachers College, established the Connecticut All-State Reading Conference. This is an annual 1-day conference heldthe first Friday in October. The registration fee is one dollar and ahalf: Exhibitors are invited to display their materials free of charge.Between one thousand and fifteen hundred teachem have attended theconference each year.

For the past 3 years a direct attempt has been made to have specialfeatures for secondary teachers. As book exhibitorsare aware of'thiseffort they have generously cooperated in exhibiting books on the highschool level.
Because of the intense interest in reading which has been generatedthroughout the State, two of our outstanding reading consultants inthe State, Mrs. Ann A'Hearn of the West Hartford Public SchOolsand Miss Eleanor Mahoney of the Hartford Public Schools, have or-ganized the Connecticut Association for Reading Research. Theorganization has not Only been interested in research but it has alsoplayed a prominent part in getting certification requirements forremedial reading teachers and reading consultants set up by theConnecticut State Department of Education.

Connecticut Programs in Action

Although there is a great deal of similarity in the programs through-out the State, there are no two that are identical. `Each has beenset up to meet the needs of the local situation. An example of an out- ,standing program is the one at the Valley Regional High School inDeep River, under the direction of Miss Dorothy Andrews. In thisand other programs, these steps are taken :

'I. Setting Up the Program

A. A workshop is held for all teachers during which the plans for the pro-gram are present*d and discussed. The cooperation of the teachers mustbe secured if the program is to succeed,
B. The cooperation of parents sought. A letter explaining the purpose andscope of the program is sent to all parents. The staff is made availablefor parent conferences.
C. The guidance director and his staff are given an important part in theprogram. Information gathered about students is of great help to thereadind teachers.
D. The students are informed conceniing the basis and purpose of the reading
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146 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

II. Organization of the Program

A. The program is aftinclusive :

1. Any student in the school may enroll for reading improvement.
2. Superior as well as retarded\readers moy conw for help.

B. Tbe program lasts one period a day tor a minimum of 6 weeks for each
gtudent.

C. Records and reports emphasize pupil growth :

1. No grades are given.
2. Each pupil keeps a personal folder ichich includes graphs of his

progress.
3. At the end of the instructional period parents are sent a report of the

progress.
I). Groups are limited to 12-14 students, whenever possible.

III. Procedures and Services

A. Diagnosis includes various approaches :

1. Standardised testa are administered.
2. Previous test records are considered.
3. Informal tests are prepared and given.

B. Activities are varied :

1. Many reading materials with a high interest factor are used to foster
pupil growth.

2. Constant evaluation is made of pupils' progress.
3. Machines are used when pupils corn profit by them.

C. Special Services :

1. Reading improvement materials are made availble to other teaciiers.
2. A reading course for adults is made available througb the local

Parent-Teachers Association. mow
3. Books and magazines on reading are made available to the teaching

staff.

IV. Folloi;-up

A. Through the guidance department and all members of the staff, a regular
check is made of all students who have had the help of the reading
center.

B. Students are encouraged to return for additional help when it is needed
or desired.

The reading program in the Wooster-Junior High School in Strat-
. ford is quite different from the one described above. The block sys-

tem of scheduling in rhich one teicher has the same group for Eng-
lish and social studies is used in Wooster junior High. In this pro-
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STATE LEVEL 147
gram there are ten teachers who work, with the coordinator of the pro-gram. He carries on an in-service program for all of the English-social studies teachers. Pupils are grouped according to ability and

informal

then are grouped within the groups according to reading level as de-termined by standardized and reading tests. The schoollibrarian participates in the program and provides many interesting 1materials for research and'supplementary reading. .
7A third program-is beii exivrimented with in East, Haven, underthe direction of Mr. Jo MCPurtiand,. the head of the Eng MNit--cle-partment. He does all 4f the tsting and sets up instructional classeto fit in with study hall ograms of ithe students. From the senior.Iiigh schoor he has recruited honor students/to help readers needing(Assistance. It is not uncommon to find seveiral students being help*edby as many honor students in a single period. Because of this ex-flerience, several of the honor students have decided that they wouldlike to enter the teaching profession.

Connectitut is, still in need ot.many trained persons to wort in thefield of reading but progress, ttius far, has been more than satisfac-tory. In the past 51/2 years we have moved from no secondary rOad-ing programs to a total of 59. Two institutions of higher learning, tHillyer College and the University of Connecticut, are offering grad-uate programs for readii specialists., The State Department of
.certified

Education has setup spec' c requirements to be met by teachers wish -ing to be Th /State nOw has a professional society forteachem of reading. A1s4, the State Department, in conjunction withthe four State teachers colleges and the ITniyersity of Connecticut,now o. an annual institute on reading for all teachers of theState.
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The Development of a Program to Improve the Teaching
of Reading in Texas

By

Jewell Askew
?maiden*. roma Asoosiaeloss /we the laprimpaissis Itoatlissig

Ddrsofte, ileawratery gdmassioa
Mosstes Teas.

OUT of 10,000 teachers and administrators at the annual-meeting
of the Texas State 'Mailers Association in,November 10443, only

20 persons were present at the reading sectional meeting. Those 20
were appalled at the enormity of the job faCed by teachers of reading
and the apparent apathy of most teachers toward the improvement of
reading. After electing a chairman for the year, the group urged that
a program to attract teachers to the reading section meeting be planned
for the following November.. As the reading section was allowed only
a small suit.' to defray program expenses, plus were made to use home-
state talent.

""\- in Dieparing for the next year's program, th# chairman wrote to
superintendents ofvery school system in the State with 500 scho-

I lastics or more and asked thqm to recommend persons qualified to give
leadership in the program. Also, deans of the colleges of educa-,
tion in \the universities and olleges of the St e !wre asked for recom-
mendations. As a result of this survey, a u out a hundred qualified
people were iaentified and given kadership roles as discussion leaders,
consultants, or recorders. .

These hundred participants-tine in a business session and discussed
the problem of trying to improve the reading programs in Texas
schools. decided tilt chairman would present the problem ffom

4
the platfo immediately following the lecture, "Children Can Learn
to Read," the following morning. This was done. Then, a motion
was made from the floor that a reading association be organized and
that Aose in the audience who were willing to support such an organ-
ization drop their *names and one dollar into the hat as it was passed.
Three hundred and seventy-five persons responded. They became the
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charter members of the present Texas Association for the Irimmve-t of Reading.

ext., mquests for a summer conference began to come in to, theofficers of the new association. Members felt that they -needed thestimulation to be received from hearing and knowing authorities inthe field of reading. Also, they felt that tvichers could *and wouldunderstand more completely the professionil books gn the subject ofreading if they knew the authors. Also, many felt that they could notafford to spend their time or money to travel long distances to readingconferenoes.
Therefore, a meeting of the advisory board was called. This groupincluded educators representing a cross section of the State of Texasschool adminiftrators, a representative from the Texas Education,Agency, and deans of the college of educe ion'from several universities,and classroom teachers.
The association now-had $375, which had been earmarked to providea speaker for the next annual meeting at the convention of the TexasState Teachers Association during the following Thanksgiving holi-days. Ittore important, they had faith in the valut of their work andthere were local people who were willing to donate their time andtalent. Therefore, plans were launched for the first Annual Confer-ence ofT. A. I. R. (Texas Association for the Improvement of Read-ing) to be held on the campus of Sul Ross State College in Alpine, Tex.One out-ofstate speaker was invited for this conference ; all other liosi-tions of leadecship were filledby in-state,people.Before long some people were saying that Texas was too large forjust one conference; and if the tEachers in all parts of the State wereto be served, there must be more than one conference each year. Tofinance the program, the executive committee decided to charge a regis-tratio'n fee of $10 for a 4-day conference: Since only one speaker(out-of-state) was to be paid an honorarium and expenses, there wagenough cash on hand_at the close of the first conference to underi-ritethe expenses of t,he conference for the next. year.Next, the committke decided to extend the conferences to other Statecolleges and universities upon the receipt of a written invitation fromthe president offering the use of the facilities of the institution lindthe'cooperation of the staff in the Department of Education. However,no conference would be opened until there was money in the treasurysufficient to underwrite the expenses of conferences already. In opera-tion plus the new one. This was sound business policy, for thi associa-tion has enjoyed continuous growth and has neVOr had to !cancel aconfervce after it was once initiated.

. ,At the present time the goal to ptovide a readi*tonference withina 200:mile driving distance for no more than $10in expenses to every

,
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RA5 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

teacher in the State4is in sight. There are nine annual conferences now
held in cooperation with the following colleges and universities :

The University of Texas, Austin
Southern Methodist University, Dallas
The University of Houston, Houston
Prairl#,Vie.w A7k M College, Prairie View
Texas Southern rifixfAity, Houston
Stephen F. AuStin SIte College, Nacogdoches
West Texas State Teachers College, Canyon
Sul Ross State College, Alpipe
Pan American State College, Edinburg

a

ft%

From the beginning, the various publishing companies which serve
the State have been considered partners in this undertaking. Associa-
tion members rOtlize fully that good teaching is dependent not only
upon excellent teachers but also upon effective use of good material.

Publishing companies send their representatives to each conference
with complete disMays of new material available to teachers. They
also send 'their consultants, VNie have helped teachers become interested
in the effective use of good teaching aids. .

paring the first. 10 years of its life, the Texas Association for the
Improvement of Reading has brought the Nation's outstanding au-
thoritAls in the field of reading to teaetiers. They have provided pro-
fessiorial stimulation and leadership to more than 10 thousand Texas
teachers who are proving each school daY that children ran learn to
read.-

.
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APPENDIX I

Selected References on Developmental and Remedial Read-ing for High, School Teachers and Administrators
I. DEVELOPMENTAL READING

A. Guides and Bulletins for Teaching Developmental Reading
ANDERSON, HAZEL Reading Skills. E-2. First Semester Course.lines and Class Work. Illinois, GalefAurg Senior High School, June1953. 70 p.

A tinit on Sophomore Orientation includes material on bow to improvestudy habits.
Reading Skills. E-2., Second Semester Course. Unit outlines andclass work. Illinois, Galesburg Senior High School, June UM. Wit p.Continues work of first semester with emphasis on literature.

BARTHOLOILIEW, BERTHA M., HOWE, JOSEPHINE B., rind others. A Develop-mental Reading Program for the 'Frank David Boynton Junior HighSchool., Ithaca, N. Y., September 1947, revised May 1948, September'1953, 89 p.
Guide is based on these theses: every teacher is a teacher of reading : theJunior high school program demands a higher level of reading perform-ance; the reading program should,touch every child.

Berms READING IN VERMONT SCHOOLS, Grades 1-12. Vermont, State De-partment of FAucation, ('urrieulum Bulletin No. 7, August 1952, 30 p.
. Well illustrated bulletin showing various State readini activities andmaterials. Stresses the high school students' need for an enriched com-prehension vocabulary and ability to dhwriminate in the nae of words.

Brrrs, EMMETT A. 1rd.). Reading Comprehension Number. Education,76 pp. 515-75, May 1956.
Includes eleven articles on reading from elementary through high school.Helen Caskey points out that junior pupils can be made active, thinkingreaders by.vbeing helped to ask questions before reading as welltibyother approaches. Dr. Betts states that his studies indicate the eight* out of ten retarded renders have. normal or siAlor intelligent;e.

DE Boca, JOHN J. (ed.). A Symposium on Reading Problems: Unsolved,Problems in Reading. Reprinted froti Elementary English. Champaign,Ill., National Council of Teachers of English, 1954, 36 p.
Opinion of nine reading authorities that more experimental reiesertchneeds to be done on such problem); as: ranges of reading interests at
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152 IMPROVING READING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

succeeding age levels, ; perception and reeognition values of words;
battery of ,teats for identifying specific comprehension needs, especially
critical thinking; relationship between personality factors and reading
achievement:; meaning vocabularies of children at different age levels ;
and evaluations of the relative effeetiveness of basic reading systems.

DEVELOPMENTAL READING. Workshop Studies. Kansas, Wichita Public
Schools, 1951. 89p.
Developmental reading ifeading growth beginning at interest and
ability level of pupil. .1gtAtes nate that reading material for school use
is available in much in/Ater quantity, is more diversified, is better
adapted to needs and abilities, ,and is of Tore practical value than
formerly. Developmental reading units ,a,re presented for ; Emotions
(Psychology 12A), Learning To Use the Library (English 10),0A New
Approach to a Tale of Two Cities, the Transitional Period (Literature
12A) . Specific alas and techniques are described.

DEVELOPMENT OF READINGSTUDY SKILLS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS. Texas,
Port Arthur Public Schools, 1950. 155 p.
Program seeks to develop reading ability of all studenti in all subject
matter fields. Special attention *given to vocabulary building, word
recognition and adequate concepts, icomprehension, interpretation and
analysis, reading rate, phonics, and use of study helps.

FAY, LEO, WAUGH, KENNETH, and PHILLIPS, BEEMAN, Implications of
Reading Test Results for Developmental and Remedial Reading in
Small High Schools. Indiana Research Bulletin, November 1955. 10 p.
A definite reading program in the secondary school will pay rich divi-
dends. Continuous instruction in reading is appropriate for all readers.

Frasir R., THE. Report fromlhe Reading Workshop. Texas, Austin Public
Schools, 1951. 144 p.
Outlines clearly -factors in knowing children, helping teachers to deter-
mine reading levels within a section, working with groups, fitting ma;
terials and aids to children, outlining the basic concepts of a desirable
reading program, developing language skills with bilinguals and with
children of limited experience backgrounds, discovering techniques for
developing the reading abilities of retarded and gifted learners, and
providing recreational and extensive reading. Covers grades one
through twelve.

GATES, ARTHUR I. ,Teaching Reading. What Research Says to the Teacher,
1. Washington, D. C., National Education Association. June 1953. 33 p.
A comprehensive report of the practical implications of research in the
teaching of reading. Covers the Importance of factors affecting learning
to read, such as methods and materials of instruction, home facilities
and incentives, attitude of both teacher and pupil, the pupil's growth
'status and rate, and adjustments to individual differences ; certain estrn-
tial basic skills in word recognition,setting meanings, adapting reading
rates, adapting understanding to purpose ; and 4ome instructhmal pro-
cedures.

ORAMBS, JEAN D. The Development of Lifetime Reading Habits. New
York, American Book Publishers Council. September 1954, 38 p.
Report of Committee on Reading Development conference. Deals with
means of expanding use of books in the schools, and of instilling life-
long enthusiasm fdr reading. Offers interest promotion techniques such
as reading aloud, bringing into classroom visitors who are enthusiastic
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about reading, wider distribution of well-prepared book lists, more com-inundation and cooperation between the public library and the publicschool.

GRAY, WILLIAM S. and LARRICK, NANCY. Better Readers for Our Times.International Reading Association Conference Proceedings, Vol. 1, 1956,176 p.
Reports proceedings of the 1956 conference, including talks by over 70participants. Reviews the current defnands for better readers, and de-scribes how these demands may be met from the grades through college.Reports research on controversial issues and challenging problems, dis-cussing at length "Can Television Aid in the Teaching of Reading?"Outlines ways of locating and meeting the needs of both retarded andgifted readers.

GREEN, ROSEMARY M. and HEAVEY, JEAN. Reading Skills, Grades 10, 11, and12. Curriculum Office. Philadelphia Public Schools. May 1953, 26 p.Outlines reading skills essential to better learning, activities involvedin establishing them, and possible educational outcomes resulting fromtheir mastery. Covers helps for reading for main ideas, reading for de-tails, outlining, locating information, vocabulary building, critical andoral reading.
HASTINGS STUDIES ITS SECONDARY READING PROGRAM. A Workshop Project.Nebraska, 1956. 82 p.

Reports progress and results of developmental reading program startedin spring, 1951. Secondary school program stressed interpretation,critical reaction, integration, adjustment of reading to varied materials,and other skills not previously taught.
HELPS FOR TEACHERS IN PROMOTING IMPROVEMENT IN READING IN THE SENIOR

HIGH SCHOOL Ohio, Lakewood Public Schools, September 1953. 43 p.Concise and easi-to-follow helps set up in graphic form with the columnsto the right of the pages containing specific materials illustrating thebroader topics at the left. Includes suggestions for improving study,development and expansion of reading skills, critical reading, and thefunction of the school library in developing reading growth.
IMPROVEMENT or READING IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS, THE. Texas. Texas Edu-cation Agency. Bulletin 540. March 1958. 63 p.

Written both for administrators and teachers. Lists and describes sur-rey and group intelligence tests for uSe. Stresses development of maturereading abilities such as reading to drawrconclusions and to make in-
ferences. Presents sample plan of grouping within a class, scheduling
activities for three groups. Enumerates principles necessary for the
success of remedial reading. Lists available m#terials.

IMPROVEMENT Or READING IN THZ HIGH SCHOOLS or NEw MExico, THE. Ten-
tative Guides. for High School Teachers. New Mexico State Board of
Education, Bulletin No. 17, 1953. 96 p.
Suggests a reading program for entire faculty. A feature of bulletin is"Tasks to be Done" at the close of each chapter. Tasks in the "Reading
Process" chapter include : a.' Review research ; b. Plan}a system-wide .

program for developing desirable interests in reading c. Compile a re-
source unit of techniques and methods for developing and refining read-
ing attitudes and interests.

IMPROVING READING INSTRUCTION IN VHS SECONDARY SCHOOL. Bulletin of
the California State 'Department of Education, Vol. 16, May 1947. 128 p.
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154 IMPROVING REApING IN TH; JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Presents reading problems of specific subjects. For exampl mathe-
mattes requires the "intensive, painstaking, and relatively slow %II

. of
reading where the reader is made aware of the slightest detail in words
or symbols." Suggests appropriate devices and methods which may be
adapted by any teacher to suit the needs of particular groups. ,

INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE FOR THE TEACHING OF READING- IMPROVEMIINT. Junior
and Senior High Schools, Los Angeles City School Districts. Division of
Instructional Services. Publication No. 508, Revised 1954. 155 p.
A comprehensive instructional guide. Describes in detail the junior and
senior high reading program, and outlines means and techniques of teach-
ing reading improvement. Includes annotated list of books and mate-
rials for Grades 7-12 and for special training classes in Grades 10-12.
Gives suggested list of library books for slow readers.

NoavEra., Gizmos W. Reading in the Secondary School Program. Reprint
Bulletin 1185, April 1940. New York State Education Department, The
University of thi State of New York Press, 1952. 22 p.
Presents the essentials of a schoolwide secondary reading program,
recognizing the needs of two groups: retarded readers and normal
readers.

ORGANIZAnON AND AbMINIATRATION OF A READING PROGRAM, THE. Kinder-
garten Through Grade 12. Wisconsin, Madison, Cooperative Educational
Planning Program, Bulletin No. 16, May 1950. 23 p.
Suggests these procedures: List kinds of skills necessary for effective
reading ; select and atiminister appropriate diagnostic tests ; outline most
appropriate piogram for each pupil; organize daises into small groups
and find appropriate %aerials for skill development exercises for each
group; designate particular areas for which each teacher will assume
responsibility; plan evaluation techniques to be applied fre-quently ;

interpret the readingprogram to the public.
PROMCMING allOWTH IN READING. I/# Teacher's Guide for Use in Secondary
: Schools, Oklahoma, Tulsit Public Schools, 194& a90

It is the business of the secondary 'schools to inktruct not only to "read
the lines" but "between the lines" and "beyond the lines." From this
approach a reading program with specific foractical procedures and
techniques is built.

READING. Kindergarten Through High School, Teaching Guide. Washington,
Longview Public') Schools, 19M. 76 p.
This curriculum guide is organized around an adaptation of "Stages in
Typical Reading Development" as described In the Forty-MOM Year-
book, Part II, National Society for the Study of Education. In the
Advanced Stages of Reading (Secondary School) , the emphasis is on :
relln,nent of reading attitudes, habits, and tastes; increasing efficiency
In use of study skills; appreciation of literary heritage. Gives eomplete
description of diagnosis and courses given :n Grades 10, 11, and 12 %for
remedial readers in R. A. Long High School.

7

BEADING PROGRAM FOR TUE PITTSBURGH HIGH SCHOOLS, A. A Guide Book for
Teachers of Basic, Curricular, and Correative Reading. Pennsylvania,
Pittsburgh Board of Education, June 1945. 214 p.
Basic program tends to develop basic skills and abilities-: 'recognition,
comprehension, organisation, retention, location, appreciation, and use
of ideas. Curricular program lists materials: papers and magasInes,
workbooks and pamphlets, abridged classics and textbooks.
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READING, THE KILT TO largisnino4 Massachusetts, Report of the Wellesley,Public Schools, 1955. Pp. 6-27.

Written to provide more specific information on- the reading program tothe citizens of Wellesley. Describes program from preschool throughhigh school.
ROAD TO Bairns RsAniso, TIM New York State Education Department,Bureau of Secondary Curriculum Development, 1958. 112 p.Gives summary of proceedings of ten conference-clinics on reading inNew York State. Sets *up a developmental, twelve-year program. Pre-sents a bibliography of materials and sources approved by teachers.Has chapter otimproving reading in the content subjecte.

TEACHING Oi READING, Tim, Gamma 4-12. West Virginia, State Departmentof Education, 1949. 838 p.
A practical guide which aims to promote understanding of the basicreading skills. Identifies reading difficulties, describes means of flexiblegrouping, lists current practices for better reading, and suggests enrich-ment materials.'

TEACHING ReADING FOR THE GIFTED IN SECNODARY SCHOOLS... The .Bulletinof the National Association of Secondary School Principals, Part: 5-782 October 1955.
Provides enrichment suggestions to the teacher. Helps offered in socialstudies, the sciences, language and .literature. Stresses possibilities ofpapercovered boOks for providing superior students with wide varietyof reading matter.

B. Yearbooks on Reading
GRAY, WILLIAM S. Basic Instruction in ReAding in Elementary and HighSchools. Supplementary Educational. Monograph No. 65. Illinois, TheUniversity of Chicago Press, October 1948.. 2137 p.Discussions of role and patterns of basic reading instruction, groupingof pupils, reading readiness, environments that stimulate pupil growth,materials and equipment for basicinstructión, the development of basicskills, and reading in content fields.

IGRAY, WILLIAM &and Rooms, %Blamer. Maturity in Reading : Its Natureand Appraisal. Illinois, University of Chicago Press, 1956. 278 p.Reports studies made with three different groups to determine the natureand development of maturitymin reading. Maturity scales used coverthree broad areas : (1) Interest in and purpoSes for reading (2) Materialread (8) 'Level of reading competence. Provides high school and collegeteachers of English with information concerning the characteristics ofmature, cinnpetent readers and ways of promoting their development.GRAY, WILLIAM. S. The Teething of Reeding and Writing. London.UNESCO and Emu Brothers, Limited, 1956. 288 p.Book surveys and appraises cutreit methods and practices in teachiagboth children and adults to read and write. Focuses attention on tliemother tongues of under-developed areas of thtimorld where literacyprobleins are most merlons. Makes construCtive proposals for leaden;in literacy prgigram.
IMMO IN THE Ritilt 110X005. Ana COLLEGE. The 47th Yearbook of theNational Society for- the Study of Education, Part Illinois, Uni-vomit, of Chicago Prom, AWL 814 p.
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156 IMPROVING READING .11T THE JtiNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
411,

Presents research and principles relating to developmental and reme-
dial reading at Junior high school and higher levels. Describes a sound
reading program, how to idigatitr,needs II students, the teaching of
reading in various content fields', .141ping retardiA readers, making the
library effective, and evaluating growth in reading.-

-Roantilorf, Hats* M. Oral Aspects of. Reading. Supplementary Educa-
tional Monograph No. 82, Illinois, Tbe University; of Chicago Press,
December 1955. 166 p.
Shows that oral reading is taught' today as a useful and fine art. Dur-
ing and after school years the sharing of experiences, presentation of
reports, reading of minutes and business reports, radio and television
material, appreciation of poetry and other types of written materials
depend upon oral reading. The two 'major aspects of oral reading
include the reader and his ability to express the authors message, and
the listener and his ability to'receive.

C. Art,icks on Developmental Reading
Byrn, Emurrr A. ed. Education, 73: 528-88. Reading Numbei. May

1958. Presents research on reading interests of children in various com-
munities ; -an experiment in leschLng American history with primary
emphasis on fictional literature ; the status og reading in 1958 : significant
aspects bqng critical reading, study,of semantic* aid work with sunhat
and prefixal; ways of reading to get the Idea.

CITRILICULITY AND MA .4 4 Board of Education, City, of New' York, Cur-
riculum Center, West 55th Street, New York 19, N. Y., Nov.-Doc.
1955. *sr.:*

41 Articles describe present reading practices and trends'in the New York
City system. A good program includes consideration of spots where
pupils' needs are particularly acute : a. Grade 1, *benthe Nundation4of
reading is laid. b. Grade 4, when reading in content subjects bee9mes
more 'extensive and difficult. c. Grade 7, when childrei meet depart-
mental work for the first time. d. Oradea 9 and 10; when the transfer
to high school requires greater. responsibilitiee for one's reading.

GRICOOST, M. soul MCLAUGHLIN, W. J. Advanced Reading for the Bright Child.
Clearing Haute, 26: 206-05, ,December 1951. Describes miniature
Great Books course for eighth' and) ninth graders with I. Q. of 120 or
better, and A or B average, and a reading grade score of 10.5 or better.
Groups of 20 volunteered to meet twice monthly with teachers durinv
school hours for informal discussions. Students selected own books Iron
special collection. No credit or formal reports given. Students and
teachers were emtliusiastic about results.

Hicannkrao, MAx (ed.). Reading Problems in the Becolidary School. Tie Bul-
letin of the National Association of Secondary School Principals, Yol: 89 :

7-55, September 1955. Discusses problems of non-literary reading ma-
terials books$, iniproving tastes in reading, and the need for co-
operation between trade-book publishers and %educators. Need tor 'flexi-
bility in rate of reading is brought out in description of a :emir& stu4y`

7on skimming.
.1swm; Anzio. Meeting Differences Differently. National MOWN' At*

Melo* Joins*, 42 : 27041, May .1963. Describes boir ninth-grad.
teacher 'fits able to care for wide differences in reeding &May sod In.
terests by knowing her students' reading tastes and the booki *aid
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they might enjoy., Describes how group wOrk was planned and carried*on.

Karnixa, lisanioursz, Guiding Reading Toward Desirable Effects inGrades Seven to Ten. Keeping Reading Programs Abreast of theTimes, Gray, W. p. (ed.). Proceedings of the Annual_ Conference onReadjust Vol. 12 : 188-92. Illinois, University of Chicago, uorp. De-scribes methods used to help eighth-graders improve family and other'personal relationship& Teacher established rapport and developed per-missive atmoSphere, then asked open questions torch as : "What do youHike best about your parentar and "In what ways do you wish they wereThen analysed responses ar?d listed understandings neededby Hs to estitblisb satisfying parent-chnd relationship. Followedthis by developing a midi)* list dealing with human relations. In con-nection with the selections read, the author used class discussion,Observation of procedure during discussion, and role-playing, followed byevaluation of behavior.
LatouTv, V. E. Row Slowly Do They Read? The Engliah Journal, 45: 257--00, May 1958. Speed in itself can be a dubious advantage ln reading.Justice cannot be done good material by a hurried reading or even by asingle cereal reading. The more one studies a work the more% he findsin it-to understand ; without underitanding, there can be no appreciation.Careful reading with students, discussions with them, and the use of ii-brary facilities teach them to read witb plealarroN,, Mans= C. Interpreting Different Kind's of Material in GradesSeven to Ten. Promoting Growth Toward Maturity in InterpretlirgWhat is Read, Gray, W. 8. (ed.). Proceedings of the Annual Conferenceon Reading,-Vol. 13 : 101&4Z, Illinois, University of Chicago, 1961. Offerspractical suggestions for teaching varied meanings of words and criticalinterpretation ofvprinted materials to junior high. students.McDowsua, Kurt C. The Teaching of Reading in the Junior High School.The *Weft of the National Association of Secondary-School Vrincipals,: 8649, December 1954.

Good teachers of reading: (1) offer a readiness program ; (2) motivatestudents by varied means ; (8) provide materials pupils can read sue-cesqulljr ; (4) stress wide reading for recreation and inforMation (5)consider readlnk an all-day responsibility in 411 subjects ;* (6) help pupilsI gain independence In word recognition ; (7) help build vocabulary con-stantly ; and (8) help Midis develop comprehension skills through ques-tions, conversation, and Interesting workbooks.
Moeurirmas, A. D. Reading Guidance In the Junior High School. WilsonLibrary Bulletin, 28: 082-45, April 2954.Readers are divided into four groups slow, indiffereat, average*, andnon-reader. Suggest; ways to attract all types of readqvs. Biblio-therapy Is *mint mental hygiene. Severs; examples are naiad.Burrs, DONALD E. P. ReitdIng improvement and Study Skills In SecondarySchool& (Speech). Michican, UnirersitA of Michigan, "September111681 p.

Relating to stbdy skills this point it made: Understanding Is a firststep in learning bt.it not the whole Meets. The neat iteP 11 renember-int Studies of reading way vs. resales irks reciting 'show!' superiorityof 4(40
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158 nitpRovm READING Of THs JUNIOR WM SCHOOL

WARIBEN, D. L. sod GRAY, W. S. What Should We Do About Reading in tbe
Junior High School? The Bulletin of the National Assoclktion of Sec-
.1.(I --School Principals, 40: 104-08, April 1956.
Two summaries of convention presentations. Tbe first emphasises that
arrangements must be made to include -the teaching of reading for all
pupils in the Junior high course of study. Interested teachers need to

-mewed, administration ,must give special attenticp to testing and
grouping, in-service training should be given to teacbers, 'and varied
reading waterials must be prOvided. The second discussion stresses
that no other school unit faces a greater challenge for promoting grolith
in and through reading than the junior high school. Reasons: 1. Meet-
ing tbe demands of adolescence is simplified through planned guidance.
Efficient reading training can develop skills which lead to understanding,
rational attitudes, and improved ways of thinking and behaving. 2:
Extensive studies made In seventh grade classes show that reading
competence varies from second grade level, or less, to that of college
freshmen or more.

'REMEDIAL READING

A. Guides for Remedial Reteding
9

REMEDIATIOI1 AND SPECIAL READING SEIVICIta IN. THE AUSTIN PUBLIC &Homo.
Texas, Austin Public Schools, 1952. 69 p.
Explicit guide for setting up a remedial reading program. Shows sample
forms used in special reading program and materials to develop word
attack skills. Contains bibliography for retai-ded readers, the books
ranging in difficulty from primer and first grade throug Mt, grade,
with interest levels from grades one thrOugh twelve.

A STUDY ON Rximoilud READING : Grides 1-1. Illinois, Alton Community
Schoolynit No. 11, 1952. 98 p.
Outlines a school-wide remedial program with instructionaliprocedures
for all levels. Recommends that Junior and fienior high school teache3
continue the remedial program by selecting the grouping plan and nal
the reading aids best suited to clan needs. Suggests that attention be
given to 'the Personal history sheets, charts, tests, and remedial material
available.

lUGGEBTED GUMS ros REMEDIAL READING. Secondary Schools. California :
4%Fresno City Unified School District. September 1954. 48 p..

Gives aims of reading program ; needs of the slow learner ; suigested
schedules; suggestions for dictionary, phonii*, and vocabulary :

speed and comprehension checks; and ideas for cArts, games, and
devices. Includes "Phonetic Elements- for Remedial Reading" taken
from Kottmeyer's Handbook r Readfal R dlng.

B. Articles on Remedial Rdi
PRINK, WILLIAM G. and WyrT14, PituLsA. "Current Practices in Remedial

Reading in Secondary Seboole The 'School' Review, 57: 24046, May-
. k June 1949.

Al
Study of practices in remedial reading reportnd by 109 high schools.
Median size Of groups 'was 20. Most classes met regularly days a

'week. In three-fourths of systems pupils given equivalent 'Englisi!,
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credit In over half of schools pupils could return to regular classwhen they showed sufficient improvement. In some schools, the school, nurse physician, psychologist, librarian, atd director of guidance andtesting service cooperated with remedIttl teacher. Varied criteria usedfor selecting students. About half of schools made remedial readingclassroom into laboratory. Activities were aime0 at extending andenriching experience; developing meaning, increasing speed, improvingability. to evaluate printed materials, and developing good study habits.Authors state that if secondary schools initiated developmental readingprograms, fewer remedial programs would be needed.
BRUNING, Hymn I. The Readability, Interest, and Usefulness of Selected'Materials for Retarded Readers, Grades 7-12, Kansas University ofKansas Publications, 10: 1q-23. School of Education. November 1955.Study used twenty-six books including specially written materials,adapted classics, and textbooks or informational type materials. Ninety-two pupils in grades 7-12, screened by the Metropolitan Reading Test(advanced) Form T, participated. To 'determine tile optimum difficultyof materials to be used by a large group, readability formulas were usedto advantage. Study showed that teaching of reading and remediationof reading difficulties cannot be reserved to elementary school.Bum, R. M. Book-Happy : Raising Reading Levels Two to Four Grades.Clewing House, 25 : 34144. February 1951.

Describes reading experiment with poor but promising readers in seveiithgrade of junior high school. Students placed in small reading improve-ment sections and given high-inierest and easy-reading materials. Werttaught word recognition, techniques of comprehension and other readingskills. Vocabulary study was emphasized and related to spelling. Weregiven many oral and written communication activities. Students werehelped with adjustment problems through parental cooperation.
CAMPBELL, W. E. keading Can Be Improved. The ilkaletin of Ole NationalAssociation of Secondary School Principals, 40: 42-48. November 1956.Describes a secondary school reading program whkh resulted in a riseof 2.3 in the median grade level of ability among its pupils. Programstarted with in-service education. Teachers Wert! supplied with needed'm and consultative help. Specific skills taxa; were: vocabu-la elopment, adaptive rates of reading, effective oral reading, ana-lytical thinking in' reading, and reading for appreciation atid pleasure.

CAPETIAN'', BEwrirs E. ana MCKEEHAN, Rows. A Junior Hist? School ReadIig Program'Adjusted to Individual Needs. The High School Journal,BC 172-77. December 1955.
Laboratory program was organized in Jefferson Junior High Schoolof Oak Ridge, Tenn. Since the Oak Ridge Schools use the K-5-3-4plan, the emphasis during the first 8 years of school was on self-containedclassroom. Junior high bome-room teachers directed all academic learn-ing 'experiences. Laboratory plan provided a place where, help couldbe given to pupthVon their abilfty lends. Pupils were placed in the."Needs Laboratories" if they were below grade level and data indicatedneed. "inierest Laboratories" provided broader experience.; for thosewith improVed reading levels.

1

ClillANt 0. LIFiLlz and Gams, ROSICMAXY M Philadelphia Schools Attackthe Readiag Problem. liatiots's Sokol*, 51: May 1958.Reports growth of reading program started in 1 In 26 Junior high, 17.senior high, and tli4e vocational:technical schools In Philadelphia. Ir.
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160 IMPROVING READING IN TEM 'JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Teachers selected on volunteer basis and given systematic training onschool time. Amphasis at beginning was; on remedial work with smallgroups.w Later, the program wu extended to all regular classes. Con-tinning in-service education for remedial teachers was conducted. Re-sults at end of fifth year were encourag4ng.
EINSTEIN, FLoarvar.. Fostering Good (:)mmunity Relations- Through theSpecial Remedial Reading Program. High Points, 36: 8144, May 1954.Explains letters-to-home plan of informing parents of reading program.Return-mail letters were displayed on bulletin boards and published.Used in a Manhattan Junior high school.

4Mongto, Roes. The Remedial Reading Program at J. H. S. 240; High Points.35: 25-30. Qctober 1953.
Remedial program functions as subdivision of Guidance Department. On

s.

entering junior high, pupils selected for groups on baste of teacher con-. ferences and articulation card. Ililf-bouf periods three times a weekfor groups of six are preferred. Pupils assigned to groups. Programexplained to pupils who prepared own notebooks; individual folders, atidprogress charts. Remedial reading material intfierated with that of coregroup. Instruction' terminated when fmpil attained reading levtil ofgrade seven. Follow-up materials were provided for subject teacher&Parents kept informed. 4

PARKER, Dos H., KING, RENA and How, RUTH Matching Ten ReadingLevels in One Classroom.. Educational Le041er ship, 11 : 178-84. De-cember 1658.
A ninth-grade English teacher found her pupils ranged from irade0through grade 18 in reading ability. With supervisory and consultititassistance, she instituted program which provided materials and help to4each pupil at his own level.

PROPECX, Grows. Establiihing A Junior High School Reading Improve-ment" The National Eifl,entary Principal, 85 : 22446. Sep-tember 1015.
Deocribes4p1tial efforts of a junior high staff to organise to assist allstudents in reading.

RIDGWAY, ROBERT W. A Study of The Readability, Interest, and Usefulnessof Materials for Retarded Readers in Grades 4-8. University of KansaBulletin of Educatkot, 10: 10-15 November 1955.
Study used 118 retarded readers and 80 books froT publishers' lists ofmaterial* written especially for retarded readers. Evidence collectedindicated that, the use of easy and interesti* materials may result inimproved attitudes toward reading. When interest in a book was high,pupils read above their measured reading levels. Low interest booksoften rated as "too hard" by pupils even though bboks were on or bepupil's reading level. Pupils who differ widely in merital and chlogical age .find interest in many of same books.

RYAN, Emma 0. Reading Problem& The Bulletin of the National Atte-elation of Secondary-School Principals, 89: 127782. November 1955.Reports results pf a. remedial refding coaching program. The first year22 seventh-grade pupils, average I. Q. ol 99, and 11 eighth-grads" aver-age I. Q. of 108, participated. Some pupils ivere. coached 20 minutes aday, singly or in small groups; other,were coached an hour at a timeonce or twice a week. After an average Of 6 months' coaching theseventh-graders made an average gain of 2.7 years. The eightt-graderP
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made an average reading gain of 8 years aftw an average of 5 months'coach/tut. Special activities for bright pupils were highly successful :reading assignments and library research projects, acting as readers'guides to grade pupils, looking up resource material for teachers, study-ing reading techniques and /wiping coach younger children.STRANO, RUTH. Illustrative Readfhg Progfams. High School Journal.,36 : 2247, October 1952.
Gives fiv:e illurations of efforts to help breading: 1. English teacher givesbuilds on interests and needs of

school pupils improve
p to seYwJ retarded readers.

latiftnd elitists coopejPacner, 2. English teacher meets nee& of an entire class of retarded
other

pupils. & Other teachers help students read their subject-more effec-tively. 4. They coordinate theii efforts to improve reading.. Teacherstry improvement techniques and share Thant successful procedures.Reading improvement is made a home-room goal. Librarian gives fullassistance. 5. Program is under leadership of a readingg specialist.MAXLICIP., AITRUS E. Remediii Reading Today. School Review, 51 17-24,January 1958. -

!summary of current theory and practice in remedial reading in schools,with a statement concerning controversial questions and current needsin the field. Applicable to Junior high Whoa
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APPENDIX II

(Noire : This form may be repmduced in whole or in part by anyone
wishing to use it)

Dar4srliz1rr O. MALI'S, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Office of Education

Wukketim tS, D. C.

What Do You Like .To Read?
Prepared by Arno Jewett, Specialist for taanguage Arts

I. Reading at Home
A. Newspapers

I. To which newspaper ( ) does your family subscribe?
VIP OP MP 40. 410 OP op OP OM MI 14 MIPp Ow

2. How much time do you spend a diy reading newspapers?
minutes.

11. List your three favorite sections ot the newispaper :
a 4OP WM. MP ...........lb 16o

b.
C.

MO Vim am OP 411, 4IP MP MO GP MP ON OM .........
t7.4...... MP 4P MP

4. What two news topics are you following closely ?
a.
b ....... ib MP OPOP ......

B. Meggesiosei
1. What magazines do you read regularly in your home?

a. C.
b.

..... 10 ............. 4

...... ...........
2. magAzine has the most interesting, stories? .......

subjects do you like to read about in magazines?
C. Book*

1. Approximately bow many tiovels and biographies are there in your
libraryat bone!

2. How maly otthelig books have you read?
& Are you or your parintialembers of a book dub? .
4. Row many books doyou own personally?
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164 IMPROVINd READING IN ThE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

AI. Reading at thtiblic Lirfrary
A. Do your have a library card? ;. is it active?
B. About how many books have you checked out of the public library

in the Past year?
C. What maysines do you read at the public library? _________

A

mi..

D. How many times a month' do you go to the public library.?
HI. Use of the School Library . .

A. Do you know how to fled books you want without the librarfan's_
help 9 * .

. B. What is the purpose of the Reader's Guide? '''''

C. For what is the card catalogue used?
D. What encyclopedia do you refer to most often?
E. Do you have difficulty finding certain things in the library?

If so, what?
0

Reading and Other Recreation
A. Write 1st, 2nd, and 3rd by your first, secoidt and third choices Of

these type; of writing :

a. N9vels e. Articles
b. Short Stories f. Comic Books
C. Plays .g. Biography
d.b Poetry h News"

B. Write the titl of three books -which you have enjoyed this year :

a

IMO .11. 1M .1=11

M e NM IWO ................ Ilo AND .oit
C. 1.

C. Write the title of the book you lave enjOyed *pit of all,
ar Aar am.. dm. br. dm a. Am me am Mb Oa Ea .................... ............... ....... din aa ma

D. Underline the four kinds of stories you like best and put a cheek before
your (favorite. If possible wrtte the title of a favorite story after each
type you underline. ., , .

a. Animil ............_ ......... Mb .... Ma ...... ....... ..6 ..... ...... ea
b. Action and adventure
C. (4/m1 and other mystertes
d. Humor

, e: Romance or love
fI, . Modein science

4

g. Outdoor life ..1

a h. Mechaniciathings a ... 411 -Nth...., r----t
(airplanes, etc.) % .

,

, Foreign countries ,
. P '

r j. *ar stories . lt
.4

, k. Space troiel or fiction all. Gm ...maw... M. b =pm. am or ..... Mb OM web MP ............ od.o. MN MD MD

%.

.

I
I

1. Home life --
/

4 m. Interestini people .
.

1

t;-

4

7"."elagablE. What do yottlike to do twit when you !lave free time?
F. What kind of vork do you Want to do When youleaie school? 09

G. What moviete have you seen this
I

Ps Have you, read RAY

books beeaulie of the movies you have seen? If es% name
them 4
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APPENDIX 165
.IV. Reading and Other itegeationContinued

11.. Whose recommendations do you usually follow .when you read abook?
..... ..........

I. Do you 'give your ovVers'onal library' at home? if If so, howmany books?
J. Do yo'll have a television set at home? I If you do, how muchtime do you spend daily watchfng,television? hours.K. Have you read any books because ot television shows you have seqn?If so, name them.

41111.

L. As you know, some young people libe to iead tiooks during their sparetime; others don't. Why do you think some teerf-agers enjoy readingbooks when they have time?

11 4111.do some youug people dislike reading?
.= Mae/
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